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Abstract

In this thesis I analyze the Conversation, or collection of speech acts, about Binge Watching. Binge 
Watching is a term and a trend that first appeared in the news in 2013. I take a constructivist 
approach to researching the phenomenon and answer the questions “How is binge watching socially
constructed? And “How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of 
Binge Watching and what does this say about broader cultural differences?” To this end I perform a 
thematic content analysis and discourse analysis of American and Dutch news articles collected 
from Google News. I find that American writers problematize and dramatize binge watching, while 
Dutch writers normalize the behavior. I explain this difference in construction by arguing that Dutch
society is more informalized. As a consequence of constructing binge watching as a problem, 
American articles try to ‘solve’ the problem for their readers through authoritative advice, while 
Dutch articles prevent the creation of a problem through humor. In the American corpus writers try 
to find a solution to the problem of binge watching and to give meaning to the term Binge 
Watching; working within a cultural logic where there is a line between normal and excessive 
behavior, the self is viewed as a battle between urges and self-control, and ideologies of moderation 
and excess are in conflict. I conclude that the framed solution within this cultural logic is a 
mechanism of individually putting personalized external control measures in place within which 
confines the viewer can safely decontrol, let go and escape rationality.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Reading the title of this work 'The Public Conversation On How To Binge Watch' there is a good 
chance the term Binge Watching is unknown to you. The word has only been used in print since 
2013 and since then has spread quickly through popular media articles online. The word can mean a
lot of different things. Because the word is so new, there is no shared understanding of what it 
means. This is reflected in many news articles on the subject: “Is bingewatching a sport? A hobby?”
(163), “Making Sense of BingeWatching” (396),  “What explains the binge?” (82), “There’s a 
popular fascination right now with trying to understand the meaning of our binges” (141).

So what do people agree on? At the very least Binge Watching means watching a lot of 
television in one sitting. Maybe of the same show. Maybe through Video On Demand on the 
internet. Maybe on Netflix. But lets not get started on what 'a lot' is! All these issues are currently in
flux, being negotiated in news and conversations. But the central question people are trying to find 
an answer to: is Binge Watching acceptable or not? Of course this in turn is very dependent on what
we decide it means. Why are people asking this question and trying to solve it? A very general 
answer is: because people live together in groups and this brings with it certain problems, which 
they have to solve together. What becomes defined as problems is dependent on the history of 
society in which these people live. Apparently there are norms in our current culture that make 
binge watching problematic for some people, and the solution to this problem is being negotiated 
through writing and talking. Sociology is the study of how people solve problems of living in 
groups, together: “in de sociologie bestuderen wij de manieren waarop mensen de problemen van 
het samenleven kunnen oplossen” (Goudsblom, 1974:84). I will study why binge watching is a 
problem, how people are trying to solve it, and what solutions people are proposing.

Personally I find it hard to come to a conclusion on whether or not I think Binge Watching is 
acceptable or not. I think I binge watch when I watch more than 2 episodes in a row, or more than 4 
episodes of the same show in a day. This is a very personal definition. I enjoy this experience 
immensely, and am very relaxed during it. However, afterward I generally feel physically 
uncomfortable, mentally overstimulated, and guilty because I made myself feel unhealthy and have 
been unproductive. I feel especially ashamed when I did not plan to watch more than 1 episode. I 
also find it disquieting when I am more immersed in the show than in my own life. On the other 
hand sometimes I feel I have no other choice than to binge watch because I need a lengthy escape 
from everyday life. For me binge watching falls in the category 'guilty pleasure'; not a problem, but 
not exactly responsible either. However more extreme forms of binge watching like watching 10 
hours a day for days on end, I think of as 'wrong'. In a way I think of this as 'real' binge watching. 
As you can see, even within one person the meaning of a word and evaluation of a practice is fluid, 
and dependent on many different values.

The term Binge Watching is gradually being incorporated in everyday conversation, in my 
experience mostly between people under thirty and television aficionados. I cannot pinpoint when I 
first heard the word myself, nor can I remember not knowing what it means or when the term was 
explained to me. But I do know that these days I use the word at least a couple of times a month, 
and so do most of my friends. The word has crept into my vocabulary unnoticed. 

I suspect this happened for me through reading online articles about popular media and 
seeing memes and pictures containing the term. Since starting my thesis I have collected everything 
that mentioned or referred to binge watching that I came across in my everyday life, without going 
looking for it, and within two months I collected 40 articles, memes, and images through 
newspapers, Facebook, Pinterest, Youtube and other websites I frequent. Most of these were in 
English and originated in America. About 10 pieces were Dutch, my nationality. The term came up 
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naturally in conversation about 9 times. I found a marked difference in tone between the Dutch and 
American pieces which made me suspect that how people view the behavior and use the term is 
dependent on national culture. For the full journal see Appendix A. Here are a few examples of 
media I found:

Image 1: Newspaper article from the Volkskrant

Image 2: Comic strip from the Volkskrant

Image 3: Screen shot of IMDB Image
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Image 4: Image from my Facebook wall.

THE NEED FOR A NEW WORD
The term Binge Watching only started appearing in news articles in 2013, and since then use of the 
term has increased quickly in both public and private talk. Pittman and Sheehan (2015) think that 
“Given the continued evolution of new ways to access program content and people's growing 
dependency on their digital services, it is likely that binge TV viewing is going to be part of our 
vocabulary for years to come” (11).  These graphs of the relative percentage of people googleing the
term since 2013 gives an idea of the increased use in America and the Netherlands:

Image 5: graph of relative number of searches NL
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Image 6: graph of relative number of searches US

So why did Binge Watching start being used? A new word is either invented to describe something 
new, or to change the meaning of something old. Often it is a combination of both, which I believe 
is the case here. Watching a lot of television is not new, and we have words like marathon-viewing, 
being a couch potato, glued to the screen, being a television addict and many others to describe this 
behavior. Watching a lot of TV was, and is, possible by watching whatever is on, lots of different 
programs jumbled together. Or watching lots of one particular show when a channel airs a 
marathon, a succession of episodes of the same show. We can also watch as much as we want using 
video tapes and DVD. But Binge Watching as a word became popular around the same time as the 
technology called Video On Demand. VOD made it possible to choose what you want to watch 
from an online catalog, and then view it immediately via the internet. I, and a lot of media scholars, 
believe this new technology led to new behavior. One of these scholars writes that we 'live in media'
and that people use more media for longer than ever before (Gentikow, 2010: 142). Media saturates 
our lives. We have been spending more time watching broadcast television, browsing, texting, 
streaming than ever before. Binge Watching is the newest form of living in media and one of the 
more extreme. With behavior like binge watching currently mixing with older established patterns 
of television watching, this is an ideal moment to study how television consumption is socially 
constructed through public conversation.

GIVING MEANING THROUGH LANGUAGE
Binge Watching was invented to be able to talk about this new 'thing' and to give meaning to it. But 
a new term to describe an arguably new form of television, will still be influenced by, and influence,
how we see television as a whole. We cannot separate it from older and other ways of watching a lot
of television and the way we talk about that, nor from connotations of the word 'binge'. 

The word 'Binge' is described in the standard Oxford Dictionary as: “-NOUN a period of 
excessive indulgence in an activity, especially drinking alcohol or eating: he went on a binge and 
was in no shape to drive. - VERB indulge in an activity, especially eating, to excess: she binged on 
ice cream.” Binge watching has not (yet) been included in this work, but has been included in the 
Oxford online dictionary, which includes slang words and urban language. Here the definition is: 
“binge watching (also binge viewing) NOUN [mass noun] The practice of watching multiple 
episodes of a television program in rapid succession, typically by means of DVD or digital 
streaming:‘people who watch television online say they regularly indulge in binge watching’.” The 
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term binge has negative connotations, while the word Binge Watching is relatively value free here.
From now on I will use the verb 'binge watching' to mean watching a lot of television 

consecutively, and I will use 'Binge Watching' when I mean the label that has gained such popularity
in recent years and whose meaning is fluid. It is important to make the distinction because the label 
is connected to some kinds of serial television viewing but not to all. Binge Watching seems to have
acquired a more specific meaning than just a binge on television. Where before it was simply the 
combination of a noun and a verb that kept their separate meaning, now Binge Watching is used as a
specific verb 'he binge watched', an adjective 'a binge watchable show' and has become the label for
a new type of television viewing behavior. Binge Watching is a social construct, whose meaning 
and connotations are not predetermined or stable, but are currently and continually socially 
constructed through language interaction. This leads me to my research question 'How is Binge 
Watching socially constructed?'.

WHAT WE PUT IN THE PICTURE FRAME
To study this social construction through language I perform discourse analysis, which is “the study 
of language at use in the world” (Gee, 2011: 1). I concentrate on ideas and themes that are 
expressed in and through talk and writing. Specifically I used the concept of framing as a research 
tool. The way people use language to paint a specific picture of Binge Watching is what I call 
framing. The words, similes, tone and links to other topics writers ans speakers use put certain 
aspects of BW in the picture, but the frame they put around it cuts of other aspects. 

Framing can be conscious; when for example a writer wants to convince readers that binge 
watching is bad for your health; he or she can talk about BW like 'gorging on television', 'stuffing 
yourself', about Binge Watchers as 'zombies', and about Binge television as 'drugs'. And if his/her 
tone is worried or angry this will make his/her message stronger. 

But framing also happens subconsciously anytime we use value laden language. For 
example when a blogger writes about an enjoyable afternoon binge watching and calls this binge 
watching a 'guilty pleasure' and talks about Binge TV as a tasty bag of chips she has to eat all at 
once, this still sends the message that binge watching is addictive and something you should feel 
guilty about. 

ASSUMPTIONS BEHIND WORDS
It is important to look at how we talk about what we do, because through talking we decide what 
something is, whether we think it is wrong or right, if we want to do it ourselves, how we feel about
doing it, about others doing it and more. This article from my research shows how negotiating about
watching TV is tied to the words we use:

I understand the desire to grab hold of this zeitgeist-y practice and assign it meaning. Variety suggested there 
are nuances in the kind of viewing that falls under the blanket of “binge." The article uses words like 
“splurge,” “gorge,” and “marathon” to differentiate the shades of over-consumption. None quite fit. 
“Marathon" swings too much in the opposite direction of "binge." Though TV-watching is not a disease, it’s 
not an accomplishment either. “Splurge” sounds like a yoga mom eating a gourmet cupcake. "Binge" is so 
catchy because it touches a particular nerve, but perhaps the best descriptor for the way we watch TV now 
ought to be something more mundane, more neutral, more forgiving, and less tied up in gut-wrenching guilt. 
[…] As conversations around the way we watch TV become more frequent, the language we choose to use is
essential to understanding how we see ourselves (69).

Because the language we choose to use is so essential to how we see ourselves, studying this 
language can tell researchers how people see themselves. Studying new behavior for which the 
language is still emerging gives additional opportunities. How different ways of talking about Binge
Watching are diverging and converging can tell me what possibilities there are in how we see 
ourselves, what different assumptions people have and if there are tensions in society on how we 
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should see ourselves. 
For example, the following writers about Binge Watching make different assumptions upon 

which they built their interpretation of BW:

Binging is the act of creating an engrossing, dramatic experience out of an otherwise mundane activity, 
whether eating, drinking or watching TV.  Binge-eating disorder — eating large amounts of food while 
experiencing a sense of loss of control — can be traced back thousands of years and today is the most 
common eating disorder. Binge-drinking has been around for centuries and is common today. […] And 
we’ve been watching too much television for decades. [...] “House of Cards” is merely the latest great 
substance that makes us feel good (141).

Binge watching isn't mindless recreation. It's a restorative experience. It's strategic and methodically 
organized, a protest against technology-enabled mindlessness. It's a way to reclaim their time and attention in
a rushing, distracting world. […] And because we’re living in a world where too many things are constantly 
competing for our attention, developing a habit of binge watching is like seeking shelter in the calm eye of 
that storm (88).

The first writer pictures people as mindless, giving in to urges to eat, drink, watch TV, without 
enough self- control to be moderate, and consuming to make themselves feel good without 
considering the consequences. Being excessive is linked to illness and moderation is presumed to be
the normal way to behave.  

The second writer assumes people are in control of themselves and their television 
experience, that they consume TV excessively because it allows them to relax better and that 
escapism is needed to function in our modern world.

TALKING ABOUT BINGE WATCHING; TALKING ABOUT NORMS
When viewed like this, talking about binge watching is also talking about norms in our society. All 
the talk about binge watching taken together, the whole process of figuring out what it is through 
language, I call the Conversation. This Conversation consists of public talk like news articles, blogs,
forums and columns and private talk.

I find it best to think about the Conversation as an intangible web of articles, internet 
conversations and personal talking that are connected by layer upon layer of threads. In this web, 
framing forms the threads. It is not an organized or neat discussion but a messy process, where 
every speech act influences countless others. Mapping and analyzing the Conversation is difficult. 

To be able to do so for part of the Conversation I choose to analyze all articles I found 
through 'Google news'; a website that collects all articles it can find on a specified topic. I choose to
analyze articles because this is naturally occurring data instead of researcher elicited data like 
interviews or surveys. The advantage of naturally occurring data in my case is that the articles are 
already part of the Conversation, have influenced each other, been influenced by assumptions by 
writers, and shaped attitudes of readers. The articles are a tangible part of the process I want to 
study. 

Because my personal exposure to media from both the US and the Netherlands led me to 
suspect national differences between the Dutch and American conversations I did preliminary 
exploratory research into Dutch and American Google News articles. I found considerable 
differences in tone, language and framing. This led me to analyze both Dutch articles and American 
articles and to compare the data.

CONCRETE BEHAVIOR; DISCUSSING LARGE CONCEPTS
The Binge Watch Conversation is a small part of much larger Conversations about media, 
consumption and self-control in post-modern society. New developments in technology, 
consumption possibilities and changes in our society are interpreted through concrete examples 
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such as television viewing. We apply our existing cultural values to an example of the change and 
determine in a dialectic public conversation what we think and how we feel about the change. 
Perhaps we formulate new norms to fit it.

The conversation is not smooth and one-sided. Multiple and conflicting ideologies can exists
side by side in one culture. People can have different values, and even within one person conflicting
ideologies often exist. What makes studying this process difficult is not only the number of actors in
dialogue and the interaction of multiple ideologies, but also that one writer or speaker can have 
multiple and conflicting ideas about what Binge Watching is. For example, a lot of media articles 
use addiction language to talk about binge watching, making it seem negative, but also list its 
advantages and say they think it is a positive and healthy way to relax. That there is expression of 
different and conflicting assumptions within articles is interesting because it means that this is not a 
case of opposing subcultures but a struggle between different ways of seeing the world within the 
same overarching culture. 

CENTRAL THEMES BEHIND THE CONVERSATION
Previous media Conversations around television, and recent research into Binge Watching suggest 
there are four central concepts currently being evaluated in media; excess, control, escapism and 
risk. Excessive television viewing has been a topic of public concern since television was invented; 
both its effect on viewers and the morality of the behavior. The risks and negative effects of various 
forms of excessive consumption of media, like social media use by teenagers, have been in the 
public eye for many decades now. And the term binge comes from the words binge drinking and 
binge eating, forms of risky, unhealthy and unacceptable excess. Television has been linked to a loss
of self-control by addiction language, and the connotations of binging enforce this link. At the same 
time being able to choose what we want to watch when we want to through new technology 
suggests increased control. Finally one of the main uses of television has always been to escape into
fiction, and with binge watching this escape is prolonged, which can either be seen as welcome 
relaxation, or an unwarranted escape from the duties of everyday life. To explore these issues I will 
use theory that give insight into these themes. To retrieve and categorize relevant data per theme 
from my corpi I do a thematic content analysis.

THE MORAL NATURE OF CONTROL
Self-control has increased over the centuries, and this process is called the civilizing process. Moral 
behavior became conceptualized as controlling your animal urges. People fear(ed) their animal 
impulses running wild, and controlling the self at all times became the norm. Seen in this light 
binge watching can be seen as giving in to the urge to watch another episode and consequently as 
immoral. 

However high levels of self-control create stress, especially when the urges and the desired 
behavior are opposed. This tension has to be relieved, and this can be done by searching for 
excitement. Excitement involves relaxing control. However this excitement must stay safe both for 
the individual and society, so it must sought in a controlled environment like sport or fiction. 
Letting go of self-control to a safe extent is 'controlled decontrolling'. Binge watching can be seen 
as relieving stress-tension, but according to this theory will only be accepted if the behavior is 
sufficiently controlled and not steered completely by the urge to see the next episode.

Part of the civilizing process is the informalization of manners. This theory proposes that 
since the beginning of the 20th century it has become the norm to be less formal and stiff; in other 
words people became constrained to be unconstrained. It also became a faux pas to tell other people
how to behave from a position of (moral) authority. Appropriated behavior was negotiated, not 
dictated. People were supposed to have enough self-control to let it go in appropriate contexts but 
immediately regain it if necessary. How much to veer the reigns, and when, changes over time. The 
confidence in control over the self and distaste for authoritarian judgment can mean that binge 
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watching will not be framed as a problem.
Other scholars have pointed out that because the rules about letting go are so fluid and 

unclear this causes a lot of tension for people. They don’t know what the right way to behave is. 
Because informal behavior is so context-dependent and changes over time it is constantly being 
negotiated. I believe binge watching is being negotiated now.

NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN ASSUMPTIONS
Another problem with the informalization theory is that although the author suggests the process is 
universal for western countries, by Amy Schalet (2000) found that the degree and shape of 
informalization is different between the US and the Netherlands. According to her countries have 
different cultural logics, even in this globalized world. Schalet found that Americans still see urges 
as dangerous and have less confidence in self-control. The struggle between urges and control is 
dramatized in talk. Americans are also more comfortable with communicating morals through 
authority. The Dutch on the other hand have confidence in self-control and normalize urges. Dutch 
communicate norms through open discussion and feel uncomfortable about being authoritarian.  

I expect that this difference in assumptions about self-control leads to very different 
Conversations about Binge Watching. The American conversation being considerably more anxious,
with writers problematizing Binge Watching and giving moral judgments, while the Dutch 
conversation is less anxious, more value free, with writers normalizing BW. Because of this 
expectation I do comparative analysis of the two 'cases' and ask 'How do the US corpus and the 
Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about 
broader cultural differences?’.

EXCESS, RISK AND ESCAPISM
To get a clearer picture of the nature of excess, control, risk and escapism and their relation to each 
other I look closer at how people write about consumption. Lyng (2004) found that conversations 
about consumption are about defining what is normal and what is abnormal consumption. Abnormal
consumption is usually framed as consuming too much, as excessive consumption. There are two 
ideologies within post-modern society that influence this conversation about excess. The first I call 
the ideology of moderation and prescribes rational, moderate behavior, control over the self and 
deferring gratification of urges. The second I call the ideology of letting go, which encourages 
'letting go', excess, instant gratification, hedonism and escaping rationality. These conflicting 
ideologies of abandonment and restraint are both present in the Conversation. With people either 
ascribing to one, juggling both, or trying to consolidate the two. 

When people fail to be moderate and restrain themselves they are shamed and their behavior
is rejected as pathological. To consume in excess is framed as risking your health and in our society 
avoiding risk is an important norm. On the other hand taking risks can be exciting. It can be an 
escape from being rational and responsible, and thus relieve stress in the form of controlled 
decontrolling.

Viewed from within the ideology of restraint, Binge Watching is pathological behavior that 
is wrong and should be discouraged. From the point of view of the ideology of abandonment Binge 
Watching is an effective way to escape and reject the pressure of post-modern society. I expect to 
find both points of view in the Conversation. 

MORAL PANIC
Because Binge Watching is likely framed as pathological and risky, and because previously 
excessive consumption has often been problematized and dramatized in the media, I will use Moral 
Panic theory. A Moral Panic is a hostile reaction to new technology, deviant behavior or a group, 
occurring in the media and which is out of proportion to the situation. The potentially unhealthy 
Binge Watching may lead to a public outcry or widespread concern. In the past the social construct 
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of the couch potato was a salient topic in the public conversation about the harm of (too much) 
television. Other consumption of media in large quantities, like gaming in one’s basement day and 
night, and continuous use of social media and smart phones have been subjects of moral panic in the
media. I believe it likely that Binge Watching is as well.

However it may also be that the framing of 'media as bad for you', and 'watching TV as 
unhealthy' are outdated, and that immersing yourself in television for hours is now acceptable 
behavior. Alternatively it might be that there is something different about Binge Watching that sets 
it apart from other 'bad' media-use. 

TO RECAP
To summarize; I will answer the question “How is binge watching socially constructed?” by 
showing how cultural values about excess, control (self/consumption), escapism and risk are used to
interpret Binge Watching. By answering the question 'How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus 
differ in the conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about broader cultural 
differences?’ I will show how this construction is based on national cultural logic.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework

As a sociologist I study how people try to solve the problems of living together in groups. My 
approach to culture is constructivist, in the sense that I see understanding as created by people and 
between people, within society. New norms are created and new behavior is given meaning by 
applying existing beliefs to a new problem, and if this is insufficient adding new elements and 
making new connections or changing old beliefs (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Papert and Harel, 
1991). I see Binge Watching as a new construct that is emerging from a social process, specifically 
from ongoing conversations. People are the actors in this construction of binge watching, in my 
case the writers of news articles. Their construction can be either or both unintentional or planned.

New technology and new platforms like VOD and Netflix lead to the construction of new 
problems. People give meaning to these new problems and try to solve them from within their 
existing cultural framework. Characteristic of this process of solving is that it is contentious. We 
cannot expect people to do this in harmony. The 'problem' of most 'problems of living together in 
groups' is that one solution good for some, is unacceptable for others (Goudsblom, 1974). The 
negotiation or fight about what is the right solution for binge watching, or how we should see binge 
watching, is what I study. The solution is always reached in interdependence because:

“Mensen zijn sociale individuen: ieder levend met eigen behoeften en verlangens, maar tegelijk in die 
behoeften en verlangens door andere mensen geïnspireerd en op anderen georiënteerd. […] Niemand heeft 
het voor het zeggen. Niemand staat er buiten. Sommigen willen deze kant, anderen die kant op. Ze vallen 
over elkaar heen en, of ze winnen of verliezen, ze blijven aan elkaar vastzitten” (Goudsblom, 1974:85).

§ 2.1. Conversations in the media

Mass media plays a role in the process of the social construction of reality. Through the medium of 
news articles writers participate in giving meaning to, and constructing a solution for, a new 
problem. Mass media is a many-voiced open text. The open nature of media allows room for many 
different and competing constructions of reality (Gamson et al., 1992). 

I view news media in general and my corpus of articles about binge watching specifically as 
“a site on which various […]  ideologies struggle over the definition and construction of social 
reality. The media, in this view, provide a series of arenas in which symbolic contests are carried out
among competing sponsors of meaning” (Gamson et al., 1992:385). 

Mass media is a site where Conversations are held about topics like binge watching. A 
Conversation is all talk and writing that is part of a major theme about which there is discussion in 
society at large.  “We are talking about the public debates that swirl around us in the media, in our 
reading and in our interactions with other people, not any discussion among specific people” (Gee, 
2014:55). In my case the major theme around which there is a current public discussion is Binge 
Watching. The Conversation consists of all media texts about this subject and can be seen as a 
nebulous network of texts. It has no logic of its own, it is a collection of speech acts. I am studying 
a portion of this collection of speech acts, news articles published online between 2012 and 2016.  

There have been many Conversations about television. For example when TV was first 
invented, there was a Conversation about the utopian/dystopian potential of the technology. Now 
with VOD and the popularity of binge watching there is a Conversation about the acceptability of 
this practice. This Conversation is where the meaning of Binge Watching is constructed.

What message articles communicate is hard to ascertain because an article has many layers 
of meaning. Texts contain subtexts and meta-messages. Ultimately the message is based on a set of 
taken-for-granted assumption made and by the writer. This is the meaning I am interested in; the 
taken-for-granted assumptions and how they are made to seem self-evident. 

The assumptions are part of an ideology or view on how the world works. Ideologies 
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encompass assumptions of person-hood, society and norms about desired behavior; and are 
organized around systematic ideas and normative claim. Ideology can be conceptualized as a 
general theory of society that is based on normative assumptions and informs interpretation of new 
phenomena. Oliver and Johnston define ideology as “Any system of meaning that couples 
assertions and theories about the nature of social life with values and norms relevant to promoting 
or resisting change” (Oliver and Johnston, 1999:7 in Ferree and Merril, 2000:455). If there are 
multiple ideologies at play, these ideologies will present different pictures of BW that will not be 
compatible, because they are based on different conceptions of how the world works and about right
and wrong.

To research these assumptions the concept of framing is a valuable tool. Framing is a 
process used by actors to include and cut off certain ideas. In this process the writer uses rhetoric, 
vocabulary, and a specific logic to make his or her assumptions seem natural. An ideology is shared 
by many writers and these writers make use of similar framing, and subsequently similar language, 
rhetoric and logic (Gee, 2014:456). 

The concept of discourse is also indispensable when discussing Conversation. Framing and 
discourse can in some cases be used synonymously, but in context have separate meaning. Framing 
is a process of construction and a specifically created bundle of ideas, whereas discourse is used 
when a writer means a standardized way of talking, or a collection of ‘talk’ in general. Discourse is 
used in theory on Conversation, sometimes as a synonym for framing, sometimes in another 
capacity. I myself shall only use framing to avoid confusion.

§ 2.2. Moral Panic

A feature of media Conversation that is an arena for solving/giving meaning to an ambiguous new 
phenomenon is that it can become a moral panic. When a Conversation in the media is about a 
subject that is tied to cultural anxiety and negatively valued by ideology it displays aspects of a 
moral panic. Moral panic in media emerges about a new incident, phenomenon, trend or group and 
was first defined by Stanley Cohen as “A condition, episode, person or groups of persons emerges 
to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylized and
stereotypical fashion by the mass media.” (Cohen, 1972: 9).  

The media play a crucial role in constructing moral panic around a group of people and their
behavior. They frame the behavior as disturbing the moral consensus and engage in ‘othering’ the 
people who engage in it. (Klocke and Muschert, 2010). Discursive patterns from past moral panic 
can be used to construct a new subject as moral panic. The mass media uses language and symbols 
from previous panics when writing about the current (not always new) behavior.

 Binge watching is a subject that to all appearances seems to have a good chance of 
succeeding as a moral panic because of its connection to former subjects of moral panic around 
excessive consumption such as gaming, social media use, binge drinking, binge eating, and 
excessive television viewing.  The term Binge Watching itself has a negative connotation, and 
language used to describe it in the media uses addiction vocabulary. 

FAILING MORAL PANIC
However some moral panics start but fail to develop. There can be several reasons for this. It 
happens either because they lack certain conditions needed to constitute a moral panic because other
subjects take their place in the social problem arena, because the threat becomes normalized, or 
because the societal context has changed so that the language used in previous moral panics does 
not resonate when used now. Finally counter-narratives can successfully challenge the moral panic 
construction. When this happens alternative framing of the subject takes over, and the behavior is 
socially constructed along these lines, until eventually the alternate framing becomes dominant in 
the public Conversation (Jenkins, 2008).
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A reason that binge watching may not engender moral panic is that the practice fits well in 
the logic of the stage of post-modernism called 'post-post-modern capitalism'. In this stage of post-
modernism individualistic choice and developing an identity through consumption are the central 
ideals in society, and this leads to a celebration of fragmentation and chaos. Netflix for example 
builds its brand by appealing to and creating many niche audiences, with the agency to build their 
own taste, identity and community. As Baudrillard (in Jenner, 2014: 12) argues: “There are myriad 
social and political dangers latent in the neo-liberal truism of finance capital, but the rigid 
normalization of cultural options isn't paramount among them”. Thus it may be that the moral panic 
around deviant cultural practices of consumption and attempts to socialize the people that engage in
them is no longer in line with broader cultural and social repertoires. 

Agents of moral panic and adherents are usually middle class. Binge Watching is a practice 
that has been taken up by the middle class. It may be that a behavior that people engage in 
themselves will not succeed as a moral panic.

§ 2.3. Media landscape

In aiming to understand how the difference in national cultural logic influences the Conversations 
on Binge watching, it is important to understand how the media landscape between the two 
countries differ and how far difference in content can be explained by the structure of the field and 
not the cultural logic. 

The US has a far larger population and more media outlets than the Netherlands. The 
population size of the US was 296.4 million in 2005, the Dutch 16.3 million1. The number of 
publications in the US will far exceed the Dutch number. This means that the US corpus of articles 
will be larger than the Dutch, and will consequently have more content and probably incorporate 
more information, more diversity in framing, topics, opinions. I am not able to represent the variety 
of the American corpus as well as that of the Dutch. In my analysis Dutch articles have relatively 
more weight as they are a larger percentage of the national corpus.

FIELD STRUCTURE
The Netherlands has policies concerning national television production, quota of national products 
aired and funding to protect their national culture. The regulation of content is strong for public TV 
and non-existent for commercial TV. Public TV is controlled by 'omroepen' based on religious or 
political movements. Imported TV on these omroepen is incorporated into the overall message of 
the specific omroep. Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord (2011: 546) write “International TV became 
“domesticated” […]. This means there is a tradition in the Netherlands of re-interpreting and 
contextualizing American TV However public institutions nowadays mostly air national products 
while commercials channels are dependent on imported products. In the US protectionist policy is 
absent and the field of television is commercial.

THE TRANSNATIONAL MEDIASCAPE 
The national media landscapes of the US and The Netherlands are linked. The struggle for 
recognition of norms and standards about television (viewing) takes place within a transnational 
field of cultural production. In the globalized and transnational field of television, the US is at the 
center, and influences standards in the transnational Dutch-American field. The Netherlands has a 
relatively high import rate of American television and a tradition of openness towards foreign 
cultural products. As a consequence there is an uneven power balance between Dutch and American
mediators.

In the Netherlands TV audiences are habituated to American standards of television and 
used to American conventions about TV: 

1 Janssen, Kuipers, Verboord, 2008: 736
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“Because TV production is concentrated there, these centers also become central to the ‘production of 
belief’(Bourdieu, 1993). Here, standards are set for the evaluation and creation of cultural products and their 
makers. Producers, intermediaries, and consumers increasingly adopt the quality standards and cultural 
conventions from these centers. Hence, these centers come to function as an orientation point for producers 
and intermediaries in the cultural world system” (Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord, 2011:551).

The cooperation between US and Dutch cultural intermediaries reaffirms the legitimacy of 
American practices. Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord (2011) found that the vocabulary on the side of 
television buyers was very similar, and I think this will transfer to reporting on television as well. 
Janssen, Kuipers, Verboord (2011:554) write that “cultural intermediaries are central to the 
emergence and functioning of transnational fields”. I consider writers of articles on popular 
television to be such cultural intermediaries.  I expect the centrality of the US in the media 
landscape will mean that vocabulary, rhetoric and standards in the Dutch corpus will reflect that of 
the US corpus to a considerable extent. 

However as Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord (2011:555) write, “national institutions do not 
disappear.” Even if professional practices of transnational intermediaries are alike, their decisions 
and opinions are influenced by the national field. So even though vocabulary, practices and topic of 
conversation will likely be orientated towards the US, I expect writers to incorporate national 
cultural perspectives.

ORIENTATION OF JOURNALISM
In the field of journalism “actors in countries with smaller populations are, ceteris paribus, more 
internationally orientated than their counterparts in bigger countries” (Janssen, Kuipers and 
Verboord, 2008:721).  News will also be more nationally orientated concerning industries in which 
they are the dominant producer. And “Cultural genres that spread predominantly through mass 
media (e.g., film, television, and popular music) are likely to have more international coverage than 
those that do not” (p.723). As the US has a larger population, is the dominant producer of television 
and television is popular culture I expect Dutch newspapers to cover American developments in 
Binge Watching extensively. The US newspapers will focus on US cultural goods, developments 
and trends. 

Currently the US has a central cultural position in the cultural world system vis a vis 
television, while The Netherlands occupies a semi-peripheral position. The center is where 
institutions and actors with the most power to legitimate culture are located. “As a result, centers of 
cultural production become places where key actors [critics, writers, reviewers, journalists] set 
standards for evaluating and ranking cultural artifacts” (Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord, 2008: 722). 
These standards are handed down to less central areas, in our case from the US to the Netherlands. 
This combined with the expected extensive coverage of US media leads me to suspect similarity in 
content, tone and norms between the US and Dutch Conversations around Binge Watching. If there 
are differences these will more likely be due to cultural differences than differences in the media 
landscape.

COMMERCIALISM
Giselinde Kuipers (Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord, 2008; 2011) found that the American media 
landscape is more commercialized than the Dutch media landscape. As a consequence it is more 
dependent on advertising. Gamson (1992:377) writes “Media organizations [in the US] use news 
and other programming as a commodity to attract an audience which they can then sell to 
advertisers”.  For internet articles this means that to generate income for writers people need to 
click on the link leading to the article. This could cause a high amount of click-bait, articles that are 
written purely to receive a click. Dramatizing language is a way to encourage people to click. This 
leads to the expectation that the US corpus is more dramatized. 
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On the other hand, Gamson found that the commercialized nature of the American news 
landscape meant that newspapers dependent on advertising try to keep readers in a buying mood. 
He writes: “reality construction taken place in a space that promotes a generalized “feel good about 
capitalism” (1994:). This means presenting news that is not too upsetting or dramatic, and to create 
this feel good space writers make the news slightly less interesting than the advertisements.. This is 
a reason not to expect dramatization of the American news. 

§ 2.4. Television framing

I will now look at previous Conversations about television, to determine what language carries over 
to the Conversation about binge watching. Previous research about television language, its 
connotations and underlying assumptions will also give me insight into what assumptions are 
currently being made. 

DYSTOPIAN VERSUS UTOPIAN
With the introduction of the television, discourses around this medium diverged, and can be divided
in retrospect, between utopian and dystopian discourse. The utopian discourse centered around the 
hope for a better future through technology. Specifically more enjoyment and leisure. The dystopian
discourse had fear of technology at its core (Spigel, 1992:1-10).  

Lifestyle magazines expressed the sentiment that people were becoming prisoners of the 
machine, technology was getting out of control and people were losing control to technology in 
general and specifically to the TV. (Spigel, 1992:46) The idea was that the tv was colonizing 
relatively larger parts of leisure time and work hours than any medium had done before (p.54). In 
magazines there was a focus on how to regain control over ones self and writers gave tips (p.55). 
Early discourse framed the technology as responsible for behavior of viewers, but later the 
responsibility of loss of control was transferred from the TV to the consumers. 

CONFLICTING DISCOURSES; SPLENDOR OR EXCESS
At this time TV was at the center of conflicting discourses. In the one hand it was part of the 
discourse of the splendors of capitalism, on the other it was linked to rampant consumerism and 
excessive consumption that was out of control. (p.10, p.49). Before the war TV was written of as a 
rich man’s toy and something to be proud of, but as consumer culture blossomed after the war and 
its dark underside was problematized,  TV got its connotations of shameful and excessive 
consumption and 'bad taste'. Society was sketched as a dangerous but tempting consumer 
wonderland that people had to navigate responsibly by separating needs from cravings. Readers 
were given tips on resisting temptation of TV (p.53).

TV was used as a representative of decadence. (Newman and Levine, 2012:16). The craving 
and temptations were articulated with the analogy of TV as a drug. For example TV was called the 
plug-in-drug and mass media was likened to pot and narcotics. (Spigel, 1992:53) and television 
viewing as a form of addiction that made viewers passive and dependent (Newman and Levine, 
2012:17). The TV has also been compared to unhealthy substances like tobacco, X-rays and nuclear
power plants as well as candy and cheesecake in discourses of television as a hazard to public 
health. (Newman and Levine, 2012:18). They write: “Most perniciously, it has been understood as a
danger to [..] public health and the moral order” and “Discourse of televisions delegitimization 
circulate widely […] In many respects the disparagement of television has been a cultural 
commonplace of the late twentieth and early twenty first century” (2012: 17). 

In America writers moralized TV from its invention and imagined it as something 
dangerous. The Conversation in Europe around this time mirrors the American Conversation. TV 
was introduced much later in Europe and until that time newspaper mostly covered and echoed 
American developments around television.
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TV AS A SOCIAL PROBLEM
 According to Levine and Newman the TV has been the representative of mass culture in 
conversations about mass culture and consumer culture and “mass culture has almost never been 
seen as a social good” (2012:15). Instead mass culture and TV was colored by apocalyptic 
assumptions. The concept of TV as a cultural opiate came to represent the 'problem' of TV as the 
center of culture, the drug analogy of escaping reality and the mindless appeal to the masses.  Mass 
culture, with tv as its representative, was seen as affecting vulnerable members of society most 
often and most severely. Television was framed as a social problem by presenting it as the cause of 
obesity, inattentiveness, being hyperactive, violence and aggression, and stupidity. (Newman and 
Levine, 2012:16-17). 

The pull of television was framed through visualizations of people being 'glued to the 
screen' and becoming bug-eyed, as their eyes were being sucked into the television (p.119). TV was 
described as 'gum for the eyes', 'the one eyed babysitter', 'the boob tube', 'the idiot box'. These 
names framed TV as unedifying leisure time and connects TV to being stupid (Newman and Levine,
2012: 16).  Escapism was problematized along side mindlessness because of the idea that people 
might become confused because of the hyper-realism of the images and the amount of time spent 
with the tv TV Writers expressed fear and annoyance about people, mostly women, blurring real life
with T. (Spigel, 1992). 

A WASTE OF TIME
Watching television was part of the Conversation about what was proper amusement. The 
production ethic of early modernity prescribed leisure time should be spent on spiritual renewal for 
work, while in upcoming consumption society free time could be spent on enjoyment, and was 
promoted by industry as the opposite of work. In this character television was framed as immoral. 
(Spigel, 1992: 52). Culture critics associated TV with penetration into the home and mind, 
excessive consumerism and escapism (p.61). Because radio and television are one way 
broadcasting, consuming them was framed as passive (p.29). 

Newman and Levine found that “discourses articulate television not only to the mass and the
popular, but also to the domestic and the commercial” (2012:10). Articles argued that watching 
television was turning people from active agents in the home into passive receivers (p.61). 
Stereotypes were used to refer to this passive consumer: televidiots, male boob, spectatoritis, and 
home bodies (p.96, p.114, p.123). According to Newman and Levine (2012) heavy viewers were 
referred to as 'zombies'.  Newman and Levine quote Lynnen Joyrich: “the typical viewer is 
imagined as passive, lazy, vulgar or stupid” (p.16). 

The audience was imagined as everyone who stayed at home and had time to watch TV 
during the day; everybody who was not productive. In accordance with this TV was widely framed 
as 'a waste of time' and as amusement that was colonizing time that could be spend more 
productively. 

THE DISCOURSE OF IMPROVEMENT
The conversation around television changed dramatically around the 1970's as subscription 
television became popular in the US and audiences fragmented and channels began to put emphasis 
on demographics instead of the mass audience. The concept of subscription instead of commercials 
was used in discourse to decrease connotations of commercialism. 

Contemporary television has a much more dominant discourse of legitimation and 
acceptance than in the not so distant past. The main rhetoric is that TV is an improvement on what 
came before. Newman and Levine write: “This discourse cites a number of phenomena as casually 
related to television's status, namely: fragmentation of audiences and multiplication of outlets, the 
technological and aesthetic convergence of television, film and the internet, and the viewer agency 
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that these technologies bring” (2012: 15). 

REDEMPTION THROUGH CHOICE AND CONTROL
With the introduction of the VCR, DVD and digital TV, new discourses entered the conversation. 
Newman and Levine write: “many new television technologies have emerged to redeem the socially
compromised experience of watching television” (2012: 129). This redemption is articulated 
through concepts of increased choice in programming and time of viewing. The discourse of 
technological advancement hinges upon more interactivity with the medium and thus of consumer 
control over viewing. Time-shifting, place-shifting, and watching as much as you want at your own 
pace are presented as bringing “a new found empowerment, promoting the ideal of the individual 
who programs his or her own media experience” (p.130). More choice and control are seen as active
and pictured as a liberation from the necessity of passive viewership The empowered active 
consumer is contrasted to a stereotype of the previous victim-viewer, the passive couch potato. 

Television is framed as a newly active experience. And 'viewers' are now 'users'. This user-
control-orientated discourse is apparent in a vocabulary incorporating words like personalization, 
customization, navigation, interactivity, choice and empowerment. In this rhetoric 'traditional' 
broadcast viewing is disparaged as one-way, non-interactive, passive, commercial and old-
fashioned. Rejection of 'old-fashioned' TV practices is positioned as a rejection of commercialism 
as well as a rejection of passivity (p.137). 

EXPECTATIONS
Binge Watching has become part of the Conversation about television and visa versa. I expect 
historical connotations of television to play a part in constructing Binge Watching. Binge watching 
might, like television, be constructed along utopian/dystopian lines and be framed as a social 
problem. I expect anxiety about the (further) colonization of free time and about the effects of this 
new form of prolonged TV viewing on people. These negative effects will likely be based on earlier
stereotypical effect of prolonged viewing like as passivity, loss of control and loss of productivity. 
Binge Watching is a form of escapism through television and the suspicion with which this has 
historically been regarded can also bleed through. However I also expect the new framing of VOD 
as bringing viewer control, empowerment of the consumer and active viewing to be used to 
legitimate Binge Watching, as Binge watching is closely tied to VOD.

§ 2.5. Binge Watching

After considering the influence of the context of television Conversation and its history on Binge 
Watching, I will now look closely at theory on binge watching itself. Several media scholars have 
already questioned the use of the term and considered the implications of its rise in popularity. It is 
linked to a new technology and a development in television as a medium. But more importantly for 
my research the term Binge Watching reflects a specific ideology.

NEW TERM, NEW NORMAL
Binge watching is a new term, which was coined around 2010 and became prominent in the media 
around 2012. It describes a manner of watching television series. The term has been embraced by 
the press (Pittman and Sheehan, 2016). Binge watching is both a mode of consumption in itself and 
represents a shift in media consumption (Jenner, 2015; Pittman and Sheehan, 2016; Brunsdon, 
2010). Brunsdon writes: “Most notable has been the emergence of the somatic metaphor of 'binging'
to describe the domestic viewing of multiple episodes sequentially. This popular usage offers a 
more complex apprehension of what has happened to television than may first appear” (p.64-65).

 Its meaning is shaped by:
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An intersection of discourses of industry, audience, and text […], shaped by a range of issues that dominate 
the current media landscape. In this factors like technological developments, fan discourses and practices 
being adopted as mainstream media practice, changes in the discursive construction of 'television' and an 
emerging video on demand industry that contribute to the construction of binge watching […] as a deliberate,
self-scheduled alternative to 'watching TV' (Jenner, 2015:1).

Due to its increase in popularity viewing method and the rate with which it is displacing broadcast 
viewing, media tend to frame it as the new default mode of TV consumption (Matrix, 2014). This 
new default mode is defined by the possibility of choice and control over consumption. Control 
over media is argued to be the new norm. This is linked to the framing of binge watching as 
'culturally permissible' by the popular press.  

THE FRAMING DONE BY 'BINGE'
Using the term 'binge' to describe viewing behavior frames it to a large extent. Brunsdon (2010:65) 
describes the implications of using the verb binging in connection with television as follows: 

“This verb, with all its connotations of the uncontrollable, excessive consumption, ironically reconnects [..] 
with the addiction metaphors that have always been used to characterize the consumption of television 
drama.” 

Previously television was widely characterized as an addiction. Brunsdon (2010) ties the change 
from a noun to a verb to a change in how television is viewed. Binge-watching is in cultural 
connotations closer to active reading than to passive broadcast viewing. The supposedly active 
nature of binge watching fits with the use of a verb, while the passive nature of broadcast viewing is
encapsulated in using a noun like addiction. This idea of active viewing is echoed by Pittman and 
Sheehan who found that engagement is considered central to enjoyment for binge watchers. The 
engagement factor points to “more active involvement in the viewing activity” (2015:9). 

It is possible that binge watching is framed as explicit participation, which means it is driven
by motivation, as opposed to episodic watching as implicit participation, which is “channeled by 
design, interface and the automation of user activity processes” (Schafer in Jenner, 2015:). The 
active nature of Binge watching and the VOD design of self scheduling imply agency and 
autonomy. 

The introduction of auto-play by Netflix and the subsequent change from opt-in viewing to 
opt-out viewing, as well as the personal recommendation system might point to binge watching as a
blend of explicit and implicit viewing or even as pure implicit viewing. Pittman and Sheehan write: 
“It requires very little effort to binge on Netflix. Indeed it requires more effort to stop than to keep 
going” (2015: 9). 

TV; AN ADDICTION OR A BINGE
The addiction metaphor for television fits with the regular (weekly or daily) injection of one 
episode of a show, with consequences of anticipation and loss. Binging has connotations of always 
wanting and getting more, which leads to the metaphorically tied nausea, self-disgust and a bloated 
body and mind. The difference is between getting a weekly fix from your dealer and buying and 
eating a box of chocolates at once. It remains to be seen if addiction language is replaced by binge 
language, if both exist side by side, are in transition or it the two vocabularies are combined. The 
verb binge with the connotations of loss of control and excessive consumption might reconnect 
television with the addiction metaphor which has similar connotations. 

Indeed Matrix (2014:126) found that “Binge media critiques borrow from discourses of 
addiction”. These addiction discourses incorporate self-destructive tendencies and dependence on a 
substance as well as helplessness on the part of the consumer. Perks (2015) found that writers use 
addiction language and that this frames viewers as having little agency. But in marathoners 
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discourse she found that viewers also divorce themselves from agency through a vocabulary of 
involuntariness. They used words like: “need to watch”, “cant stop”, “I had to”, “I cant wait”, I 
needed to find out” (64). According to Matrix (2014) the practically unlimited supply of the product
is blamed for addictive and excessive behavior by media sources.

SHIFTING THE NEGATIVITY
Binge has its specific associations that fit with changes in consumption society and post-post-
modern values. Through language there is a shift in the location of badness:

For binging describes bad television watching (piggy pleasures), as opposed to the watching of bad 
television. And has been imported into the description of television from the now extensive vocabulary of 
bad eating and bad drinking. So it is both a moral and a somatic metaphor, and perhaps it is not to far fetched
to say that it has contemporary, neo-liberal connotations in its implied good opposite: self-disciplined non- or
limited TV watching” (Brunsdon, 2010:66). 

Jenner (2015) also posits that the term binge connotes self-harming behavior born from excess and 
loss of control. She writes: “A binge is excessive behavior that deviates from the norm”. Pittman 
and Sheehan state that binge language frames the behavior as unhealthy excess. Jenner also argues 
'binge' has etymological links to unhealthy behavior. The term is associated with (mental) illnesses 
born out of excessive consumption, like bulimia and alcoholism. Pittman an Sheehan  (2016:1) 
write “To binge on something is typically negative, as with binge drinking and binge eating”. Perks 
(2015) states that popular media pathologize all binge/marathoning behavior, not just binge 
watching.

All writers agree that binge watching as a term has negative connotations.  Matrix (2014) 
argues that the negative connotations of binge watching are linked to long standing moral media 
panics about young people consuming (excess) media and the health risk associated with inactivity 
while viewing.  However in some cases the passive uncaring couch potato is contrasted to the 
actively engaged binge watcher. Media in general however adopt moral panic rhetoric to frame 
binge watching as a health risk. Perks (2015) finds that the binge rhetoric “echoes Brenton Marlin's 
argument that news coverage of new technologies [..] generate a rhetoric of speed mania, that 
expresses fears of human intoxication at the hands of our own tools”.  She calls this rhetoric part of 
'a general anti-binging rhetoric' that frames consumers as unfeeling and unthinking, focused only on
speed. 

BINGE WATCHING; GAINING AND LOSING CONTROL
 Pittman and Sheehan write: “Binge watching is arguably different from other types of viewing 
since it gives users a degree of control they have never had before” (2016:4), echoing the 
conclusion of Matrix (2014) that control is central to a shift in TV consumption. Control and 
unlimited supply can combine to lead to excess. The idea of excess is part of the framing of binge 
watching as 'shameful indulgence' (Jenner, 2015:3-4).  A link between binge watching, control over 
consumption and the implied excess and shame is the necessity to self-schedule. With network 
television there is a 'ration' of television and viewers are dependent on this ration, they do not have 
to exercise self-control. Jenner (2015:11) theorizes that “The term binge -watching seems to imply a
conscious turning away from a medium that viewers sit down and watch whatever is scheduled for 
them. Instead a binge implies a deliberate choice […].” 

Perks (2015) finds in the discourse of binge watchers that they gain control over the 
narrative pacing, in return for a loss of control over their everyday life pacing. Viewers state they 
binge when the fictional world is temporarily more important to them than their everyday lives. 
Perks (2015:8) writes: “Despite competing pressures and needs, we actively give ourselves over to 
the ludic experience”. She found that binge viewers feel 'schedule-shifting-guilt' about this. This 
deliberate choice to turn away from 'real life' often engenders shame or is labeled as shameful, but 
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the shame lies not in the medium or the specific show but in “not being able or willing to end the 
experience” (Jenner, 2015:11).  The guilt, shame and regret is captured by the concept of excess. It 
is not the viewing an sich that causes these feelings, but the amount that exceeds a norm. This norm 
itself is incredibly fluid and cannot be defined. When the viewer has control over his or her 
consumption, and consumes more than was practical, pleasant or accepted or in other words in 
excess, he or she is to blame. The idea of shameful indulgence is tied to failure to control the 
consumption, and thus the self. Binge watching is linked to negatively valued loss of control 
through the term binge, and to control because the practice is self-scheduled and based on 
individual choice. This suggest that binge watching is at the center of multiple intersecting and 
possibly conflicting discourses. The binge concept is part of discourses on values of self-control 
consumption.

Binge watching is tied to a larger change in consumption society through the term binge which is 
used to describe consumption of other media, for example binge reading, binge listening, binge 
playing. Perks (2015) argues that the behaviors are more similar than different. The difference is in 
the medium but not in the behavior. So what is this larger change? Matrix (2014) describes the rise 
of a 'mediated culture of instant gratification' which is characterized by convenience and 
customization.

EXCESS, ESCAPE AND GUILT
The move of binge watching into mainstream culture could signify 'socially legitimated excess' and 
the concept of excess as a luxury. In line with this thinking Pittman and Sheehan suggest binge 
watching might be restorative hedonistic consumption that is enjoyable because: “There is a certain 
guilty, voyeuristic pleasure involved with spending a whole day binge watching a favorite program”
(2000:5). Matrix (2014) finds that BW is described by some media as extended immersion that 
enhances escapism and frames binge watching as tv therapy or a sanctuary. 

Discourse of binge watchers themselves incorporates the idea of the shared understanding of
the pleasurable nature of binge watching as an anti-social experience. For them privacy and refuge 
were connotations of binge watching. There is a general theme of binge watching as insulation 
against, or escape from, daily pressure. Perks (2015) concludes that a media marathon can be 
considered a 'floating holiday' or media focused holiday which is considered pleasant because of the
break in routine. It revolves around the predictability/novelty dialectic, binge watching turns a 
normal activity ‘watching TV’ into a novel experience. 

The escape is felt to be illegitimate as marathoners discourse showed that viewers felt binge 
watching was not considered productive by societies standards and that they should have done 
something that was considered productive. This logic is seen in media discourse to a certain extent. 
Matrix (2014:124) found that binge watching is framed by media as a guilty pleasure, or a dirty 
secret, for adults. It is compared to snack food like chips, with its connotations of tastiness, 
difficulty to stop, lacking value, unsatisfying and malaise. Perks (2015) also argues that the term 
binge paints a picture of mindless indulgence.  Besides this “there is in the metaphor binging, the 
trace of a persistent cultural shame at absorption in an audiovisual, fictional world.” (Brunsdon, 
2010:67). 

EXPECTATIONS
I expect to find the theme of excess consumption in the Conversation about binge watching due to 
the connotations of the word and the language of (consequences of) excess used to describe the 
practice. Furthermore I think loss of control will be an issue because of the use of addiction 
language. This framing might be countered by framing binge watching as the outcome of control 
over means of consumption due to the possibilities of the new technology. Finally I suspect 
valuation of escapism will be a topic because of the above described use of excessive viewing as a 
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means of escape. 

§ 2.6. Leisure, consumption and self-control

Theory on binge watching shows that the concept of self control is central to the construction of 
Binge Watching. How we view our own urges and our self-control, the moral imperative we feel to 
control, and our simultaneous fear to let go of control are described by the civilizing theory of 
Norbert Elias (1939). He also theorized that we need ways to let go of control through for example 
fiction to cope with the stress of controlling our urges in everyday life. Binge watching can be one 
of these coping mechanisms. 

The informalization theory of Wouters (2011) further illuminates how the confidence we 
have in our self-control is now so strong we allow flexibility in expressing our urges, to for example
watch lots of TV. This flexibility is problematic according to Stearns (2007) who points out we have
to decide what behavior is acceptable based on informal rules. These rules are determined through 
conversation and interaction which is why his theory is valuable to me. 

Finally Amy Schalet (2000) proposes that the way we view urges and self-control is 
different in the US and The Netherlands and that this difference is at the level of cultural logic. The 
different conception of self-control point to a different valuation of binge watching, a way to let go 
of self-control.

CIVILIZING PROCESS
The civilizing process provides an explanation of the mechanism according to which modern 
individuals behave: “In as nutshell, the theory of civilizing process holds that over a period of 
several centuries a type of personality has come to prevail that is characterized by increasing affect 
control, decreasing impulsive and a rational manner of living – in brief higher levels of self control”
(Eisner, 2007:619). Between the middle ages and the 19th century a code of behavior, of manners 
and morals developed that was depended on the exercise of self-control on the part of members of 
society. “Imposition from the outside (Fremdzwang) evolved into self-control (Selbstzwang)” 
(Mosse, 1978:179). Self-control became a powerful inner mechanism, the exercise of which was 
expected and valued in individuals. A mechanism to induce self-control is the shame felt when 
imagining oneself seen through the eyes of others, and falling short of societal standards of 
behavior. Advice on how to behave in morally accepted manner and condemnation of loss of control
were prevalent in advice literature (Wouters, 2011). 

The social code of restraint and control over animal impulses, in fact the prevention of loss 
of control of the self,  has become embedded in society and the socialization process. Increasing 
self-control is part of the history of consciousness, and self-control is an integral concept to use 
when studying patterns of personal behavior. (Mosse, 1978). Self-control has gone from a 
mechanism to ensure adherence to the social code to a moral imperative in itself and it is a powerful
concept in the Conversation of morals and what is 'good behavior' (Eisner, 2001). There has been 
high moral pressure to avoid any dangerous behavior or thoughts, and people were rather obsessed 
with self-discipline. Discipline is realized in part by fixed habits. 

There has been a general fear in society of 'first nature running wild' and the idea of 'the 
slippery slope' which dramatizes instances of negligence in self-control (Wouters, 2007). Behavior 
linked to low self-control were impulsivity, instant gratification, risk seeking, indifference to others,
and dislike for reflexive mental activity. (Gottfredson and Hirshi in Eisner, 2001: 619). 

CONTROLLED DECONTROLLING
Counter-intuitively Elias and Dunning (1986) propose that the excitement serves as the emotion at 
the center of the civilizing process in modern times. Excitement is untamed and disorganized and as
such dangerous for civilization (Fine 1988). High excitement is seen as abnormal. It is thus 
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necessary for individuals to control this excitement. People try to find a way to reconcile self-
restraint and satisfaction, as these two drives are in conflict. This conflict creates 'stress-tensions' 
and people seek ways to resolve them. Societies have developed counter-measures against stress-
tensions, in the form of pastimes like sports. This is the role in society for “a deroutinized enclave in
our routinized lives, but an enclave that is equally controlled [as the rest of life]” (Fine, 2001:1521).
It is in these enclaves, one of which is modern sports, where excitement is permitted, but true 
aggression, dangers, risk and brutality are limited.  Elias and Dunning theorize that these enclaves 
are “a crucible for the play of emotions and social legitimacy” (Fine, 2001:1522).

EXCITEMENT THROUGH ESCAPISM
As people have become sensitive to real instances of violence, “many leisure pursuits provide an 
imaginary setting which is meant to elicit excitement of some kind  imitating that produced by real-
life, yet without its dangers and risks” (Elias and Dunning, 1986:25). Films and books are 
mentioned as such leisure pursuits and I think it no great stretch to include television shows. 
Spending time in these imaginary settings lifts the burden of risk encountered in everyday life, and 
the stress of this life is momentarily lifted. These leisure pursuits are sought out to release tension 
and this is felt to be pleasurable.  Modern leisure activities are designed to produce controlled 
decontrolling of emotions, to be safe, but mimic and artificially produce excitement. By 
experiencing excitement in their leisure, people balance the continual control they have to exert in 
non-leisure life. Elias and Dunning (1986:27) write: “In that way, the mimetic tension of leisure 
activities and the related excitement which is free of danger or guilt can serve as an anti-dote to the 
stress tension, which an even and stable restraint all round is liable to produce as a common 
characteristic of individual people in complex societies”. The controlling of these enclaves is 
necessary for them to be legitimate. What these control measures should be, where the line is drawn
between legitimate and non-legitimate decontrolling must be a topic of public Conversation 
influenced by many discourses.

When there are rules to keep excitement safe how does it remain exciting? There has been a 
shift in the nature of enjoyment that is at the root of the answer. In sports, where excitement first lay
in the violence and the climax, now for enjoyment an “extensive and exciting period of foreplay” 
(Elias and Dunning, 1986:9) is necessary. Elias and Dunning (1986:9) write there was: “greater 
emphasis on the tension-excitement of the fore-pleasure, the human attempt to prolong the point 
like pleasure of victory in the mock-battle”. These developments in sports are indicative of similar 
developments in other pastimes. This prolonging of tension and fore-pleasure might be connected to
Binge Watching.

informalization
According to Cas Wouters the twentieth and twenty-first century have been dominated by an 
informalization of manners. This process is in many ways a continuation of civilization but defers 
from it in its effects on behavior. More alternatives of behavior are acceptable and people are 
expected to have such good regulation over their urges that admitting to feelings and acting on them
to a certain extent is not (thought) dangerous:  “In the process of informalization and emancipation 
of emotions it has become quite common to admit feeling this or that, hate or lust, anger or envy, 
and yet to act quite differently, in a playful and subtle way. This implies a rise in the
level of demands on self-regulation” (Wouters, 2011:141). 

With mixing of social classes, expressing feelings of superiority became taboo and bad 
manners. The ideal self-control changed in consequence:

“As many types of ‘lofty grandeur’ came to be viewed as insulting stiffness, a different pattern of self-control
came to be demanded: a stronger and yet more flexible self-regulation in which these feelings of superiority 
were expected to be kept under control. This was a motor in the process of informalization (Wouters, 
2011:151)”. 
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In the end the constraint to be unconstrained became the dominant norm of behavior. More 
alternative modes of self-control were accepted and these modes could (or should) be flexible. 

In this way good behavior has become dependent on the reflexivity and caution of 
individuals. People consciously feel the pull of emotions and drives, as well as the push to control 
them and can make contextual decisions about when it was moral to let go or reign in.  Wouters 
writes: “self-regulation via the rather automatically functioning counter-emotions and counter-
impulses of conscience was losing out to a regulation via consciousness” (2011: 154). When people 
let go of their self-control consciously, knowing they can still control themselves, this is called 
controlled-decontrolling. As self-control has changed, so has shame and guilt. Feeling guilt was 
seen as internalized shame and associated with a rigid conscience and thus rejected. People now are 
more detached from their feelings of shame. When they feel shame this is because they perceive 
others to disapprove of their behavior and find themselves (partly) in agreement with them, it is not 
an unreflective and one-dimensional feeling. 

DECIDING ON THE INFORMAL RULES
Social enforcement of morality in the conversation around codes of behavior has decreased. But a 
different conversation has sprung up. The fear of the slippery slope is still present although in an 
altered form. There is anxiety in discourse of advice literature around the question: “where did solid
ground stop, and the slippery slope become unstoppable?” (Wouters, 2011: 151). This question has 
become pressing each time new trends involving controlled decontrolling emerge. 

As Stearns (2007) writes, Wouters dwells insufficiently on the tensions informalization has 
with the overarching civilizing process. For informal behavior to be possible there must be a great 
many fluid rules of conduct: “just a bit below the surface, there were lots of rules and constraints 
still, just not explicitly codified and so more dependent on careful upbringing and a knowledge of 
unstated codes of conduct” (Stearns, 2007:376).  I think that must mean that in informalized 
societies these rules will be debated in Conversations in the media, in a careful manner that is not 
authoritative. I expect that a lot of different divergent framing will be present and that writers will 
use subtle framing devices to serve their purpose, without explicitly expressing their opinion on the 
subject involved. The informalization process must have made a significant difference to moral 
panic in the media as taking the moral high-ground and judging others has become problematic.

NATIONAL DIFFERENCES
Stearns writes that Wouters has taken into consideration that the US and the Netherlands as cases 
have different starting point for informalization. Wouters found that the US began this process early 
in the century, but that the Netherlands only began to change in this way during the 1960's. Here 
although the start was slow, the process was unusually rapid. According to Wouters the overall 
process and the results are the same (Stearns, 2007). Stearns expresses doubts as to whether these 
countries have really ended up similar. He writes: 

“Let me draw an example from a larger concern to be explored later on. The rise of greater gender 
informality in the United States, an undeniable and significant trend, has been accompanied during the past 
several decades by a shrill, sometimes almost hysterical concern about sexual harassment. Fine to talk freely 
and to banter informally, the pattern seems to run, but be aware that crossing the line toward greater intimacy
risks not only violating unspoken rules about permissible contact, but the law itself. While sexual harassment
concerns have also developed in Europe, particularly in the United Kingdom, they have not, I believe, 
reached the American pitch. And one wonders, therefore, if there is some deeper cultural concern in the 
United States – a throwback to barely remembered Victorianism, perhaps – that requires this special 
counterpoise to informality and inclusiveness” (2007: 376). 

It is possible that although informalization took place in both countries, the extent is 
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different. The Netherlands having become more informal and more reliant on trust and implicit 
rules, than the US which is possibly more susceptible to moral panic on certain subjects like 
sexuality and has laws in place instead of informal rules. As a final point of criticism Stearns points 
out that in some areas increasing informal behavior “was matched by an anxious and dark 
underside” (2007: 378). In the US reactions to informal sexual relations have been policing 
behavior and communicating a strong morality. It might be that in the area of controlled-
decontrolling leisure activities such as Binge Watching, American media express more anxiety, are 
less confident in informal rules and are closer to moral panic than the media in The Netherlands.

Amy Schalet (2000) finds an interesting difference in informal behavior and decontrolling between 
The Netherlands and the US in her study of teenage sexuality. The link between sexuality and Binge
Watching being that both are a type of controlled decontrolling. She found that different cultural 
logic informs attitudes towards sexuality in parental discourse and that the notions of sexuality and 
family life are constructed differently. She writes that: “two divergent views of adolescent sexuality 
are embedded in and upheld by a whole constellation of cultural conceptions, some of which are not
immediately obviously related to sexuality” (p.77). She treats constructions of sexuality as a 
window into broader cultural dynamics that I believe have a bearing on Binge Watching. These 
broader cultural dynamics are relevant to the difference in construction of Binge Watching between 
the US and The Netherlands.

Schalet contends that even in postmodern times countries have distinct and coherent cultural
logic which consist of interrelated taken-for granted assumptions. Comparing a phenomenon 
between countries is a way to make these hidden taken for granted assumptions observable to the 
researcher. People articulate these assumptions in private and public speech, and as such they 
become apparent in Conversations about cultural issues. Schalet writes: “The words and expression 
that people use to describe themselves and others provide important clues about their cultural 
conceptions” (2000:79). 

The main difference between US and Dutch logic lies in the central concept of person-hood 
and social relations. According to Wouters (2011) the assumptions about these concepts are the 
same in modern societies. As I explained above, Wouters argues that informalization has led to trust 
in self-control and flexibility as well as intolerance for inequality and conflict in modern societies. 
However Schalet finds that the Dutch and Americans differ in “the degree of self-restraint which 
people are expected to posses, the degree of inequality thought to be desirable […] and conflict 
expected between individuals” (2000:81). informalization, she argues, is one variant of modern 
person-hood that is dominant in the Netherlands but not in the US.

Schalet (2000) finds that Dutch parents normalize sexuality while American parents 
dramatize it. The normalizing impulse is based on the taken for granted assumption that people have
a lot of self-control and on the understanding that behavior is managed by negotiation, not based on 
hierarchy. While the dramatizing impulse is based on anxiety about self-control, liberty to be 
authoritarian and tolerance for conflict. There is a higher expectation of losing control and an 
emphasis on risk and possible negative consequences of behavior. 

When dramatizing sexuality Americans use words like 'drives', 'urges', 'raging hormones' 
and other words suggesting inability to control.  The American parents feel that teenagers cannot 
regulate their impulses both when it comes to sex and alcohol. They are thought not to have inner 
constraint. They suggest that when engaging in any drinking this will result in excessive 
consumption. Because of this, any sexual activity, or alcohol consumption is “irresponsible” 
(Schalet, 2000:83). Teenagers are framed both as 'irresponsible others' and as a vulnerable group, 
that can be easily 'forced' or 'pushed' into irresponsible behavior. Common words in their discourse 
are loss of control and wrong (decisions, friends, behavior). 

In their phrasing it is also clear that teenagers motivation and opinions matter less than those
of their more experience elders. They belief it is important to set standards and value the symbolic 
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value of rules and beliefs even though these may be impractical, or known to be contradicted in by 
everyday practice. Parents see it as their duty to communicate what is morally right and impose 
external constraints from a position of authority. They also see conflict arising from this as 
inevitable. 

Dramatization emphasizes the dangers and volubility of the modern person and assumes 
conflict within and between people. Schalet (2000) determines that this makes American's trust on 
the reproduction of the social order less secure. This might be a reason to suspect that the American 
Conversation is more susceptible to moral panic. I also expect strong prescriptive language and 
sentiments, judgment and othering, anxiousness about self-control and a contentious Conversation 
about binge watching, as well as descriptions of inner conflict.

In the Dutch discourse teenage sexuality is not framed as a problem but as 'normal' and inevitable. It
is normalized through jokes and open discussion. Dutch parents feel that it is wrong to make it a 
taboo or a cause of unnecessary difficulty. This is not to say there are no norms around sexuality. 
Teenage sexuality is always talked of within the context of having a relationship and this is not only
descriptive but also prescriptive. Control is exercised in more subtle ways, like pre-rule 
expectations of others and openness to discussion of how to behave. Norms and rules are 
negotiated. Dutch parents have a cultural logic centered in belief in, and dependence on, self-control
and they do not frame behavior as a conflict between drives and control. With regard to sex and 
drinking they believe that teenagers can moderate themselves. As such they think it possible to 
engage in sexual behavior without going farther then one wants or intends. Sexuality and drinking 
are not viewed as dangerous. Dutch parents give various ideological motives for accepting their 
teenagers sexuality, but Amy Schalet (2000:91) writes: “Yet beneath these more overtly ideological 
justifications seems to rest a more taken-for-granted ideal: to react pragmatically, rather than 
emotionally to something that need not be but might otherwise become, a 'problem'”. They also 
want to avoid conflict and are not comfortable with imposing parental authority. This is true on 
many fronts, like for watching television.

Dutch Conversation in the media might be expected to be based on the same mechanism of 
managing social relations as personal interaction, namely: flexibility, negotiation, compromise, 
mutual consideration, practicality, tendency not to make something into a problem, and a taboo on 
authoritative expression. These features make a moral panic about a cultural and individual practice 
rather unlikely. And the fact that the subject of panic would be excessive consumption caused by 
loss of self-control makes a panic even more unlikely. It is not that one or other of these cultures is 
more permissive or restrictive, but rather that the mechanisms of control differ on account of 
different assumption about self-control. 

EXPECTATIONS
The Conversation about binge watching is in part a process of implicit negotiation about what the 
informal rules around binge watching should be. The central question being whether it is acceptable
and safe to be flexible in releasing control while viewing television. I expect different answers for 
the US and Dutch corpus based on cultural differences in how the self is viewed. Writers in the US 
will problematize binge watching and express anxiety about letting urges run wild. Writers in The 
Netherlands will more flexible about letting go of self-control during leisure, and accept binge 
watching as controlled decontrolling.

§ 2.7. Excess consumption and consumption of risk

In the previous section I found that on the one hand letting go of self-control is necessary and 
accepted to provide a release from the pressure of control in everyday life, and that on the other 
hand having a high degree of self-control is a moral imperative. And that there is a tension between 
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informalization that requires flexibility in decontrolling and civilizing that requires the correct level 
of self-control at all times. In this paragraph I discuss a connected tension between two ideologies 
that are dominant in our post-modern consumption society. 

WHERE TO DRAW THE LINE; TWO IDEOLOGIES
Lyng (2004) finds that (the Conversation about) consumption in modern and post-modern society 
centers around the line between what is considered normal and abnormal consumption. Abnormal 
consumption is conceptualized as excessive consumption. Two opposing indeologies influence 
where this line is drawn. Lyng states: 

“On the one hand, individuals are regulated by a set of ideological forces that caution them to exercise self-
control, and consume moderately in a way that preserves their well being and enhances their identity. Failure 
to do so is criticized in the language of rational-medical discourse, with transgression regarded as 'addictive', 
'pathological', or 'irrational' behavior. On the other hand, a contrary force encourages individuals to ‘let go’, 
‘give in’ and take risk, to give in to their desires and deny themselves nothing – in other words to consume 
immoderately and often to excess” (Lyng, 2004:228). 

These two contrary discourses create tension. Edge-work is activity where people 'let go' to an 
extent and take a regulated risk, while excising self-control over their behavior. I connect edge-work
to controlled decontrolling and the 'search for excitement'. Lyng calls this behavior 'regulated risk' 
and 'controlled excess', terms that show the inherent tension and conflict (2004). Edge-work is  “a 
constant exercise in maintaining the boundary between 'normal' and 'abnormal' consumption” 
(2004: 228). Edge-workers consciously negotiate the boundary.

The concept of normal consumption is that it enriches the self, while abnormal consumption 
destroys the self. I expect the line between normal and abnormal consumption to shift continuously, 
and to be debated in the public Conversation. Lyng (2004) writes that edge-workers negotiate the 
boundary between normal and abnormal behavior. As binge watching is a consumption practice that
potentially crosses the line due to its inherent connotations of excess, I conceptualize binge 
watching as edge-work and expect the Conversation to be about the line between normal and 
abnormal consumption.

(Post-)Modern society is a consumption society. Bauman (in Lyng, 2004:229) describes a 
shift from a production ethic to a consumption ethic. While formerly people constructed who they 
wanted to be through production, now people create who they want to be through consumer choice 
and leisure activities. However people are constrained both by their economic capital as well as 
(unspoken) rules about how to consume and spend their leisure time: “Despite its many freedoms, 
consumption is also a site of constraint where the pressure to behave in socially acceptable ways 
and conforming to social norms by making the 'right' choices actually creates anxiety and tension 
among consumers” (Lyng, 2004:229). 

What the 'right choice' and 'acceptable behavior' are is culturally and historically specific 
and constructed in private and public Conversation. Its definition continually shifts with new 
developments in consumption. It is within the construction of, or framing, of right and wrong 
consumption and leisure that control is exercised through different discourses.
 
THE MEDICAL-RATIONAL DISCOURSE AND RISK
Lyng argues that in modern society 'right' behavior is framed through the medical-rational discourse
as based on rationality, moderation, health, self-control and deferment of gratification. Abnormal 
behavior is defined as its opposite; irrational, excessive, unhealthy, loss of control and instant 
gratification. Excess has become a synonym for abnormal behavior, and consuming in excess is 
represented by the concept of addiction. The addiction framing: “Turned the reasonable consumer 
on its head; with the subordination of personal agency, reason was replaced with irrationality, 
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moderation with excess and free will with slavery. Where consumers choose to act, addicts were 
forced to do so” (Lyng, 2004:230). The addiction framing is now used in Conversations about a 
wide range of consumption and leisure activities. By framing consumption as addiction it has been 
brought into the reach of medical discourse. 

In modern medical discourse risk and its avoidance are dominant concepts, and it is medical 
discourse that frames excessive consumption as risk. Loss of self-control and its result, excessive 
behavior, puts both the individual and society at risk according to medical discourse. Risk however 
can be calculated and studied and the idea is that individuals can use this knowledge to avoid risky, 
uncontrolled behavior. We are said to live in a risk-society, as conceptualized by Giddens (1991) 
and Beck (1992), where a guideline of behavior is the avoidance of risk. Normal consumers avoid 
risks and abnormal consumers take them. 

THE MODERN CONSUMER
There is a problem with this conceptualization of the modern consumer: “Consumer society has a 
deeply ambivalent relation with elements that are generally regarded as excessive. Despite its 
portrayal as something abnormal or deviant, excessive behavior was and is actually widespread” 
(Lyng, 2004:230). Bataille (in Lyng, 2004:229)  argues that 'unproductive expenditures', which he 
conceptualizes as activities undertaken for their own end and based consumption excess, are closer 
to normal economic life. Sports and 'orgiastic' or uncontrolled consumption are examples of these 
unproductive expenditures. 

This view of consumption values instant gratification and indulgence in excess. These 
activities are portrayed by Bataille (in Lyng, 2004) as a rejection of the discourse of moderation, its 
rationality and the value on production. He characterizes it as an escape from the rationality of 
society.  The value of this behavior lays in tightened emotions, much like the excitement described 
by Elias (1939) during controlled decontrolling. Lyng writes: “An image is built up of the consumer
as an individual motivated by the quest for novelty and excitement” (2004: 232). When the two 
value systems are combined, this creates a tension between the “twin imperatives of abandon and 
restraint” for the consumer. 

According to Lyng (2004) society “becomes more orientated to hedonism, instant-
gratification and consumerism” and this is reflected in the extent, popularity, salience, fashion and 
cultural relevance of current excessive consumption practices and the normalization of excess. 
According to him the climate of late modernity demands rational action and self-control (and the 
criticism of failure as addictive), but also has a simultaneous emphasis on excessive consumption. 
Consumers who engage in regulated risk “both express the character of late modernity, and also 
provide [for themselves] a way to escape it in a culturally appropriate way” (p.242). However this 
way is as culturally appropriate as the current position of the line between normal and abnormal 
consumption.

Consumption of (soft) drugs is being normalized and becoming commonplace as a leisure 
activity according to Lyng (2004). As this is the most extreme example of excess consumption I 
expect there is also a normalizing trend around other excessive consumption and 'edgy' leisure 
practices, like binge watching. Part of the enjoyment and 'thrill' of edge-work is experimenting with 
the line between pleasant excess and unpleasant excess. 

Controlling the loss of control, or negotiating the risk, is an interesting practice to 
consumers. With drug users Lyng finds that they exert considerable control over their experience to 
stay between the extremes of “out of control chaos” and “boring comfort”: “Truly they did allow 
themselves to get 'out of it' but between carefully panned parameters” (Lyng, 2004:239). Goffman 
(in Lyng, 2004:239) called this “the safe excitement of thrills”, and Lyng calls it a planned release 
or controlled risk. In edge-work Conversation there is a lot of talk on how to arrive at the desired 
experience and what the best experience is. This is what I also expect in the Binge Watching 
Conversation. 
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EXPECTATIONS
In the Conversation about Binge Watching I expect to find articles based upon the ideology of 
moderation, which frames BW as excess and draws Binge Watching into the medical-rational 
discourse, framing it as risky and morally condemning the practice. I also expect to find articles 
based upon the ideology of letting go, which are enthusiastic about the hedonism of Binge Watching
and describe it as a perfect way to escape the pressure of everyday life. What I expect to find most 
are articles that are based on both ideologies, and writers that are torn between both ideologies. The 
conversation will be characterized by writers making some assumptions on the basis of the 
moderation ideology and others on the basis of the letting go ideology in the same article. Either 
producing articles that are not consistent or clear in what norms they communicate, or that are 
attempts to negotiate between both ideologies. They may combine both ideologies or test their 
values against experience, other articles or research. They may also contextualize them and apply 
them to binge watching to get further towards an answer on how to consume in the 'right way', 
satisfying both ideologies, or prioritizing one in the context of modern times. 

§ 2.8. Rephrasing my research question in light of theory

As I have shown, Binge Watching is a new term which is assigned meaning through Conversation. 
This meaning is dependent on cultural logic that differs per nation. This meaning is moral, and the 
morality of Binge Watching is based on broader ideologies present in society. This view on the 
social construction of Binge Watching leads me to refine my research question:

How is Binge Watching socially constructed?

Binge watching is socially constructed through a loose web of speech acts. A lot of significant 
speech acts take place in the public arena of the news media, which leads me to: How is binge 
watching socially constructed through media Conversation?

People give meaning to new phenomena based on old value systems. Writers frame it consciously 
or unconsciously based on assumptions about how the world works, which leads me to the question:
How is binge watching socially constructed on the basis of assumptions made by writers?

A central theme in Conversation about modern consumption, television viewing and binging 
television is when consumption is considered normal and when excessive. Another if excess is 
always negative and dangerous or if it can be positive. This leads me to the question: How do 
assumptions about excess influence the Conversation on Binge Watching?

Behavior in general and consumption in particular is governed by two opposing ideologies in post-
modern society, which create confusion about what behavior is acceptable, and gives rise to tension 
when consuming, which leads me to the question: How are the ideologies of moderation and letting 
go applied to Binge Watching?

Binge watching has connotations of loss of control over the self, while VOD has connotation of 
increased control over consumption. Control over the self, particularly over urges is an important 
norm. However to sustain this control, people have to engage in controlled decontrolling. 
informalization has led to flexibility in decontrolling thanks in part to confidence in self-control. 
However, the US and the Netherlands are not informalized to the same degree and have a different 
conception of the self and relationship of self-control and urges. This leads me to ask: How does the
cultural view on the self influence the valuation of Binge Watching in Conversation? And how does 
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confidence in control over self and consumption, and fear of urges running wild, play a part in 
evaluating BW?

With the ideology of moderation comes the rational-medical discourse with its central moral 
imperative not to take risks. Excess consumption is pathologized and seen as risky. However, taking
controlled risk is a way to escape the morality of control and moderation temporarily and this can 
be exciting and relaxing, and give people a way to cope with everyday life. Binge Watching is 
framed as excessive and pathologized in discourse, yet also praised as a means to escape. Thus I 
ask: How do assumptions about risk influence moral judgment about Binge Watching? How are 
aversion to risk and to letting go and the conflicting need for excitement and escape handled when it
comes to binge watching?

Amy Schalet shows us that assumptions about the self, control and taking risks are dependent on 
national cultural logic. I have also noticed a difference in tone between American and Dutch articles
on Binge Watching in exploratory reading. This leads to the question: How do the American corpus 
and the Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about
broader cultural differences?

These refined research questions revolve around four major themes: Excess, Control, Escapism and 
Risk and the difference between cultural logic concerning these themes between The Netherlands 
and the US. This leads me to my new main research question: How is binge watching socially 
constructed through media Conversation on the basis of assumptions made by writers about excess, 
control, escapism and risk? And my second main research question is “How do the American corpus
and the Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about
broader cultural differences?”
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Chapter 3. Research Method

To answer my research question “How is binge watching socially constructed through media 
Conversation on the basis of assumptions made by writers about excess, control, escapism and risk; 
and how does this differ between the US and the Netherlands?” I conceptualize Binge Watching as a
discursive formation and intersection of various framing. I envision an answer in the form: Binge 
Watching is socially constructed on the basis of these [x] culturally specific assumptions about 
excess, control, escapism and risk framed through [y].

My refined research questions guide my research method. My question 'How is binge 
watching socially constructed?' points me towards the use of qualitative data to study meaning 
construction. My refined question 'How is binge watching socially constructed through media 
Conversation?' leads to the decision to study a corpus of news articles. 

To answer the question 'How is binge watching socially constructed on the basis of 
assumptions made by writers?' I use discourse analysis because of its focus on how language is used
to created meaning and communicate morality. This gives me the tools to dissect a speech act and 
reveal unspoken assumptions. 

To answer the questions: 'How do assumptions about excess influence the Conversation on 
Binge Watching?’; ‘How are ideologies of moderation and letting go applied to Binge Watching?’; 
‘How does the cultural view on the self influence the valuation of Binge Watching in 
Conversation?’; ‘How does confidence in control over self and consumption and fear of urges 
running wild play a part in evaluating BW?’; ‘How does the morality of not engaging in risky 
behavior influence moral judgment about binge watching?’ and ‘How are risk aversion and the 
possibly conflicting need for excitement and escape handled when it comes to binge watching?' I 
focus on the content of the articles that deal with the themes that my research questions ultimately 
concern; excess, control, escapism and risk. To collect and analyze data on these subjects I perform 
a thematic content analysis, with excess, control, escapism and risk as my themes. I follow this up 
with said discourse analysis of the content per theme. 

To answer my question: ‘How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus differ in the 
conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about broader cultural differences?’ I 
perform a comparative analysis of the results of the content and discourse analysis of the separate 
corpi. I do not want to cross-contaminated my findings, so I perform the content analysis and 
discourse analysis of the corpi separately, and compare my results per theme afterwards.

The combined answers to the refined subquestions provide an answer to my main research 
question: How is binge watching socially constructed through media Conversation on the basis of 
assumptions made by writers about excess, control, escapism and risk; and how does this differ 
between the US and the Netherlands? 

DATA COLLECTION
 I look at the American corpus of articles that have “binge watching”, and Dutch articles that have 
“binge watching”, “binge watchen”, “bingewatchen”, “binge kijken” or “bingekijken” somewhere 
in the text, found through Google News in the American edition and the Dutch edition on January 1 
2016. I use Google news because it includes articles published online. Most articles that mention 
Binge Watching are popular news articles that appear more frequently online than on paper.  
Because there has been a major shift from paper to online publishing in the last decade, I have a 
larger and stronger corpus using Google News than if I had used a source that only includes articles 
published in newspapers. As Google is the biggest, must inclusive and most popular search engine, 
its selection should give a reasonable representation of articles that are on the web at the time of the 
search.

To collect my data I went to https://news.google.com/news and selected the US edition or 
Dutch edition respectively. I did an advanced search on “Find news stories; that have this exact 
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phrase [2]. Occurring; anywhere in the article. Date added; between [January 1 20123] and [January 
1 2016]4. Location [5]. I ordered the search results on date, early to late. I saved the result pages as 
HTML files to ensure the results would remain the same while I was collecting the articles.

I opened every link on the result pages and saved the articles as a simple PDF file, to keep 
the page length manageable. The simple PDF format saved the entire article and pictures belonging 
to the article, but not the whole webpage the article was located on. I loaded these articles into 
Atlas.ti, a program to facilitate qualitative data analysis.

DATA
 A list of the article titles, numbered in order of appearance on the result page can be found in 
Appendix B. I refer to their number when quoting from them. The entire corpus of complete articles
in PDF format can be found on https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3npfV-
WBUvXMnNrOWhPaWtuQjQ to facilitate reproduction of the study. 

There are 705 result pages in the US corpus and 194 in the Dutch corpus. Of these, 580 items from 
the American corpus and 166 from the Dutch one are articles that contain one of the search terms 
within the article, and were still online at the time of collecting. The other results have the term 
binge watching in a link on the page but the articles do not concern binge watching themselves. 
Other articles have been pulled from the web since they were posted. The articles come from 
newspapers, radio and television networks, online platforms and independent individuals. They are 
written by journalists, reviewers, experts, columnists and bloggers. The corpus is made up of news 
articles, background pieces, reviews, lists, advertisements, blogs, columns, research reports, info-
graphics and more. The articles vary immensely in content, styling and length. The average word 
count is 500 for the American corpus, with a minimum 150 words of and a maximum of 2500. For 
the Dutch corpus the average is 600 words, with a minimum of 100 and a maximum of 3000.

To give an example of an American article about binge watching:

New survey finds America really is becoming a bingewatch nation

A new survey indicates that bingewatching has become the dominant mode of TV consumption in
the U.S. Binge watching is definitely a buzzword in the media, but according to a new survey, it 
really has become the dominant mode of TV consumption in the U.S.
Deloitte LLP's Digital Democracy Survey of more than 2,000 content consumers age 14 and older,
found that 68% of respondents said they have bingewatched a series at some point, with 31%
saying they did so at least once a week.
Bingewatching in this instance was defined as watching three or more episodes of the same series
in a single sitting. The digital revolution that is bringing TV content streaming into our households 
in more accessible ways than ever before is also letting us watch when we want. Over half of the 
survey's respondents said they chose to stream movies and TV shows, while 45% said they preferred
to watch programs live on traditional broadcast or cable TV.
No surprise to the millions of "Game of Thrones" or "Mad Men" devotees out there, the survey 
found that dramas were the dominant bingewatch genre, with 54% of respondents saying they 
choose topower through those hourlong episodes. Despite their shorter length in general, comedies 
were less popular as a bingewatch subject, with 20% saying they choose to binge on belly laughs.

2    US edition: “binge watching”, “binge viewing”. Dutch edition:  “binge watching”, “binge viewing”, “binge 
watchen”, “bingewatchen”, “binge kijken” or “bingekijken”

3 First mention of binge watching on the internet
4 Date of Data Collection
5 US or Netherlands respectively
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The results also indicated a split among genders, with more women among the drama bingers and
more men among the comedy bingers. Though more TV is being streamed than ever before, the 
survey found that doesn't necessarily mean
Americans are sitting in front of their screens carefully parsing the framing or detail put into many 
of the prestige series on TV. The study found that 90% of respondents said they multitasked while
watching programs, with two age demographics  millennials and Generation X  performing an
average of three other activities while watching, including Internet browsing and text messaging.
Advertisers may take note of the fact that nearly 75% of participants in the survey said they pay 
more attention to digital ads over ads on traditional broadcast TV  and 62% said they'd be more 
willing to watch those ads online if it meant they didn't have to pay more for their streaming 
services. Increasingly, the survey indicated, millennials are moving away from traditional TV, with 
the Internet the most valued service among 93% of the younger generation. Nearly 40% of all 
respondents said they play video games on a daily or weekly basis, a pastime that is spread over 
gaming consoles (24%), smartphones (21%) and tablets (11%).6

An example of a Dutch article about binge watching:

Traditioneel TV kijken verdwijnt? Binge
Watching populair, ook in Nederland

In het weekend kwam RTL Nieuws met een bericht over een onderzoek dat aantoont dat
in veel huisgezinnen 'binge watching' voorkomt! Binging in Engels is zoiets als overmatig
gebruik. Bij eten spreken we over vreetzucht. Verder wordt het in het Engels gebruikt in
combinatie met overmatig drugs- en drank gebruik.
En nu spreken ze in Amerika van Binge Watching als mensen 'overmatig' televisie kijken.
Het gaat hier niet om naar het kijken naar 'DWDD' of 'Kassa'. Dat houdt een gemiddeld
consument sowieso maar een half uur uit, maar we spreken over 'binging' bij het achter
elkaar kijken naar een televisie serie. We hadden natuurlijk al de DVD-boxen die dat
mogelijk maakte, maar met Netflix is het nu ook mogelijk om na de ene afleveing gelijk
door te gaan met de volgende, soms tot diep in de nacht alsof het een soort verslaving is.
Dit gedrag lijkt door de makers van dit soort televisie-series ook nu te worden
gecultiveerd door enerzijds iedere aflevering met een mooie cliff-hanger te eindigen, of
feitelijk niet één verhaal in één aflevering te geven maar één afgerond verhaal in 12
afleveringen.
Niet alle TV-series zijn dus even geschikt of populair voor Binge Watching maar Breaking
Bad bereikt in Amerika nieuwe records. In dat zelfde Amerika is het Guiness Book of
Records zojuist gehaald met 87 uur onafgebroken TV-series kijken.
Ook ik, altijd samen met mijn echtgenote, heb me aan deze verslaving wel eens
overgegeven: Baantjer, Gooise Vrouwen, Desperate Housewives, TwinPeaks, Sherlock,
Foyle's War, en nu met Netflix in huis 'Lie to me' (prachtige serie) en Kevin Spacey's House
of Cards.
Het is in de you-tube video met Kevin Spacey, over waarom hij het prachtig vindt dat
House of Cards alleen via Netflix te zien is, dat hij de spijker precies op de kop slaat:
"Double Oscar-winner Kevin Spacey has challenged TVchannelsto give "control" to their
audiences or risk losing them ..."
Nadat het internet van iedere blogger zijn eigen uitgever heeft gemaakt, die daardoor niet
meer afhankelijk zijn van de uitgevers en hoofdredacties die nu al twee eeuwen aan de
knoppen zaten over wat wij als consument wel of niet horen te weten en te lezen, zal
diezelfde revolutie onvermijdelijk zich ook over het traditionele televisie kijken gaan

6 http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/showtracker/laetstbingewatchsurvey20150421story.htm
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uitrollen. Niet de channel-manager en de televisie-producent gaat bepalen wat en
wanneer we iets mogen zien, maar de consument zelf. Een het succes van YouTube bewijst
niet alleen als consument/kijker, maar ook als producent en channel-maker.
En hoewel interactieve internet TV nog niet goed lijkt aan te slaan, zal dat uiteindelijk wel
gebeuren. De macht van de 'oude' televisie-producenten is ook aanzienlijk met hun
monopolies op de rechten van televisie-producten en de gewenning van het publiek,
YouTube, diensten als 'uitzending gemist en Netflix en het Binge watching zijn allemaal
tekens. En dit zal ook invloed hebben op het business-model van televisie-maken.
De vraag is of het binge watching, DVD en Netflix kijken meer tellen in de kijkcijfers. Niet
dus, en dat is duidelijk: kijkcijfers zijn er niet om de populariteit en kwaliteit van een
programma aan te geven, maar alleen om de advertentie waarde te bepalen. Als je wilt
zien hoe dat werkt lees dan even hoe het argument van FOX TV om geen derde seizoen
van Ĺie-to-me te gaan produceren op de site 'mijnserie.nl' wordt verwoord:
"Human Target was aanzienlijk vernieuwd voor ditseizoen maar de serie kreeg moeilijk
voet aan de grond. Human target haalde gemiddeld 7,6 miljoen maar haalde vooral veel
kijkers van DVR (Digitale Video Recorder). Dit gold ook voor Lie to Me (wat ongeveer de
zelfde kijkcijfers haalde als Human Target), teveel mensen keken het van de DVR
waardoor de kijkcijfers live niet goed genoeg waren."
Met andere woorden: dat u als kijker het een mooie serie vindt, zal mij als TV producent
worst wezen. U bent als kijker zo eigenwijs dat op een door u gekozen moment te doen:
fout. Wij weten wanneer u moet kijken en als u dat niet aanstaat, stoppen wij de serie.
Eigen schuld!
Kan niet wachten op het moment dat de Televisie Revolutie doorbreekt, en dat we als
consumenten verlost worden van de almacht van omroepen en televisie-producenten.
Ook hier zal het internet hen dwingen een keer te gaan luisteren naar hun publiek, zelfs als
ze door de politiek met draconische vervolging op grond van de auteurswetten nog lang
op hun troon van arrogantie kunnen blijven zitten. 7

DATA OVERVIEW AND COMPARISON
The difference between the US and Dutch corpi can be due to a difference in the cultural logic, or a 
difference in the field of online journalism between countries. To control for this second possibility 
I make an inventory of the kinds of media-outlet (radio/tv, printed paper, magazine and online), the 
format of the articles (news, personal blog, column, background, other) and whether binge watching
was the subject of the articles, a hook to get clicks or if it was present but not the subject:

US NL US NL US NL

subject 41.7% 13.3% paper 10.2% 15.1% news 16.6% 29.5%

present 44.0% 71.1% magazine 15.0% 24.1% background 10.5% 9.0%

hook 14.3% 15.7% tv/radio 12.9% 5.4% personal 29.8% 34.9%

online 61.9% 55.4% other 43.1% 26.5%

Table 1: Percentages of article type

I include all articles in my analysis because they are all part of the public Conversation about binge 
watching, whatever their source, style or status. It is also not necessary for binge watching to be the 
subject of the article to be framed in it by how the term and behavior are handled.

I do not find any great difference between the kinds of media outlet that published the articles 

7 http://www.dutchcowboys.nl/Entertainment/3087
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between the US and The Netherlands. A considerable amount of articles in the Dutch corpus use 
articles from my American corpus as a source, or use the same press release or stock news as the 
American articles. In the US the percentage of articles that have BW as its subject is much higher 
(44 %) than in The Netherlands (13 %), while in The Netherlands BW is mentioned without being 
the subject more often (77 %) versus the US (44%). This is in accordance with my hypothesis that 
BW is a topic that is more problematized and discussed in the US than in The Netherlands. This 
division corresponds with the theory of Amy Schalet (2000) that practices of controlled 
decontrolling are normalized in The Netherlands, not 'making a problem, where there need not be 
one', while practices of release of self-control are dramatized in the US. In the Dutch corpus the 
news articles make up 30 %, in the US 17%. This could be seen as a difference in the field that 
explains the difference in tone and fragmentation as one would expect blog, columns and opinion-
pieces to be more outspoken than news articles. However, I find that in the US corpus a lot of the 
most dramatic articles are (presented as) news, so this explanation does not hold. 

THEMATIC CONTENT ANALYSIS
I identify content about excess by searching for vocabulary of addiction, eating, drinking and other 
binge behavior, and by looking for contrast made between normal and excessive behavior. I also 
focus on normative language about excess, comparison to stereotypical situations of over 
consumption and language with connotations of excess.

I identify content about control by rhetoric about viewer emancipation, marketing 
vocabulary, talk about urges and self-control, comparison of binge watching to addiction, illness, 
immoderate behavior and by looking for negative stereotyping of people without self-control.  

I identify content about escapism by looking for labeling of binge watching as a guilty 
pleasure, mini-holiday, way to relax, release tension, the word escape. Rhetoric, normative 
statements and words associated with the let go ideology like appreciation of hedonism, and 
rebellious language against self-control, duty and moderation also help pinpoint content for this 
theme. Language about passivity, loss of production and blurring reality and fiction are other 
identifiers.

I identify content about risk by focusing on the rhetoric and vocabulary of medical rational 
discourse.

Assumptions about how the world works are tied to how people feel about something. To 
pinpoint ideological assumptions I need to find out how people feel about BW and the four themes. 
I code articles for dominant modi; whether the writer comes across as enthusiastic, anxious, 
indignant, neutral, or humorous. I choose these modi because they are broad and cover tones most 
often found in media articles. When looked at as a whole the articles could be categorized on the 
modi of their overall story.

I code on theme and modi per article and not per quote because I want to analyze the 
framing process in the articles as a whole in my subsequent discourse analysis, and find similarities 
in how writers build up their narrative and potentially base their framing on a coherent set of 
assumptions throughout their articles. 

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
I perform discourse analysis per theme for the US corpus and the Dutch corpus, based on guidelines
for this method described by Ferree and Merril (2000) and Gee (2014). In my discourse analysis I 
use these research concepts as tools: frame, the process of framing, discourse, public conversation 
and ideology (Ferree and Merril, 2000; Gee, 2014).

 I make notes on framing devices like vocabulary, analogies, synonyms, discourse, logic and
rhetoric, narrative structure, emotion and opinion; documenting my unfolding thoughts about 
underlying assumptions in memos. 

 I write down the results of this analysis in an extensive report per country, to be able to later
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compare the results per category between the two countries.
I compare the assumptions I find about excess, control, risk and escapism of the US and the 

Dutch writers. I analyze differences using theoretical knowledge about different cultural logic and 
differences in media landscape described in my theoretical section.
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Chapter 4. Excess

In this chapter I attempt to answer the question; How do assumptions about excess influence the 
Conversation on Binge Watching? I conceptualize excess with regard to television as consuming 
more than what is considered the norm. I present my findings on assumptions about excess from my
content analysis and discourse analysis. I first describe and interpret the American results. Then I 
discuss and explain the Dutch results and point out where they differ significantly from the 
American results. Finally I compare the main differences in assumptions between the US and The 
Netherlands and generalize to differences in cultural logic between the US and The Netherlands 
where appropriate; to contribute an answer to the question; How do the US corpus and the Dutch 
corpus differ in the conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about broader 
cultural differences? 

§ 4.1. American Results

BINGE WATCHING AS EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION
Some writers are very direct in framing BW as excess: “Set aside Thanksgiving for the over 
consumption of food, reserve the other three days for the over consumption of goods, but consecrate
Binge Sunday to the over consumption of electronic media” (125). These writers assume binge 
watching is part of a larger trend of over consumption. 

Most articles paint a picture of BW as excessive by using general language of over 
consumption and the vocabulary of eating and drug use. Writers use humor to paint extreme 
pictures of binge watchers and binge watching, with words from the vocabulary of eating, addiction
and stereotypical couch potatoes and binge watchers. This language makes the piece appealing as a 
popular news article. Though humor can be used to push something to the extreme and undermine 
it, that is not what done here. The humor is at the binge watchers expense, through language play 
that invokes scary but not ridiculous images. The language play enforces the idea of BW as an 
excess, an illness and an addiction, as well as its linking it to other binge behavior.

 Binge watching is describe as: the crack of television, a serve-yourself buffet, feeding 
frenzy. Purge-watching, splurge, gluttony, binging on a bulk load, having my cake and eating it too, 
rotting your brains through gluttony of content, vegging out in front of the TV, large chunks,  force 
feeding of tv, powering through, television gluttony, devours shows, digest an entire season in one 
sitting, a giant inhalation, compulsion, drugging, big chunk, shoveling it in, a vice for the weak 
willed, gobbling, open wide and gorge, the hungry habit, indulge, devoured, the all-you-can-eat 
model, drug of choice.

Both binge enthusiasts and critics use this language. This language is not value free. Most 
words from the vocabulary of excess journalists use to describe binge watching have a negative 
connotation, and this connotation remains even when used in a positive context. However because 
proponents of binge watching do use these terms of excess as positive, and in a new context, the 
meaning of excess is being renegotiated.

EXCESS FITS MODERN TIMES
Writers construct BW as normal by using the argument that it suits modern society’s fast pace, 
increased individualism, consumption practices and consumer choice. BW is often framed as 
normal in the sense that it is a child of its time; “this zeitgeist-y practice” (69). BW is in keeping 
with the idea of 'speed mania' that often goes with technological innovation according to Brunsdon. 
To give some examples:
“We truly live in a ‘Now! Now! Now!’ world” (195).
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“Now, we have speed binge-TV-watching. That's right. It's not
enough that we can watch almost any TV show anytime we want on any kind of device. Now,
we can speed it up, so, you know, it doesn't take so much time” (704).
“Times have changed” (589).

EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION AS A MAJORITY PRACTICE
A strong tool to convince readers that excessive behavior is acceptable is  'everybody does it' 
rhetoric. If a majority binge watches it becomes acceptable, it becomes normal. Proponents of binge
watching frame BW as mainstream: “Binge Watching is the new normal” (43); “Binge-watching TV
shows isn’t the way of the future. It’s the way of the present” (4); “New survey finds America really
is becoming a binge-watch nation” (12); “92% of People are 'Binge Viewing' Television” (24); 
“binge-viewing may have recently gone mainstream” (30); “It's surprising how fast we have entered
into a world where binge viewing of an entire season is not only the norm, it is encouraged” (67).

The majority argument is central to framing the practice as accepted, to counter the negative 
connotations of the word and those of watching excessive amounts of tv. When you as a consumer 
belong to the majority, your behavior is much less likely to be censored. Even when it violates 
certain values of society. For example: “If you’ve ever seen the hours melt away as you watched 
episode after episode of your favorite (or any) television show... Congratulations! You’re easily in 
the majority” (24); “If you've stayed in all weekend long, glued to the couch with a pile of Chinese 
takeout in front of you binge-watching Breaking Bad, you're not alone!” (194); “Americans who 
admit to their co-workers that instead of spending the weekend catching some sun or doing work 
around the house, they vegged out in front of the TV are no longer perceived as couch potatoes. 
Binge-watching shows like “Breaking Bad”  and “Orange Is the New Black” is now, in fact, the 
new normal” (400).

Numbers and statistics are central for normalizing BW. Writers use research results to 
substantiate their claims about the acceptability of binge watching. They give statistics about 
increase in the use of the word, increase in people watching via on demand services, increase in 
people ‘binge watching as defined by the survey’ and an increase in positive view of the practice; to
frame the behavior as  “a growing trend” (19). For example: “Binge watching is definitely a 
buzzword in the media, but according to a new survey, it really has become the dominant mode of 
TV consumption in the U.S” (7); "The rise in usage of 'binge-watch' is clearly linked to the biggest 
sea change in our viewing habits since the advent of the video recorder nearly 40 years ago” (3); 
“Survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers states that half of adults self identify as binge watchers” (53).

Media experts write about BW as if it is the unilateral direction viewing behavior is taking, 
not only becoming acceptable, but projecting that it will become the dominant way to view. Thus 
moving from a fringe practice to the norm. They write: “binge-watching’s march toward ubiquity” 
(24); “Binge Watching Is Our Future” (19); “Emmy Nominee Aaron Paul Explains Why Binge 
Watching is ‘The Future’ of TV” (653); “Binge watching is quickly becoming the new mode of TV 
consumption” (529); “What the critics need to realize is that change is inevitable and it must be 
embraced” (175).

MAJORITY AND MORALITY
Popular media journalists use the 'fact' that the binge watcher is in the majority to argue that it is 
morally acceptable to binge watch, even though it is excessive consumption. Writers urge viewers 
to no longer feel shame or guilt about excessive viewing. This suggest that by moving from a 
minority practice to a majority practice, Binge Watching has moved from being morally wrong to 
being morally acceptable; “Here’s some breaking news you’ll love: Apparently, if you’re binge 
watching TV shows, you’re not alone. Now that you no longer have to feel guilty about all of this” 
(25); “Thanks to the phenomenon of binge watching, there’s no shame in staying home during the 
weekend to crash on the couch and obsessively watch your favorite TV show” (236). These articles 
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do not present BW as without drawbacks, risks or as positive behavior but simply assume that 
majority rule means acceptance: “An example of BW in Welp dictionary is still ‘I felt like hell all 
day because I was up till 4:00 binge-watching season 2 of Dexter.’ Welp - 69 percent of us have 
been there” (16).

The normal framing is not strongly connected to other framings. It seems normality does not
need further basis in arguments that it is healthy or quality. I think this has to do with the fact that 
the normal framing does not build on the idea that BW is particularly good for you, good for society
or virtuous. Is is simply framed as part of modern consumption society.

POLICING THE LINE 
Multiple writers who express anti-binge-watch-feeling police the line between normal and 
excessive consumption. These writers dispute the claim that a majority of the population is binge 
watching, by pointing out that the definition of binge watching in surveys is always very 
conservative. Writers argue that binge watching connotes more extreme behavior than watching a 
few episodes; watching up to a whole season of episodes of one show in a day. A majority of people
may watch 2 episodes of show, and call this binge watching, but they do not watch 23 episodes of a 
season in a row forgoing sleep and food. These writers accept the behavior of watching a couple of 
episodes a day as normal, but emphasize that the more extreme forms of binge watching are 
excessive and thus abnormal: “Netflix’s survey indicates that the majority of people define it as 
‘watching between 2-6 episodes of the same TV show in one sitting.’ While some might define 
binge-watching as a weekend-long marathon of non-stop TV watching” (56); “[…] binge watching. 
It usually refers to consuming endless hours of movies or series on Netflix, one after the other.” (1); 
“‘Binge viewing,’ as someone somewhere coined, is the process of shutting oneself off to external 
forces in order to consume entire seasons of a television show over a small course of time.” (6); 
“Extreme Binge Watching” (7).

This framing is an example of redrawing the line between what is normal and excessive. The
ideology of letting go, and the luxury of excess do not have a place in this framing, instead this 
framing is completely in line with the rational discourse of self-discipline. Here 'real BW' is framed 
as a minority practice and this opens up the possibility to type cast binge watchers as deviants, 
which is promptly done. Recasting BW as a minority practice re-establishes the possibility to shame
others, an important mechanism in inducing self-control according to the civilizing theory; Binge 
viewing fills some hearts with horror. The idea of even unbroken hours collapsed on a couch, bleary
eyed, unwashed, surrounded by junk food. It just seems so wrong. So indulgent. So bad for you. 
Even the name is a loaded term” (512). Stereotyping is also frequently done through pictures, such 
as the example shown in image 7 below.

Image 7: Stereotypical binge watcher (697).

RENEGOTIATING THE LINE
Proponents of binge watching also have a problem with how BW is used, because binge has 
connotations of illness and problem behavior while according to them the practice is relatively 
innocent: “Dispelling conventional wisdom binge watching is actually moderate behavior (avg of 
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2.3 episodes)” (4). “Binge watching is seen as extreme. But this is the jaundiced view. The truth is 
otherwise. Binge viewing is a widely misunderstood phenomenon” (512). These journalists frame 
Binge watching against excessive consumption thus regaining the meaning 'normal': This 
mechanism shows that consumption of television is a site of constraint. There is a preoccupation 
with what is culturally acceptable behavior. This framing defends binge watching on the basis that it
is moderate, not on the basis of rejection of the moderation ideology.  

ANXIETY ABOUT SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF DECONTROLLING
Writers who are enthusiastic about the normalization of BW assume the desirability of engaging 
only in socially accepted decontrolling. They are happy with the idea that BW is now acceptable 
and can be indulged in freely without shame, guilt or concealment: “Good news, Netflix addicts and
inveterate couch potatoes: In the past year, binge-watching has become a socially acceptable habit” 
(16); “Binge-watching, or ‘watch[ing] multiple episodes in rapid succession, typically by means of 
DVDs or digital streaming,’ has entered the common lexicon, and it’s no longer strange to confess 
you swallowed down a season or two in a weekend. In fact, it’s often expected that you should be 
up on all of the popular pop culture offerings” (100). The idea is that people were already binge 
watching but can now do it without shame. This shifts BW from previously being guilty pleasure 
and a possible rejection of modern productive rational values, to socially accepted controlled 
decontrolling. This framing also points to a non reflexive, non informalized shame. A shame that 
uses the mechanism of 'seeing behavior through another’s eyes and being ashamed' or in this case, 
not being ashamed because others behave as you do and do not view you as deviant.

 The fact that acceptance is welcomed this emphatically points to a cultural anxiety to 
participate in socially unsanctioned controlled decontrolling. The following excerpt is a good 
example: “Like a wise and sympathetic therapist, Netflix wants you to know that what you’re 
doing, alone at night, long after your loved ones have gone to bed, well, it’s nothing to be ashamed 
of. It’s normal. Everyone does it. It doesn’t make you a bad person” (44).

PATHOLOGY OF BINGING
In contrast to the previous framing a lot of articles contain the message that BW is wrong. Writers 
frame binge watching as problematic excessive consumption by using the addiction metaphor. They
use addiction as a metaphor for how binge watchers behave, as well categorizing BW as an actual 
form of addiction, a pathology. Writers talk of binge watching as a real addiction, binge watchers as 
addicts and television shows as an addictive substance: “How to Overcome a Binge-Watching 
Addiction” (100); “Netflix is a drug disguised as candy” (145); “[...] Emmy-winning series that, 
these days, are the equivalent of pay-channel crack” (469).

Articles also contain a vocabulary of eating and comparisons of BW to excessive eating. 
This links BW to the pathology of bulimia and binge eating, such as shown in these examples: “The
voluntary force-feeding of television series.” (19); “It’s time to loosen your belt, open wide and 
gorge on episode after episode at one sitting, like competitive eaters downing hot dogs at the July 4 
Nathan’s contest […] stop gobbling your TV […] You can sample it daintily, a teaspoon at a time, 
or shovel it from the carton, soup spoon in one hand, whipped-cream can in the other ” (66); “Times
have changed. Appointment viewing is now Binge viewing. Series are devoured” (680).

BINGE WATCHING AS SYMBOL FOR EXCESS
Many journalists use the term binge watching when they mean television viewing in general. Often 
the new elements of the binge watching behavior like 'watching the same show' and 'watching on 
demand' are not part of the behavior that is actually criticized. Binge watching is used as the much 
broader descriptor for 'watching a lot of television', as shown in these excerpts: 

“6 Ways TV Binge-Watching Hurts Your Health. The health risks of remaining sedentary for long periods of 
time. […] extended TV viewing also increases the likelihood for unhealthy behaviors. [..] Here are some 
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ways binge-watching negatively impacts health: Weight gain and obesity. Watching television has been 
linked to obesity for a couple of decades” (18).
“The shift towards this new format of online binge watching makes TV especially deleterious to one’s 
health. Adults who consume TV in excess of 3 hours per day double their chance of a premature death” 
(529).
“Physical Effects of Binge-Watching TV. People who say they watch TV "very often" are 40 percent more 
likely than non-TV watchers to exercise less than one hour a week. [..] A six-year U.S. study found that for 
every two hours of TV you watch a day, you're 23 percent more likely to become obese (and 14 percent more
likely to develop diabetes)” (21).

By using binge watching to mean excessive television viewing, writers can use research on the 
‘bad’ effects of watching a lot of tv in general to problematize binge watching. Writers use the 
medical-rational discourse to frame BW as unhealthy, abnormal and risky excess.

 A lot of the anxiety around the term binge watching focuses on the broader 'problem' of 
excess consumption in our society instead of the specific behavior of binge watching: “Binge 
watching. It usually refers to consuming endless hours of movies or series on Netflix, one after the 
other. But binge watching is about the more fundamental issue of the world’s obsession with 
content consumption.” (1); “TV Binge-Watching Hurts Your Health like eating high-calorie snacks 
or drinks” (18); “Binge Watching Could Be Hazardous to Your Health. We all know that doing 
anything in excess is unhealthy” (512); The media gluttony is enough to make a hungry TV hog 
wish there were a way to get all the taste with half the fat” (704).

DYSTOPIAN EXCESS
Most articles accept the rise of binge watching. Critics of the practice acknowledge it as a popular, 
but regrettable trend. They write about BW as a logical extenuation of earlier consumption practices
and technological advancement. However these writers do not accept the 'majority does it so it is 
normal' line of thinking. They follow the dystopian rhetoric of negative effect of BW for the future. 
The excessive consumption (of media) is the subject of doubt and misgivings:

“The real fault lies with us, of course. It's odd, when you think about it, that the word "binge" has become 
socially acceptable in the context of streaming television. If a friend came into work on Monday and said 
they'd spent the entire weekend binge drinking, or binge eating, we'd probably advise them to seek therapy or
a twelve-step program. But if they came in and said they'd binge-watched an entire season of Scandal on 
Netflix, we'd be expected to laugh, maybe even congratulate them, and trade opinions on Olivia Pope's 
outfits” (67).
“Binge-Watching: Ruining TV, America and Our Lives” (198).
“There's an epidemic sweeping clear across the country. It's called binge-watching, and if it hasn't yet cost 
you your job, your family, or your life, trust us - it will” (57).
“The behavior "spreads virally, and it's learned at a societal level” (27).

The tone of the articles are worried, indignant, addressing the audience (often with 
admonishing or understanding undertones).Worry is expressed about the spread and intensification 
of the behavior, the consequences of the behavior for people in general and for individuals. This 
worried tone, emphasis on consequences and the spread of behavior and language of risk are aspects
of moral panic. 

THE CONFLICT OF TWO IDEOLOGIES
A percentage of writers view occasional binging as legitimate escapism, an accepted form of 
escaping your troubles, to the extent of watching a whole season in a couple of days. Here they 
ascribe to the let go ideology. But they still write about it as guilty pleasure that one should feel bad 
about, which I attribute to their simultaneous adherence to the moderation ideology: “Some part of 
us still thinks of TV as a waste of time, a guilty pleasure, a dreadful self indulgence” (572) and; 
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“Binge-Watching Guilt Is Self-Fulfilling” (122).
Binge watchers express shame when describing their own binge watching, and tie this 

shame to having engaged in excess. They use a confession format like: “Confessions of a Binge 
Watcher” (705); “Im Annie and I’m a television addict” (6); “Be honest. After a long week of 
classes and midterms, have you ever sat down to watch multiple seasons of a TV show overnight?” 
(529); “Michelle Obama Admits To Binge Watching ‘Scandal’” (6).

This is usually followed with self-condemnation and a narrative of a lesson learned: “It's the 
sinful indulgence of spending so many hours with your feet up when there are other, more 
productive things you could be doing” (345); “The idea of binging on Netflix’s original content was
a novelty, like getting a deep-fried Oreo at an amusement park. It shouldn’t happen more than once 
or twice a year” (35); 

In the words of Lyng (2009), these writer-viewers failed to consume moderately and are 
criticized. The self-condemnation is appropriate if they view their behavior as unsuccessfully 
controlling their urges in line with the civilizing theory, and it fits the ideology of moderation. 

These viewers are however reflexive about their shame, as describe by Wouters (2011); 
questioning whether it they should feel it, and why they feel it, instead of having it function 
automatically as Elias describes. Viewers even take measures to prevent feelings of shame: 
“Here’s How to Stop Netflix From Interrupting Your Binge-Watching Because no one likes being 
guilt tripped” (59); “How to succesfully binge-watch a TV show by checking your dignity at the 
door” (164).

EXCESS IN MODERATION; A SOLUTION?
I have found an intersection of the two ideologies of letting go and being moderate concerning 
consumption as described by Lyng (2009), as well as anxiety about remaining on the right side of 
the line between normal consumption and excess. Columnist advice readers to Binge in moderation,
essentially to 'indulge in an activity to excess’8 in moderation. I think this is an attempt to combine 
both ideologies of moderation and letting go, to keep a line between normal and excessive, and to 
determine a rule for appropriate controlled decontrolling, as shown by these examples: “Binge-
watching Netflix good in moderation” (560); “So in the spirit of moderation, here are a few things 
you should know about binge-watching, plus some tips on how to keep it at bay” (307); “But there's
no need to wait for enforced moderation. We can turn this thing around ourselves by changing the 
conversation. The word ‘binge’ literally means to soak in alcohol, and it really shouldn't be cool in 
any context. Let's start enjoying our awesome TV responsibly” (67).

The advice is reminiscent of the advice literature discussed by Elias, in that it advises more 
self-control. Advice in these articles is predictable: either stop binge watching, or do it less. 
Practical tools are given to reach these goals. This type of advice also mirrors advice given during 
the earlier rise of television, and express similar anxiety.

SUMMARY OF AMERICAN RESULTS ON EXCESS
The American writers frame excess in several distinct ways. Proponents of binge watching frame 
BW as normal excess, normal as fitting modern times and as widespread behavior. The rhetoric is 
that the majority decides what is acceptable. Other journalists express anxiety about excess as 
immoral. They pathologize excess. The most important elements of the framing of excess are 
drawing the line between normal and excess, and juggling of ideology of moderation and letting go.
I think the conversation about BW is part of a larger conversation about the question if excess 
(supply) of everything is good for us or not. The framing of television as an addictive substance and
the linked idea of excessive consuming of television has its roots in the history of framing the 
negative effect of television on viewers. The idea of addiction to media has also been gathering 
strength and attention for the last decade. Research has been done into addiction to gaming, social 

8 Oxford online dictionary, meaning of 'Binge'
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media and use of the mobile phone. These practices and their arguably addictive nature have 
become ingrained in our public awareness and public Conversations about media use. Binge 
behavior is a more recent subject of anxiety, linked to binge eating, drinking, gaming, viewing and 
social media use. Binge Watching taps into current cultural fears about the modern consumption 
society and its excesses.

§ 4.2. Dutch Results

NORMALIZING EXCESS
The most striking aspect of the Dutch articles is the neutrality of tone, of the 177 articles, 49 have a 
neutral tone, and of the articles that frame BW as normal consumption more than half have a neutral
tone. Another interesting aspect of the Dutch corpus is the small number of articles that have binge 
watching as its subject rather than just using the verb in an article about something else. All this 
gives the impression that the line between normal and excessive behavior is not an actively or hotly 
contested topic.

Only a few articles discuss the idea of binge watching as normal explicitly. For example one
article states: “Binge watchen is de afgelopen jaren de normaalste zaak van de wereld geworden”. 
(141). Of these, some argue that binge watching is indeed a new way to watch television but not the
only or dominant one. Indeed this is how binge watching is most often portrayed. One example: 
“Voor hen [Brabantse Netflix abonnees] is het [BW] een belangrijk en veelgebruikt alternatief [my 
emphasis] voor traditioneel tv kijken” (58). 

Without attaching positive or negative values to the behavior, binge watching is mentioned 
throughout the corpus. It is used in lieu of the term 'televisie kijken', or is used and/or described as a
specific way to watch television. In the US defining 'real' binge watching as an excessive amount, 
and more than as is usually defined, is used to delegitimize the idea that binge watching is now a 
majority practice. This argument is not made in the Dutch Conversation. The term binge watching is
accepted and used. The word binge watching/binge watchen/binge kijken starts as a more neutral 
word than in the US where the connotations of 'binge' are known to all native speakers. The Dutch 
writers often use binge watchen as a synonym for watching VOD or Netflix regardless of the 
amount, which shows a lack of concern for the possibly excessive nature. By not distinguishing 
excessive consumption from consumption in general, excessive consumption is not problematized 
in most articles.

The main normalizing mechanism is the way the word is used as a matter of course, without 
fuss or discussion about the desirability of binge watching as a strategy for watching television. 
About half the time the word is not explained and used as if it is a word the readers will/should 
know. Half the time a definition of the word is added after the word, in colons. Most descriptions 
are very short and neutral however and as such I would consider them normalizing. 

Binge watching is normalized by the use of sentences that sound like they are purely factual. For 
example: “BBC first komt met het uitzenden van volledige seizoenen aan de wens van een groter 
wordende groep kijkers tegemoet. Binge watching is al langere tijd populair.” (7).  By making 
statements (that seem to) simply and neutrally give information about binge watching, the 
statements sound like they concern known facts instead of being contextual and relative. Most 
articles state that binge watching is a relatively new but popular way to watch television, and that 
the number of people binge watching is increasing. Epithets like 'popular', 'phenomenon (used to 
mean new mainstream or popular thing)', 'een ding' (“Voor het kijken van complete series een ding 
was” (122)), and 'trend'  are part of the descriptions and these words imply that the behavior is 
widespread. By presenting this information in a neutral tone without value judgment, the increase of
binge watching is framed as nothing special, as normal. Whereas markedly increased consumption 
of a product can and often is framed in newspapers as concerning or dangerous, that is not the case 
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here. This is interesting because (excessive) watching of television has in the past been framed as 
negative behavior and has even been the subject of moral panic. And the term binge has negative 
connotations in its native language. The commonness of the behavior is substantiated with market 
research, statistics on customers by Netflix, results of studies about viewing behavior and by giving 
the opinions of experts like trend watchers, media experts and producers. 

A commonly expressed idea is that binge watching ‘van deze tijd is,’ and some articles contrast this 
with what they consider old fashioned 'traditioneel tv-kijken,' which makes binge watching seem 
more modern and normal than broadcast tv. But a majority of articles frame both binge watching 
and broadcast television as acceptable, normal and widespread. Whereas the American articles are 
concerned with proving that binge watching is dominant behavior and thus normal and that is 
replacing broadcast television which is becoming abnormal.

The BW as normal framing is dominant in 27 of the 177 articles. This may not seem like a lot but 
considering the lack of articles explicitly handling the question of whether binge watching is good 
or not, and widespread and accepted or not, it is. The main argument that binge watching is 
accepted as normal is in this lack of discussion on the subject combined with the low number of 
articles framing it as abnormal, excessive or as negative (unhealthy, dangerous loss of control, 
illegitimate escapism, pulp, asocial) and the extremely low number of articles with a worried or 
angry tone. 

As the normal framing sketches binge watching as an acceptable alternative to broadcast 
watching, it is not surprising that the normal code co-occurs most often with the legitimate escapism
code. If they are not neutral in tone, normal framed articles are either enthusiastic, analytical or 
advisory. The enthusiastic tone helps to frame binge watching as fun and acceptable behavior, and 
as the hot new trend in pop culture. “Toch is er ook goed nieuws te melden. [..] We kunnen dus 
massaal gaan binge watchen!” (84). “Als je dit hele weekend op de bank hebt gezeten om House of 
Cards achter elkaar te kijken, dan was je waarschijnlijk niet de enige” (141). The analytical tone 
frames binge watching as normal by providing an ostensibly norm free analysis of the phenomenon 
that concludes it is now mainstream and considered 'normal'. The advisory tone is used when 
advising people to engage in binge watching and giving as one argument that it is now acceptable, 
taking it as read that it has always been a desire that has been suppressed because of public opinion. 
This point to a desire to engage only in socially accepted forms of consumption and controlled 
decontrolling.

A relatively common descriptor for viewing broadcast television is 'traditional'. In a minority
of articles this word means 'as is and has long been the common practice'  in context and implies 
that broadcast viewing is the standard, binge viewing the exception. Statistics and other research is 
used to show that a large percentage of viewers watch broadcast television, framing this as normal 
behavior. But more often 'traditional' is used in lieu of 'old-fashioned' to describe a practice that 
used to be widespread but is now becoming outdated, framing VOD and binge watching as 
becoming the new standard. 

Interestingly one article explicitly counters the idea of a “televisierevolutie”, instead arguing
that what is taking place is a “slome evolutie” (23). The writer reasons that the careful and 
conservative nature of the Dutch and the fact that they are “gewoontedieren” where television is 
concerned causes viewing behavior to slowly change over time in the Netherlands instead of 
changing radically. In this article the popularity of VOD and binge watching is delegitimized by 
using hyperbole and sarcasm when describing the trends. However the writer also states that people 
are slowly incorporating binge viewing in to their repertoire and this is not treated as something 
negative. 
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HUMOR AS A NORMALIZING MECHANISM
Like in the American corpus guilt and shame are associated with binge watching, implying that the 
behavior is wrong. However all hints and descriptions of shame in the Dutch corpus are treated with
humor, made to seem unreasonable and/or have an indulgent tone. Writers intimate that although 
binge watching is generally considered as shameful,  you are free to do it. Examples of this are: 
“Bye bye schuldgevoel als Netflix and chill jouw dagbesteding is.” (78). “Ongegeneerd binge 
wachten kan met series als []” (89). “Its always appropriate to binge watch TV series. […] No one 
could possibly judge you when its pouring outside and you've already been so wholesome with you 
crafting” (40). “#guilty” (?). “Heb je zin om een middag x te binge watchen? He niemand houd je 
tegen!” (104). There are also a few instances of the confession format: the writer confesses to binge 
watching much like someone introducing him or herself in an AA meeting or going to confession. 
For example: “Mijn naam is x en ik ben een binge watcher” (113).  “ook ik heb me wel eens aan 
deze verslaving overgegeven.” (6). “Ik ben zelf geen vreemde van binge-watching” (9).

A FLEXIBLE LINE
Sometimes the line between normal and excessive/abnormal amount is drawn by using terms like 
'super bingen' en 'overmatig bingekijken'. For example: “Drie afleveringen achter elkaar kijken van 
je favoriete serie. Veel mensen doen dat wel eens, maar een paar jongens in Utrecht zijn wel heel 
fanatiek. Zij doen mee aan The Ultimate Binge”. (8) en “[...] is een gevolg van overmatig 
bingekijken” (186). So there is a line between normal and excessive/abnormal behavior but it is 
more flexible.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MODERATION
Watching broadcast television is characterized in some articles as normal, meaning regular in the 
context and this valuation implies that binge watching is less regular or even irregular, and in that 
sense abnormal. For example: “Er zijn verschillende manieren om televisieprogramma's te kijken, 
maar gewoon op de bank ploffen en zappen blijft populair” (23) and “gewoon [my emphasis] live 
televisie kijken via de traditionele zenders”.  The article also subtly states that broadcast viewing is 
the right way to behave by describing binge watching as “In plaats van netjes [my emphasis] elke 
week te wachten tot een nieuwe aflevering van je favoriete serie op de buis is, kijk je in één 
weekend het hele seizoen” (34). 

There are many isolated descriptions, definition and translations of the word in the articles 
that put a negative spin on binge watching and make it sound abnormal. These usually have to do 
with excess and this fits the ideology of moderation that equates excess with abnormal behavior.. 
Examples are translating binge watching as “vreetkijken”, “comakijken” en “schranskijken”, giving
a definition like “Binge watching: zoveel mogelijk afleveringen achter elkaar verslinden” (44); 
“Bingen is in het Engels 'overmatig gebruik'” (6);  “binge watching: overmatig televisiekijken” (3) 
and sentences like “geen wonder dat mensen zich aan binge watchen te buiten gaan” (37). The 
people who binge watch are sometimes defined as a separate group and given a derogatory name 
like “bankhangers, “couchpotatoes”, “fanaten”, “serievreters”. Making the people who binge watch 
into a (minority) group and naming them with a word that has negative connotations is to set them 
apart as as others and their behavior as wrong. 
 
AMBIVALENCE DUE TO informalization
Negative descriptors of binge watching are sprinkled throughout the articles. There are no articles 
that have binge watching as its subject and actively frame it as abnormal in the sense that it is 
wrong or other. This is very different from the US corpus were most articles have BW as its subject,
and many frame BW as abnormal, excessive, undesirable and dangerous. 

Dutch articles that mention binge watching while discussing something else add a word 
connotating abnormality, and articles that on the whole frame binge watching as positive often 
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contain some negative descriptors. The combination of positive and negative connotations and the 
absence of explicit evaluation of the practice give many articles the ambivalent tone that is 
characteristic of the Dutch corpus. 

In the American corpus binge watching is often framed as a societal problem, in the sense 
that people need to be protected from themselves where binge watching is concerned, especially 
those belonging to vulnerable groups. American writers worry a lot about what binge watching can 
do to people and whether or not it is inherently wrong. In the Dutch corpus there are very few cases 
of binge watching being framed as dangerous and where it does happen the tone is decidedly 
'nuchter' and non-panicky. A few articles quote the same research about binge watching as many of 
the American articles, and one specific quote of the researcher involved is repeated in almost all of 
them: “Onze studie toont aan dat het niet meer zo onschuldig is” (3). Looking at the content of these
articles I strongly suspects that these are based on articles from the American corpus. Some even 
credit a specific American article. The article quoted above, as well as some others, present the 
outcome of this research as facts and this makes the conclusions seem true and natural: “Binge 
watching, oftewel het urenlang kijken naar meerdere afleveringen van verslavende tv-series, blijkt 
niet zo onschuldig als tot nu toe werd aangenomen” (3).  Some writers question whether binge 
watching is as innocent as it seems on the basis of personal experience in combination with the 
aforementioned research. These personal experiences are never very extreme or dramatically 
presented, but do hint at possibly dangerous consequences of excessive binge watching. The 
description in the US corpus are much more stereotyped and dramatically presented. The Dutch 
articles that discuss the dangers of binge watching either have a neutral tone when discussing them 
or are rather nuanced about it. For example: “Natuurlijk zal dit alleen in hele uitzonderlijke gevallen
daadwerkelijk het geval zijn en dan nog is het de vraag in welke mate, maar dat binge-watching 
minder onschuldig is dan werd gedacht is duidelijk” (9). 

The abnormal framing as a whole is less extreme, un-nuanced and dramatic than its 
American counterpart. It is also relatively rare, only 11 articles out of 177 have a dominant 
abnormal dframing and the code abnormal is attached to 39 articles that have one aspect of the 
abnormal framing, such as a word with negative connotations to describe binge watching. To put 
this into perspective, the code normal was attached to 124 articles out of 177. The tone of the 
dominantly abnormal articles was most often neutral, meaning that while the content depicts binge 
watching as bad, this is not reinforced by the tone. Only one article has an affronted/angry tone that 
has the effect of making binge watching seem like a more urgent problem that must be handled. 
None of the articles are worried about either the morality and commonality of binge watching. The 
worried tone does not co-occur with the abnormal framing.

 Interestingly the dominantly abnormal framed articles never have the code unhealthy or loss
of control attached. Even the abnormal code almost never co-occurs with the loss of control code or 
the unhealthy code. In the American corpus the abnormal framing was closely tied to the unhealthy 
and loss of control framing. Even more interesting, the abnormal code co-occurs more often with all
the positive codes than with their negative counterparts. Abnormal co-occurs most often with 
Normal. 

This shows the ambiguity and nuance of the Dutch corpus. It also intimates that practicing 
abnormal, atypical, or wrong  (to a certain extent) behavior is considered as relatively normal 
meaning acceptable and widespread. And it shows that in Dutch Conversation, abnormal/excessive 
behavior is linked to positive ideas and feelings.

SUMMARY OF NL RESULTS ON EXCESS
Dutch writers normalize Binge Watching by: not problematizing it, nor discussing its desirability 
but by treating it as an acceptable option, which leaves the line between normal and excessive 
behavior flexible and open to personal interpretation. The most persuasive finding supporting the 
conclusion that excess is not a subject of cultural anxiety is that writers refrain from discussing the 
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subject Binge Watching in itself. They normalize the behavior and the word simply by using it 
without discussion of its meaning. The neutral or humorous tone of the articles also normalize 
excess when excessive behavior is described.

§ 4.3. Main difference in attitude towards excess 

In the US corpus the tone of the Conversation in general is much more animated and high-pitched. 
The question of what is normal/abnormal consumption lives more, is more hotly debated and more 
important than in The Netherlands. The differences between the framings is greater.

 In the Dutch corpus binge watching is called the new normal and things are left at that. A 
few articles examine whether it can be empirically called that, while others express what they miss 
about the broadcast era. In the US corpus the issue is not just whether it is the new normal, but 
whether it should be. American writes discuss when something should be called binge watching and
when it is 'normal viewing' l, while in the Dutch writers give definitions, mention that definitions 
differ and have no contention about what should and should not be called binge watching is. All this
points to a normalizing culture in The Netherlands and a culture of dramatization in the US, similar 
to the difference in cultural logic found on the topic of teenage sexuality by Schalet (2000). 
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Chapter 5. Control

In this chapter I attempt to answer the questions:  How does the cultural view on the self influence 
the valuation of Binge Watching in Conversation? And how does confidence in control over self and
consumption, and fear of urges running wild, play a part in evaluating BW? How are the ideologies 
of moderation and letting go applied to Binge Watching? 

The control theme encompasses self-control, control over decontrolling and control over the 
means of consumption. I conceptualize self-control as control over urges. By control over 
decontrolling I mean being reflexive about decontrolling, showing flexibility and having self-
control to limit decontrolling to a degree acceptable to the self. Control over the means of 
consumption I see as the consumer in a position of power versus the producer, and as the consumer 
being able to manipulate the product. Control is linked to excess in the sense that loss of control is 
often given as the explanation for excessive consumption, and because increased control over the 
means of consumption provides the opportunity for excess. 

I present my findings on assumptions about control from my content analysis and discourse 
analysis.. I first describe and interpret the American results. Then I discuss and explain the Dutch 
results and point out where they differ significantly from the American results. Finally I compare 
the main differences in assumptions between the US and the Netherlands and generalize to 
differences in cultural logic between the US and the Netherlands where appropriate to come closer 
to the answer to; How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of 
Binge watching and what does this say about broader cultural differences?

§ 5.1. American Results

INCREASED CONTROL OVER THE MEANS OF CONSUMPTION
Writers often use Binge watching as synonymous for video on demand streaming (VOD). They 
champion video on demand by arguing that it allows the viewer/consumer more control over his/her
consumption than broadcast viewing:
“The digital revolution that is bringing TV content streaming into our households in more accessible ways 
than ever before is also letting us watch when we want” (12).
“It turns out that waiting for the next episode is an artifact of an earlier era. A linear viewing experience in 
what is now a non-linear, on demand, always on, world. It is what my friend Scott Peters explained to me, a 
world of W. W. W. Viewers want ‘What they want’, and they want it ‘When they want it’, and they want it 
‘Where they want It.’ WWW Viewing. And, fear not Mr. Lothamer… I am among them” (680).

Writers frame the change in technology as a shift in the power balance; towards the viewer and 
away from the provider:
“In the last decade, media entertainment has given far more freedom to consumers: watch, listen to and read 
anything at anytime”  (142).
"Give people what they want" (38)
“At this year’s Content Marketing World in Cleveland, keynote speaker and actor Kevin Spacey explained 
why Netflix shows like his ‘House of Cards’ are so wildly popular. It’s not because Netflix asks people to 
alter their viewing behaviors by releasing an entire season of episodes at once. It’s because they give people 
permission to watch their favorite shows however and whenever they want. From the moment some 
progressive entrepreneur slapped a logo on a pamphlet, companies have been used to controlling their 
message. They decided when, where and how people consumed it. But those days are gone” (564).

Journalists see being able to watch more than one episode of a show is an ultimate sign of that shift 
of power, as the broadcast channel generally aired only one episode of a show and then moved on, 
leaving the viewer with a cliffhanger. According to the journalists viewers are relieved to be free 
from the constraint and uncomfortable feelings of suspense, and to decide for themselves when to  
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(not) stop watching: “Now, not only can we stream our shows whenever via Hulu, Netflix or on 
demand services, we don't even have to stop” (75).

Because of all these reduced restrictions writers frame BW as a medium that allows far more
personal customization of the television experience. The idea of ' watching television your way' 
runs through this theme, as shown by this example: “Netflix has pioneered audience choice in 
programming and has helped free consumers from the limitations of linear television” (4).

Writers frame BW as a celebration of this freedom and power. They present BW as positive 
because it is the way people choose to view media, and choice has positive connotations with 
freedom, power, personal expression, autonomy and individuality, as shown in these quotes:

“‘Binge watching really reflects a new ability which was not possible a few years ago,’ Hollifield said. 
‘Digital technology now has both allowed and encouraged us to be able to stream video and to download it 
and watch it when we want to’” (190).
“Netflix made it possible to have choice and control when, where and the frequency people want to watch” 
(236).
“The best side effect of this renaissance is that waiting a week between episodes of your favorite show is a 
thing of the past; now you can watch an entire season at your own pace, whenever, wherever” (456).

BEING YOUR OWN BROADCASTER
Critics argue that choosing your own time to view is increasing your control. People write that they 
have busy lives that fit modern society and that choosing the time to watch is almost a necessity to 
follow a show. Writers give anecdotes of not being able to follow shows before VOD and of the 
comfort they feel now that tv can be made to fit in with personal itineraries. Both parents, career 
people and people who travel benefit from the new method of delivery. Articles contain examples 
like the comfort and entertainment of watching tv after children are in bed, coming home late after 
work and watch and viewing during a commute on a plane or train. Viewers are no longer bound to 
the airing schedule.

 Because VOD services provide a large backlog of 'old' television shows as well as finished 
season of current shows, VOD has more shows on offer than broadcast channels. Articles frame this
abundance of choice as also increasing control of the customer. Journalists link choice to feelings of
control and freedom. Journalist often say that 'VOD makes the customer his/her own broadcaster' 
because of the freedom of timing and content, as seen in these quotes: “This all sounds very 
empowering. Instead of dimly flipping through stations, we are making choices” (44). “The start of 
the new TV season is upon us. But we no longer have to abide by the whims of network scheduling;
these days we’re the masters of our own television programming. So what have you been binge 
watching?” (100).

THE FREEDOM OF CONTROL
Framing watching television your way as positive is a tool writers use to argue that BW is positive, 
because this is clearly the way many people choose to watch. By putting so much emphasis on the 
positive aspects of choice and freedom, they make the freedom to binge watch important:

“Without the constraints of pay TV and its rigid schedules, consumers can now watch entire series in large 
chunks of time - spending hours moving from one episode to the next, instead of waiting for new releases 
every week” (166).
“You can have it your way. If you want to watch 3, you watch 3. If you want to watch 2, you watch 2. If you 
want to watch 10, you watch 10. Whatever way you want to watch it, you can watch it” (557).

Because freedom of choice is framed as positive, what people choose to do with this freedom must 
also logically be seen as a legitimate way to spent their leisure time and as a normal (in the accepted
and positive sense) practice:
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“Binge watching isn’t inherently bad, and it’s not inherently good. It is what you make of it. If you have the 
desire and the time to sit in bed and marathon all six seasons of Breaking Bad without stopping, no one 
should be able to tell you otherwise (except maybe your doctor). And if you want to parcel it out into smaller
chunks, so that the viewing lasts months or years, that is also completely up to you” (308).

Articles with this framing are enthusiastic. Enthusiastic about about binge watching, VOD, 
freedom, choice, technology, ways to improve the experience and television in general. The 
enthusiastic tone makes the articles pleasant to read, the enthusiasm can be catching and it counters 
the worried tone of many other articles. 

  
CONTROL OVER CONSUMPTION; THE NEW NORM? 
A few articles are about the decision by Netflix to air two particular shows weekly instead of 
providing the whole season. Media critics widely and vehemently criticized this decision, even 
though the reason for this scheduling was due to external constraint and not to a change in their 
policy. Consumers (at least media critics who write online articles) react strongly to sign of 
curtailing their newfound freedom.

 Some broadcast channels provide the newest episodes via their website (if you have a 
subscription that covers their channel). They use the rule of five, which means that the five newest 
episodes are provided on the site. Media critters are negative about the rule of five because it 
restricts the options of the consumer. I think it is meaningful that the rule of five is criticized. It 
shows that the idea of having control over your own viewing experience has taken hold, as 
exemplified here: “For them, a generation that had grown up on DVD seasons of shows, Hulu 
series, and Netflix shows by the pound, the idea of not having the entire series available seemed – 
well – kinda old school” (680).

To illustrate how normal it is to be in charge of ones viewing experience media critics 
compare watching TV to reading a book. A writer jokes how weird it would feel to be forced to stop
reading and wait a week for the new chapter. This comparison makes the broadcast model seem 
very strange. Another writer compares the broadcast system to episodic release of chapters of 
Charles Dickens novels, that were once published weekly in the newspapers. He argues that 
episodic distribution of novels in newspapers became obsolete and that the same is now happening 
with episodic television airing. VOD and binge viewing fit modern society, just like bringing out 
novels all at once:

“We are, indeed, living in an on demand world right now. People want what they want, and many of them are
willing to pay for it as long as they can have it now. Or five minutes ago” (38).
“With reading, we can skate through a novel depending on our stamina to stick with a compelling plot - we 
have the entire story in our hands, no one is waiting to give With watching TV, however, not so long ago the 
paradigm of content delivery was modeled on a non-rapid consumption pattern. We might have been 
adamant to ‘turn the page’ to the next episode or series, but we had to wait. Wait for the season to be released
on DVD. Wait for a bundle of series to be made available. Although there still remains certain constraints 
that dictate how much we can readily consume at any given time, the viewing consumption game has 
absolutely changed in recent years” (54).

LOSING CONTROL TO TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCIALISM
To determine whether control has shifted to consumers or providers because of the binge model, 
writers discuss whether the binge model is a response to audience demand or a way for companies 
to push product. Does the audience want to binge watch and is this why Netflix is such a success? 
Or is the industry artificially increasing demand by making BW seem normal and cheating people 
into watching more than they want? 
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“But the most confounding factor may be how fast the technology that lets us binge is changing. Consider 
the autoplay function on Netflix. When an episode ends, there's a 15-second pause and then the next episode 
in the season starts automatically. There's no choice in this behavior, which means it's up to the viewer to 
regulate themselves and turn off the TV. ‘For the most part we believe that the autoplay feature does 
encourage you to start new episodes,’ said Bingo. And this is one of the questions he has struggled with: 
When does a viewer cross the line from responding to design and into engaging in addictive behavior?” (5).

The binge model as a response to audience demand is linked to increased control for consumers, as 
I have discussed earlier in this chapter. While the binge model as a way to push product is linked to 
increased control for the industry and decreased control of consumers. The latter rhetoric frames 
BW as the outcome of manipulation of peoples urges by the media industry. Critics accuse the 
television industry of stimulating sales by making its products addictive and by designing its 
distribution model in such a way that it stimulates addiction. They for example criticize the auto-
play feature of Netflix because it switches from opt-in viewing to opt-out. First the viewer had to 
consciously decide to continue watching and perform an action to do so, now the viewer has to 
consciously decide to stop. Binge skeptics assume this causes people to watch more episodes than 
they would with the opt-in model.

“Netflix brilliantly executes a couple tactics, which are augmented by simple social psychology, to keep you 
watching more” (39).
“The service definitely helps that behavior by uploading whole seasons of shows at once and using an 
autoplay feature that only gives you 15-second breaks until catapulting you into the next episode” (43).
“Shows themselves are supposedly designed to making opting out hard by being serial and having 
cliffhangers at the end of shows to stimulate viewers to continue on to the next episode. The shows that 
hooked viewers the quickest were generally those with plots that were highly serial, continued across many 
episodes, rather than episodic - meaning they start and end in a single episode. That helps explain why 
Netflix has tended toward serial plots when producing its own shows. Regardless, you've put yourself in a 
world you can't escape from” (212).
“‘The thing about serial narratives is that they end each one with a compelling question or a cliffhanger,’ said
McBride. ‘And so, you finish a show and you are so compelled to watch the next one and you look at 
everybody else in the room and say - 'one more.' And pretty soon, 13 hours have gone by’” (396).

It is possible to go on watching because the service provide whole seasons of shows. Providing so 
much new content at once removes artificial barriers to pace and writers argue that consumers 
minds are not able to restrain themselves or pace themselves: “The difference is that now we all can
binge watch almost every show we might be attached to. That, of course, is thanks to internet video 
delivery services like Netflix or Hulu. And those streaming services make episodic TV programs 
particularly addictive. Not everybody plans to watch an entire season of a particular program. It just
happens” (396).

People are continuously quoted saying they cannot stop because 'they need to know what 
happens next'. Media experts argue the combination of these three factors make it feel more natural 
to go on watching than to stop. This is framed as the addictive nature of the binge model: “This is 
junkie talk, making Netflix’s report feel a bit like a pusher touting the unexpected benefits of a drug
to its clients” (44).

The combination of the above tactics is considered to remove the decision to go on or to 
stop from the conscious mind. This loss of control for the consumer and the gain of control by the 
VOD provider is resented. These specific features of the binge model are considered to turn 
consumers into addicts. It frames binge watchers as victims of the new binge model.
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Images 8-12. Binge watching themed illustrations (37, 103, 59, 24, 61).

Image 13: assorted images from US articles from my corpus

The pictures with these articles (see images 8-13 above) inevitably show a dark room with a 
glowing tv in the center with men or women in unattractive exhausted poses, white and with rings 
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under their eyes. The glowing tv harks back to the machine aesthetic and the fear of people 
becoming 'slaves to the machine'. The stereotype of the tv as a device that you cannot escape from 
and that takes you over is invoked by pictures of the tv as a glowing box in the dark. Here the 
machine aesthetic and its narrative of 'machines take over control from us' is still part of current 
debate. 

Advice articles contain tips on how to wrest control back from the television or at least 
prevent total loss of control when watching television. These tips are presented as a form of self-
help. The tips include turning auto-play of, stopping in the middle of an episode to avoid the 
cliffhanger effect and planning your viewing time: “Best way to break a binge: If your drug of 
choice is an hour-long drama, watch the first 20 minutes of the next episode. This will likely resolve
the previous episode’s cliffhanger but won’t get so deep into the next storyline that you won’t be 
able to turn off the TV” (459).

LOSING CONTROL OVER CONSUMPTION AND THE SELF
Loss of control is an important point in the Conversation about Binge Watching. It is what writers  
express most anxiety about and they give the possibility of losing control as the main reason for 
condemning the behavior. 

The articles give the information that the term binging itself is a reference to uncontrolled 
behavior like excessive drinking, eating and partying. Articles with this framing contain the 
vocabulary of eating, specifically of losing of control over eating. For example words of over-
eating: ‘stuffing yourself,’ ‘gorging on,’ ‘bender.’ Writers compare TV to unhealthy foodstuffs that 
are associated with losing control over eating and with feelings of shame; like candy, chocolates, 
chips and more. They compare binging to unconsciously eating a whole box of sweets, mindlessly 
eating an entire bag of chips, and more. They use the idea of over-consumption and involuntary 
behavior to frame BW as loss of control.

The majority of writers use addiction terminology to describe BW and thus invoke a loss of 
control. Various names of drugs, like cocaine and crack, are used as a synonym for television. Binge
watching is an addiction to this drug. The word addiction has connotations of loss of control of ones
behavior, of ones self and of the use of a product. It is also linked to the idea of excess. 

Writers direct an indignant tone towards people who are not 'strong enough' to watch as one 
is supposed to, who give in to their urges and do not exert self-control. This anger, condemnation 
and stereotyping are indicators of moral panic, as well as the mechanism of civilizing rather than of 
informalizing. It also fits the ideology of moderation and its mechanism of shaming those who fall 
short of the ideal.

INCORPORATION INTO THE MEDICAL-RATIONAL DISCOURSE
Opponents of Binge Watching that frame Binge watching as an addiction apply the medical-rational
discourse to the behavior and class it as pathological. For example in one article a medical expert 
explains how our brains function when watching television, and how binge television taps into our 
brain's addictive tendencies. The way the medical expert explains “our brain on binge watching” 
(326) makes it seem like the brain of binge watchers functions like, and is, an addicted brain: “How 
can one activity be so remarkably, consistently arresting? Like a perfectly addictive drug, almost 
every aspect of the television viewing experience grabs and holds your brain’s attention, which 
explains why it’s so tough to stop watching after just one (or three) episodes of Orange is the New 
Black” (326).

Use of medical and psychological jargon used in articles make the addiction framing more 
legitimate. Writers make scientific studies more meaningful and engaging through personal 
anecdotes.

“One episode. At 9 p.m., that's the plan. A quick diversion before bed. Six hours later, Erin Fitzgerald-
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Theriault is still awake to tally the score - it's 3 a.m., and she's consumed 360 minutes of TV. Peeling herself 
away from the screen, she tries to power down for the night” (45).
“I can’t not binge-watch if I love it” (100).
“If you find a show, you watch it and it takes over your day basically” (190).
“Watching a TV show on Netflix is a little like flying a spaceship near a black hole. You can only be casual 
about it for so long. If you go too far, you’ll eventually encounter a point of no return. Once you cross this 
threshold, gravity takes hold, and there’s nothing you can do to escape. You should just resign yourself to the
fact that you’re going to end up binge-watching the entire series” (212).
“When it comes to the ease of streaming entire TV series I think many of us can attest to experiencing ‘just 
one more episode’ syndrome” (276).
“I was, for lack of a better word, pretty much consumed by the show myself” (382).
“Now, you're hooked. You're in. You're here, right at the heart of the binge. You're invested now. You're 
probably realizing how very little control you actually have. Why can't you just close your
laptop? Why can't you just click that little red dot at the corner of your screen? Why can't you just
say ‘no’ when Netflix asks if you want to continue?” (389).
“What do you mean it’s 2 a.m.? I only watched…Oh wow, I watched six episodes of ‘The Walking Dead’ in 
one sitting. I need to go to bed” (568).
“‘I started Friday evening,’ she said. ‘By midday Saturday I was done. I don’t have any impulse control with 
that stuff. Once I’m there, I’m there’” (49).
“Or is it because you’re too addicted to the show you’re watching on Netflix that you can’t bring yourself to 
get up, shower and socialize? If your answer is the latter, you’re a victim of the Netflix binging culture” (76).

These stories are about meaning to start watching one episode of a show and then involuntarily 
watching a whole season, about weekends or weeks spend in a binging haze, and about feeling a 
continual hunkering for more episodes and more binge watching. This imagery and anecdotes 
picture the 'slippery slope' of watching 'just one more episode', and depict loss of control as 
unhealthy and excess as unappealing. Writers compare these experiences to standard feelings of 
drugs abuse, and emphasize the similarities. 

They often quote a particular psychological study that has found that people who binge 
watch have more markers indicating problems with self-control. Other experts are quoted saying 
that people with low self-control are more likely to binge. This frames binge watching as something
shameful, as self-control is an important norm in modern society, and also uses the medical-rational 
discourse to problematize the behavior:

“Although surely everyone is guilty of watching more than one episode of their favorite show on a Sunday 
afternoon, a new study suggests that frequent indulgence in this activity is associated with feelings of 
loneliness and depression and may be a sign of poor self control” (123).
“Researchers from the University of Texas at Austin reported that binge-watchers were more likely to have 
behaviors that are usually telltale signs of depression, like lack of self-regulation” (43).
“Researches also found problems with self-control came along with excessive television. Some surveyed 
even said they were unable to stop clicking ‘next’ on their remote controls even though they had important 
tasks to complete, according to the survey” (117).
“Now, with almost any series on demand whenever you want, psychologists are becoming increasingly 
concerned” (43). 

THE URGE IS STRONG
Articles contain quotes from experts that use a biological deterministic rhetoric to argue that binge 
watching is natural behavior for us because of neurological mechanisms in the brain. These articles 
sport headlines like: “We are wired to binge watch” (82); “What makes it so we can’t stop 
watching?”; “Our brain on binge watching” (326) and “Why Our Brains Keep Telling Us to Press 
Play The answer, in fact, lies partially in science” (169).

Scientists argue that we pay attention to the movement on the tv automatically, and focus on 
tv with clear story-lines as well as feel empathy with tv characters instinctively. Writers use these 
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mechanisms to explain our drive to binge watch as part of normal human behavior. This idea of the 
instinctive urge to watch tv fits with the dual model of person-hood, and the continued view of the 
urge as strongly influencing behavior associated with the American cultural logic by Schalet (2000).
These explanations go together with advice on how to moderate TV viewing, and control ones 
brain. This fits with the civilizing logic and the idea of Schalet that American cultural logic sees the 
self as a battle between (biological) urges and control. The idea of urges leading to excessive 
consumption also fits the idea of the dark underside of consumption society, as these quotes show: 

“TV is all about instant gratification these days” (194).
“Netflix and on-demand services have simply managed to tap into our desire to enjoy leisure time when we 
can, in large chunks” (69).
“You look up from the blinding light of a laptop screen and glance at the time. It’s 3:05 in the morning, and 
you have school in a few hours with a math quiz you forgot to study for. Your eyes are tired and your mind is
tired. And yet, there’s still that impulse to click ‘watch next episode’” (145).

A BATTLE BETWEEN URGES AND CONTROL
Comparatively many articles in the American corpus contain a description of a battle between the 
urge to watch and the attempts at self-control, a constant battle or bargaining within the self:

“This episode’s over? Already? No problem, I’ll just watch the next one. I have to know what’s going to 
happen next! I don’t need to eat/clean up/study/sleep/interact with other people for another hour. I swear, I’ll 
stop after the next one. Sound familiar? I thought so” (382).
“Bargaining. Well, if I just watch one more episode of ‘The Wire’ I can still get four hours of sleep before 
work tomorrow. I will just skip breakfast. That is totally doable” (568).
“Bathed in the light of my laptop, green in its glow, I finished another episode of ‘Master of None,’ Aziz 
Ansari’sNetflix comedy. It was after midnight, but not long after, and I reasoned that one more couldn’t hurt;
the screen was already inclining in that direction, offering helpfully to auto-start the next episode in the 
queue” (60).
“The company is talking, of course, about binge watching, the practice of viewing episodes of a television 
show end to end until fatigue, other engagements, or nagging self-control puts a stop to things” (44).

This fits both the model of US person-hood of Schalet (2000) as well as the contention by Stearns 
(2007) that there are two dominant ideologies in consumption society, namely self-control and not 
limiting oneself. When self-control fails, writers consider it shameful, although not always serious. 
The shame shows that self-control is still a moral imperative in the US, while mitigating its serious 
nature and admitting the shame points to an acceptance of excess and a certain flexibility in self-
control. In the US there is framing of the good letting go can do, one that claims acceptance of 
excessive consumption as a leisure practice but it is overshadowed by the anxiety around loss of 
control.

MORALITY OF KEEPING CONTROL OVER THE SELF
Most articles that concern control give the reader advice. I expected the tone of most articles to be 
worried or indignant but when I look more closely at the articles that advice readers it becomes 
clear that the advice is given out of concern: “If 13 episodes in a row with Piper and Crazy Eyes 
sounds like your dream day, social scientists want to talk with you about your habits” (5).

 The articles start by explaining the link between binge watching and loss of control in a 
worried tone and then advice the reader on how to solve this problem and prevent loss of control. 
Writers also use a personal or confiding tone frequently to describe how they lost control 
themselves while binge watching, to make it more tangible, and communicate that 'it could happen 
to you', making their advice seem more valuable and necessary: “Ending a Netflix addiction 
requires extreme self-control, and though it is a difficult road, it can be done” (145).
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TOOLS TO MANIPULATE DECONTROLLING
Articles recommend products or tricks to increase control over the experience. The Netflix feature 
that starts the next episode automatically in a small screen during the subtitles of the last episode 
received a mixed response. Some writers appreciate the feature because manually starting the next 
episode was felt as breaking flow, as illustrated here:

“Binge watch is inspired by Netflix's Post-Play feature. As an episode reaches the closing credits, a
thumbnail will appear in the lower right corner with an episode number, title, and a countdown timer. If you 
tap on the thumbnail or if the countdown timer reaches zero, the next episode will begin playing. The 
window can be swiped either left or right to cancel the next episode. It's a convenient way to keep watching 
without the minor disruption of starting each subsequent episode” (70).

Netflix also implemented a feature that consisted of a pop-up screen that would pop up after about 2
hours of viewing to ask the viewer if he/she was still watching, which could not be turned of. This 
feature was treated as an imposition on the part of Netflix. Apps and programs developed by third 
parties to change this feature are greeted with enthusiasm by the writers, and readers are advised to 
use them and given instructions how to do this: “It’s not that they are wasting your time as much as 
they are repeatedly asking you, ‘Do you really want to want another episode of this show’” Yes, I 
do - and I don’t need you to make me reevaluate my life decisions. But luckily some enterprising 
coder has made a Chrome extension that kills those awkward pauses” (59).

Writers are also enthusiastic about products that give more control over the experience. Like
the Netflix button' (concept design by Netflix) that turns of all the lights, closes the curtains, orders 
pizza and turns on the television with one push of the button. Another concept design (with DIY 
instructions) are Netflix socks that measure if the wearer is still awake or not and that saves the time
in the episode that the wearer fell asleep so he or she can continue easily the next session. 

Other products that were marketed on the basis of freedom, choice, shaping ones experience 
and comfort were laptop stands of various forms, the feature implemented into one VOD service to 
order pizza on the site without pausing viewing and a website that can calculate for you how long 
watching a show (or season of) takes to view so you can choose your show on the basis of time 
available. 

Writers communicate the norm that viewers should be able to decide how to control their 
decontrolling. This norm takes precedence over the norm of moderation. People should be free to 
decide how and how much to control their viewing experience. To remove external barriers, as well 
as to implement them. 

ARTICLES AS CONTROL TOOLS
The articles themselves were often presented as tools to take control of ones experience. For 
example some articles contained graphs providing information on the time it takes to watch popular 
shows so that readers could make an informed choice, as shown in image 14 below and in the 
following quotes:

“We all love a good binge-watching session, but it’s a time consuming luxury. Here’s a useful chart if you’re 
planning to watch a series” (91).
Become a TV time-lord. Time management. We weren’t good at it in college when we had to choose 
between studying for finals and hitting the bars downtown, and we haven’t gotten any better since entering 
the ‘adult world.’ Thankfully we have something to help. This nifty chart calculates how much time it will 
take to watch some of the most popular TV shows in one sitting” (154).
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Image 14: Chart for planning binge watching, referred to in several articles (81).

Other articles are simple top ten lists aiming to make it easier for readers to start watching. There is 
an overwhelming number of articles containing lists of shows that are best to binge watch, the 
amount of time shows take, new shows that are aired on the binge-model and new content. The 
composers of these lists state they want to help to navigate the overwhelming amount of choice the 
consumer has now he/she is no longer bound to broadcasting. 

Columnists and bloggers express anxiety about what they should watch. And they, as well as
composers of lists, assume that consumers also experience this anxiety. Consumers use these tools 
to narrow the supply. They are overwhelmed by the supply and artificially limit it, to be able to 
make a choice:

“Winter weather means many, many hours spent lying on the couch discussing the eternal question: What to 
watch???” (570).
“But Hannah, there’s so much to watch – how can you even decide where to start? Great question, 
hypothetical reader” (668).
“Does the glut of content create bottlenecks that we cannot possibly manage?” (472).
“With so many shows out there, it’s hard to know what to choose from” (527).
“But with so many options out there, where should you start?” (40).
“So, allow this handy little guide to help you determine which shows to add to your Netflix lineup”  (206).
But there is a lot of crap out there and life’s too short for bad television, so we’ve put together a guide to the 
wonderful world of streaming and all the new goodies recently released” (456).
“Netflix is truly the gift that keeps on giving. We all love a good Netflix binge-watching marathon. With 
thousands of hours of entertainment to choose from, it can be daunting to figure out what to watch next. We 
have some premium selections that you may love” (505).

Some writers provided detailed lists of recommendations based on their authority as critics, gate 
keepers and people of good taste. These articles contained argumentation for recommendations 
and/or a lot of information on the shows content to make choosing a show a more conscious 
process. However, most were lists of shows in a specific genre, and/or lists that aimed to help 
readers create the viewing experience they desired. These later list provided shows that were 
recommended explicitly to create a certain experience. The experiences were differentiated by time 
available, obsession level, absorption level, attention/thinking level required, genre, nostalgia, 
feelings like happiness, humor and sadness and more. 

There are also articles on how to prepare the experience (with snacks, unplugging ones 
phone, closing curtains, planning a weekend etc) that show that binge watching is both controlled as
an experience and an experience within which people let go of control, to find excitement and 
relieve stress:
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“5 Steps to Binge-Watch Like A Pro” (163).
“From pausing the episode when you need a bathroom break to waiting for a certain scene to buffer, 
watching shows and movies on Netflix is more work than it seems. If you’re like me and enjoy watching a 
good show every now and then (or more than that), here are some things you can think about to prepare 
yourself for your wonderful time with Netflix” (167).
“Wired binge watching guide:” […]
“But, just like any other process, there are steps to follow. And, these steps are important. Honest. They could
make or break you, set you up for an experience that'll change your life or curse it to […] Anyway, if you 
think you're ready to undertake this daunting task, it is imperative you follow these carefully-crafted, 
meticulously constructed steps in order to achieve the success you seek” (389).
“Binge-Watching Netflix Involves Some Preparation & You Need To Do These 11 Things For The Ideal 
Binging Experience: consider things like the food you are going to eat, the attire that will be most 
comfortable (spoiler alert: it's sweatpants), and whether or not you want to have a comrade come along for 
the ride or if you'd prefer to binge solo. Also, can you commit to several hours of time, or is there a chance 
that something will come up with your select group of friends that could lead to a serious case of FOMO? 
Before you get overwhelmed, I'm happy to report that I have come up with an extensive list that will fully 
prepare you for the ideal bingewatching session” (143).

This amount of thought going into their choice corresponds with the effort edge-workers put into 
shaping and monitoring their experience of consumption. The excitement is both in the edge-work, 
the giving in to suppressed urges, the escape and experiencing emotions through fiction. This is 
another aspect of controlling ones consumption. 

SUMMARY OF US RESULTS ON CONTROL

Control over consumption is conceptualized as providing power to the consumer, but there is 
considerable anxiety about if consumers can handle to responsibility to consume moderately 
without external constraints. Control over the urges of the self is problematized and the effects and 
likelihood of loss of control are dramatized. The ideology of moderation is dominant, but writers 
are negotiating how to combine it with the ideology of letting go by exploring means to control the 
decontrolling and present articles as tools for viewers.

§ 5.2. Dutch Results

FREEDOM MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHAT YOU DO WITH IT                                                
Framing VOD as increased control is part of a broader discourse about technological developments 
that give us more control over our lives and activities. Many specific technological developments 
are said to 'make binge watching possible'. Besides technological developments, the services of 
VOD providers also give the viewer more control. The central rhetoric of the control framing is that
we can shape our experience of television, that this is a good thing and that a lot of people use their 
control to binge watch. 

It is often mentioned that control is moving from providers to the audience, that audience 
demands are becoming more important, and that consumers are no longer dependent on providers. 
Control over viewing is written about as a form of freedom. By framing VOD services as giving 
viewers control and freedom, which is used to binge watch by them, binge watching is pictured as 
the what consumers really want.

By laying the control at the viewers door, the viewers are also responsible for their own 
viewing behavior. The ideal that 'people should be free to do what they want' is used to subvert the 
conversation from whether binge watching is good or bad. Being in control in this context is: being 
able to make your own choice about what and how to view. Examples of consumer control and 
freedom are: on demand, op aanvraag/opgeëist, kijker kan, mogelijk om, eventueel, onbeperkt, 
zonder beperkingen, niet afhankelijk, flexibiliteit, beschikbaar, ter beschikking, tot uw beschikking, 
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de zender waar je zoveel kan kijken als je wilt, u kunt kiezen, keuze, afhankelijk van wat je wilt, 
zelf bepalen, wat/waar/wanneer op wat je maar wilt, overal, altijd, all you can watch, veel 
alternatieven, goedkoop, episodisch or binge, overslaan reclame, beschikbaar.

TOO MUCH CONTROL UNCOMFORTABLE
In the relevant articles there is ambivalence over whether more choice of product, time and place 
and greater ease of obtaining products increases control over consumption or actually decreases 
control. The idea behind the latter is that the measures that give a form of control to the viewer, 
such as the Netflix approach, access to a huge catalog of shows, freedom to watch anything in any 
amount anytime, anywhere, on any device are in fact present such an overwhelming array of 
options and choices that control is lost because viewer can not deal with this freedom. The excess of
shows leads to inability to make a choice, loss of control and ultimately to a dependence on 
algorithms of Netflix and tips from others. There is contention between the norm that consumption 
should be easy and the ideal that we should have total control.

Netflix recently made a study public that showed that since reducing the number of pictures 
of shows (links) on their home-page, viewing has gone up. Reduced choice actually increased 
consumption. Services that make viewing easier like auto-play are alternately praised as increased 
comfort and as loss of control. It changes the game from opting in to viewing, to opting out. This is 
argued to be comfortable because you no longer have to manually change to the next episode but it 
makes the choice to continue less conscious and as such is characterized as loss of control. When 
turning auto-play off was made available this was praised as increasing control. However when 
Netflix introduced a feature that paused video every two hours to check if the viewer was still 
awake and to recommend a break, this was seen as reducing control and autonomy, and apps to 
eliminate this feature where praised. It seems that people want control over the amount of control 
they have. 

The way in which increased control over consumption produces its own mechanisms to 
decrease this control is very interesting. This paradox of choice, where the ideal is complete 
freedom and unlimited choice versus the reality that this is not comfortable or manageable, is 
central to the Conversation on hyper-consumption society. 

NORMALIZING LOSS OF CONTROL; THE INNOCENT ADDICTION
Loss of control while viewing video on demand is framed of as one of the causes of (the popularity 
of) binge watching. Addiction language is one of the framing devices. Addiction has strong 
connotations of losing control of consumption of a substance, as well as consuming in excess. 
Binge watching itself is labeled as an addiction, shows as addictive, viewers as addicts and 
excessive consumption as an overdose. The addiction language is used in a matter of fact manner. 
The free and unproblematised use of this vocabulary makes it seem as the normal and natural way 
to speak of binge watching. At the same time because most articles do no present this addiction as 
problematic, and/or have a humorous tone addiction acquires a specific meaning in the context of 
binge watching, that of an 'innocent addiction'. Only the less negative connotations of addiction are 
transferred to binge watching, like minor loss of control and consuming something attractive. 

 For example: shows are sometimes compared to drugs, but never outside a humorous 
context. Viewers are regularly called addicts: “serieverslaafden”, “een House of Cards junk” (38), 
but because the tone of the articles that do this is not serious, concerned or indignant this language 
comes across as an in-joke, condoning with a wink, like the media milking a joke and not as a 
condemnation or othering of the people alluded to. In a lot of articles the effect of using the 
addiction metaphor/label, and addiction related language is to make the text more catchy by a play 
on words, combining words in novel ways and sketching amusing scenarios by combining two 
different worlds of experience. For example one writer says of himself that he is “al 116 dagen 
‘nuchter’” (113) when he means he has not watched more than one episode at once in that time. 
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POSITIVE LOSS OF CONTROL; THE DESIRABLE ADDICTION
The meaning addiction has in this conversation is very fluid, and the word is used to describe 
behavior very far away from the traditional, most common definition. At times it seems to me that it
is used solely because of habit or media-interests. For example one articles states: “Netflix 
onderzoek laat zien wanneer je verslaafd raakt aan een serie” (74). This Netflix research shows 
from what episode onwards viewers are likely to finish the season, whether by binge watching or by
episodic viewing is not specified. Addiction is used here to mean 'to finish the whole season of a 
show'. The term addiction was chosen by Netflix in their report and the Dutch media not only 
translate the term when quoting but also copy the use of this term, and use the label consistently in 
articles concerning this rapport. Both Netflix, and these articles use 'addiction' in this context as a 
desirable quality: “Dit zijn volgens Netflix de series waar we het snelst aan verslaafd raken” (76).

Dutch writers use addiction language so casually that the meaning of addiction is changed. 
Their use of addiction language makes being addicted to television seem normal and attractive/cool.
For example: “Ook interessant: in geen enkel land zijn ze zo snel verslaafd aan een serie als in 
Nederland. Jep wij zijn de koningen der binge-watchen” (76). 

Addiction language is also used to play with the idea of being addicted. I see this in articles 
that talk of addiction but use a lighthearted tone and playful language, and are mostly published in 
magazines for young adults. For example: “Op de redactie zijn we verslaafd aan series kijken […] 
maar de artikelen op Girlscene schrijven zichzelf niet” (184); “Ook ik, altijd samen met mijn 
echtgenote, heb me aan deze verslaving wel eens overgegeven” (6); “11 tekenen dat jij verslaafd 
bent aan series kijken. […] Herkenbaar? Lees dan snel verder en check of jij ook verslaafd bent aan 
het kijken van series!” (21).  

DE-DRAMATIZING ADDICTION THROUGH HUMOR
A few articles take the idea of binge watching as an addiction/drug to such an extreme length that 
the whole concept is undermined. Writers use humor to delegitimize the idea of BW as addiction 
and make the idea seem less natural by overstating it: 

“Aan de ene kan kun je zeggen dat als mensen heel snel heel veel van je product willen hebben, je iets ergens
iets goed doet – maar dat hoor je dan weer niemand over heroïne zeggen. En in die zin zien we wel meer 
overeenkomsten tussen dagenlang op de bank hangen en als een geest zielloos naar een scherm turen en een 
naald tussen je tenen zetten en even lekker een halve dag stoned hopen dat je niet in je eigen kots bezwijkt” 
(15).
“Netlix heeft een belangrijke mededeling: ‘Geniet met mate van onze series. Pas op voor een mogelijke 
overdosis.’ Hiermee haakt de online tv-dienst in op de jaarlijkse 1 aprilgrap” (61).
“Herkent u zichzelf in drie of meer van de bovenstaande symptomen? Dan is het wellicht tijd om contact op 
te nemen met uw huisarts. Of met de groep Anonieme Serieverslaafden in uw regio. Het komt vaker voor 
dan u denkt. U bent niet alleen” (12).

AMBIVALENT ABOUT ADDICTION
The idea that binge watching is an addiction is contradicted directly in some articles by statements 
like: “Ik zie het seriekijken niet als een verslaving maar als een hobby” (82). Other writers express 
doubts about the label: “Maar hoe onschuldig binge-watching ook lijkt, volgens een nieuw 
onderzoek van de Universiteit van Texas in Austin blijkt dit toch een serieuzer fenomeen (of moet 
ik zeggen verslaving)?” (5). These statements are usually casual and have a rather unconcerned 
tone. There are very few articles that seriously consider the question whether or not binge watching 
is an addiction, none that flesh out the issue. There are no speeches strongly for or against the label, 
like in the American corpus. 

Overall the term addiction itself does not seem to carry the same weight as it does in the 
American corpus. Addiction language is used in a majority of the articles but in the context of the 
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articles the term does not necessarily, or even often, imply that the behavior is a problem. The way 
addiction is used means it is not effective in framing binge watching as a serious loss of control. 

LOSS OF CONTROL KEPT IN TRANSLATION
Loss of control is a connotation of the word 'binge', which translates to 'je te buiten gaan aan' 
according to the Prisma English-Dutch dictionary. 'Je te buiten gaan aan' heavily implies excess 
consumption and loss of control while consuming. The connection with binge eating and drinking is
made in the corpus when articles attempt to translate the term binge watching into Dutch. Often the 
root of the word is explained, showing that the term evolved from binge drinking and eating. Other 
writers make a direct translation translating binge watching as “vreetkijken”, “schranskijken” and 
“afleveringen achter elkaar verslinden”. These terms, like vreet and its root vreten, have 
connotations of excess and loss of control, and a certain unseemliness. 

Many other writers give a definition of the term that incorporates an allusion to loss of 
control like “ongeremd tv-kijken” (57). Most often however the word is not translated but a 
definition is given that sometimes frames as loss of control; 'kijken tot diep in de nacht'; but also 
frames as freedom, choice and control 'zoveel kijken als je wilt', and mixes like 'kijken tot je niet 
meer kan'. What is most usual is a neutral description like 'meer dan 1 aflevering van dezelfde serie 
kijken', or no translation or description but an assumption that the audience is familiar with the 
term. 

The corpus contains only a few cases where binge watching is linked to examples of binge 
eating/drinking: “Ander bingegedrag is veel chocolaatjes achter elkaar eten” (10), “Een stevige 
portie binge watching” (43), “Het blijft niet bij 1 aflevering. Een is nooit genoeg, het is net als met 
een zak chips. Wanneer je er eenmaal aan begint, moet de hele zak op” (15), “Je hebt van die 
mensen die een zak chips meteen leegeten” (148), “geniet, maar kijk met mate” (113). These 
examples do contain allusions to abandonment of control, but also describe relatively harmless 
behavior and frame binge watching as more of a guilty pleasure or innocent addiction than serious 
substance abuse.

TOO MUCH CONTROL LEADS TO LOSS OF CONTROL
18 of the 193 articles have loss of control as their main framing. The code loss of control was 
assigned 55 times, against 56 times for control. The code loss of control co-occurs most frequently 
with control, 12 times.  Control/loss control are complementary in the narrative of getting too much 
control leading to loss of control. 

 One narrative in the corpus is that the new and exponential expansion of supply and the 
new possibilities of cheap and endless consumption leads to binge watching. “Wie net als 
ondergetekende moeite heeft om tijdens het binge‐watchen van House of Cards de ogen open te 
houden ‐omdat niets in je leven je heeft voorbereid op de verantwoordelijkheid om in één keer 
toegang te krijgen tot een compleet seizoen” (77).

Another narrative is that the ability to get what you want when you want it creates loss of 
control because instant gratification becomes a habit and people lose the ability to hold themselves 
back. Indications of loss of control that are mentioned are haste when watching, intolerance for 
waiting for new shows/seasons and unrealistic demands (116). For example: “Of is deze 
ongeduldigheid een vroeg symptoom van overmatig binge-kijken?” (186). 

Language of loss of control and of excess is omnipresent: “ongeremd” (57), “over de top 
vod” (113), “zoveel kijken als je kan” (24), “onbeperkt genieten” (24), “Wie een abonnement neemt
kan onbeperkt kijken” (23), “de all-you-can-watch-service” (23), “immense visuele lectuur [..] een 
visueel extravaganza, [..] ontelbare afleveringen van even zo vele series, de lucht is mijn limiet” 
(181), “Van de Breaking Bad fans gaf 35 procent toe weleens een overdosis aan afleveringen te 
hebben gekeken [...]” (55).  
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LOSING TO THE URGE
Personal accounts of binge watching often mention an instance of loss of control while watching: 
“Toch wist Netflix het geregeld te winnen van mijn zelfdiscipline, en dan begon het binge-watchen”
(113), “Instant gratification wint het van future self” (10), “Na een kansloos innerlijk gevecht druk 
je dan toch maar weer op play, tegen beter weten in” (94).  “Ik neem aan, zoals Doug, dat de 
comakijkers onder ons weinig controle hebben over onszelf” (38). A general assumption that 
underlays the texts, is that it is hard to resist binge watching. Quotes like this one: “al die keren dat 
ik vermoeid wakker werd doordat ik ‘nog even een afleverinkje’ ging kijken zijn niet op één hand te
tellen” (9) are common. The assumption stays implicit sometimes. For example: “Na een aflevering 
stoppen met Netflix? Dat kan!” (22) implies that it is in general considered impossible (or hard) to 
stop watching after one episode. 

Language of temptation is used often, and in some instances the temptation is framed as 
beyond resisting and unbeatable: “Wat zijn de verlokkingen van vod […] Wat is de 
verbazingwekkende kracht van VOD die ons weerloos maakt? Er moet een magische formule zijn 
die maakt dat we gaan bingen” (113).

PASSING THE BLAME 
One narrative that prevails is that VOD services use the way our brain works against us and apply 
knowledge of what makes us lose control while watching, to tweak their services and show 
narratives to encourage binge watching. Examples of this rhetoric are: “Tijdens de aftiteling van de 
vorige aflevering verschijnt de boodschap al 'next episode starts in 10, 9, 8'… Dit speelt zeker een 
rol in het stimuleren van binge gedrag aangezien je automatisch in de volgende aflevering terecht 
komt […] Dit zijn duidelijke strategieën van media bedrijven on hun klanten te binden, en zelfs 
verslaafd te maken” (113), “Mensen kijken niet een aflevering van een serie maar vaak meerdere 
achter elkaar. Op Netflix gaat dit geheel automatisch” (10), “Hoe Netflix jou laat bingewatchen en 
waarom we dat ook braaf doen (113).

The framing by VOD services themselves and proponents of binge watching is that these 
services like post-play are for the viewer’s convenience and make the experience more user 
friendly. Terms like gebruiksgemak, ultiem gebruiksgemak, naadloze ervaring and organisch are 
used to describe these features. However this framing is often attacked in the same articles that 
mention this narrative, by arguing how this logic is in the benefit of the companies that make the 
statements. 

In its turn the framing that blames VOD services for loss of control is delegitimized through 
humor, as in the following quote: “De makers van tv-series kunnen er ook wat van. Het is toch een 
grof schandaal dat ze personages ten tonele voeren waarmee je je als kijker kunt identificeren? 
Geen wonder dat mensen zich te buiten gaan aan binge watching! En dan die cliffhangers op het 
einde van een aflevering... Zo dwing je mensen om door te
blijven kijken!” (37).

FAITH IN TEMPTED SELF-CONTROL
Another framing acknowledges loss of control, but maintains that self-control is possible and that 
viewer are responsible for their loss of control in the end. The extent and inevitability of loss of 
control is contradicted or mitigated in articles by the ideal of personal responsibility. This personal 
responsibility shifts the source of behavior away from the VOD services, back to the viewers. For 
example: Binge kijken word misschien wel gestimuleerd maar het is niet noodzakelijk. […] 
Natuurlijk zijn we er allemaal zelf bij. […] Mensen zijn zich over het algemeen echt wel bewust 
van hun eigen gedrag en realiseren zich ook wat de gevolgen ervan zijn. Wanneer de balans tussen 
voordelen en nadelen negatief uitpakt, zijn de meeste mensen prima in staat een gedragsverandering
in te zetten” (113).
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LOSING CONTROL AS NORMAL
Two codes that co-occurred often with loss of control are normal and unhealthy. The connection 
between normal and loss of control suggest that loss of control is handled as something that 
normally occurs and this complements my findings about how arguments of trust in self-control, 
responsibility, and science as well as humor are used to trivialize the danger and amount of loss of 
control. In the Dutch corpus the loss of control is rarely problematized, and often written of as 
normal. Of the 19 articles with the loss of control as the dominant framing, neutral is the tone used 
most often (6 times), closely followed by funny (5) and enthusiastic (3). The rest of the possible 
tones like worried, indignant and advisory are all used only in between 0-2 articles.

SUMMARY OF NL RESULTS ON CONTROL
A dominant logic in the Dutch corpus is that more control over consumption is positive and that the 
consumer has the freedom to exert this control, also to consume in excess. This logic is 
accompanied by trust in the control people have over their urges and themselves. Loss of comfort 
due to too much control is more problematized than loss of control itself. A certain loss of control is 
framed as normal and not dangerous. Some problematization of loss of control is present, but most 
originates in American content and is neutralized by the tone of Dutch writers.

§ 5.3. Main difference in attitude towards (loss of) control

The framings in the US are more polarized and differ more than in The Netherlands. I believe this is
because there is more anxiety around the loss of control while consuming in general, and with binge
watching in particular. A greater tolerance for conflict could also contribute, as well as being at ease
with writing authoritatively. This corroborates Schalet’s (2000) thesis that the idea of person-hood 
in the US is one of urges versus self-control, while in The Netherlands there is reliance on the self-
control of others. Dutch society is more informalized than American society. In the American 
corpus there is more, and more serious discussion of what mechanisms make someone binge watch,
to explain these and arm readers against binging, and worry and indignation expressed about 
measures by the industry to induce it. Now, as before, television shows are pictured as addictive. 
The technologies used by VOD like auto-play and recommended shows are distrusted because they 
are said to reduce the agency of the viewer and to make self-control harder, playing into the urges of
people. Technologies to take back agency, like turning of auto-play, and Netflix pausing after to 
episodes to ask if you are still watching, are discussed as very good developments in taking back 
control. However in the pro-binging framing people feel judged by this last mechanism, showing 
that they still feel the moral imperative to be moderate even while trying to reject it. They are 
negotiating for themselves how much to de-control and how much to control, and actively clicking 
to continue is felt to be to controlled an experience. The choice is regretted and resented. In the 
Netherlands the mechanism that promote binge watching are discussed but writers express 
confidence in people finding the means to deal with these. Just like techniques to exert control are 
discussed but factually and not with much of either resentment or enthusiasm. Measures to increase 
the comfort of watching, in effect to take away some control are spoken of positively however. 

The binge framing of the US stays more seriously within the addiction framing of the 
rational-medical discourse, while in the Netherlands watching tv as an addiction does not worry 
writers. The comparison is made mostly to amuse. In the Netherlands hyperbole was used more as a
humorous way to make fun of the addiction framing. Like with sexuality, Dutch culture negotiates 
tension of potentially uncomfortable subjects and arguments with humor. 

When described as a guilty pleasure this points to binge watching as a type of edge-work, 
feeling excitement when breaking certain rules but not so much that people are afraid to admit to it. 
In the US binge watching is seen as considerably 'edgier', much more information is provided about 
how to not go to far, what techniques and technologies to use to control the experience and much 
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more dissent about what behavior goes over the line, where the line is. There is also more anxiety 
about whether decontrolling might be wrong per se. This fits with less confidence in self-control 
and fear of urges. 
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Chapter 6. Escapism

In this chapter I will use my findings to answer the question: How are aversion to risk and to letting 
go and the conflicting need for excitement and escape handled when it comes to binge watching? I 
conceptualize escapism as form of decontrolling, escaping from the rationality of the moderation 
ideology, a possible form of risk consumption and means of rejecting the production ethic 
In this chapter I present my findings on assumptions about escapism from my content analysis and 
discourse analysis. I first describe and interpret the American results. Then I discuss and explain the
Dutch results and point out where they differ significantly from the American results. Finally I 
compare the main differences in assumptions between the US and the Netherlands and generalize to
differences in cultural logic between the US and the Netherlands where appropriate, to contribute to
an answer to the question: How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus differ in the 
conceptualization of Binge watching and what does this say about broader cultural differences? 

§ 6.1. American Results 

ESCAPING STRESS-TENSION
Opinion pieces frame BW as escapism that is a natural reaction to hardship, behavior that helps 
people cope and continue their lives and acts as a restorative. Relieving stress-tension is imagined 
as a countermeasure against the pressure of self-control in everyday life, as illustrated by these 
quotes: “Why do we binge watch? One way to answer this question is to say, well, we binge on TV 
for the same reason we binge on food. For a sense of security, creature comfort, to make the world 
go away” (181).
“Though the weather outside is frightful, binge watching is so delightful. So unwind” (84).
 “TV watching is a great source to kind of unwind. It’s a great way to kind of take your mind off 
things that have been happening” (144).

This is how Elias and Dunning describe the mechanism of releasing stress-tension through 
imaginary worlds. This framing is also in line with Bataille’s idea of undertaking leisure activities 
for their own end, to escape the rationality of everyday life:

“And because we’re living in a world where too many things are constantly competing for our attention, 
developing a habit of binge-
watching is like seeking shelter in the calm eye of that storm” (88). 
“I was illuminated to hear people say, ‘Look, it’s precisely because there’s so much distraction that this is a 
special pleasure’” (88).
“76% of TV streamers said watching several episodes at a time as a welcome refuge from the busy world we 
live in” (4).
“Many workers say that on their time off, marathon viewing sessions of television shows is a pleasurable 
way to keep the world at bay […] People are looking for refuge from the constant press of business” (97).

Writers give BW restorative connotations by likening it to the ultimate restorative leisure activity 
and enclave: vacation. They write about BW as a holiday or vacation from real life and experts are 
quoted stating that BW can have the same restorative effects as a (mini-)vacation. Articles contain 
vocabulary of vacation like: relaxation, happiness, away from worries, something special, 
something deserved and in terms of acceptable escape; a break from routine, an adventure, going 
somewhere else. I conceptualize a BW vacation as a search for excitement. 

HEALTHY ESCAPISM
Binge watching as a restorative escape from everyday life counters the framing of Binge Watching 
as unhealthy excess. Bloggers and interviewers tell personal life stories where binge watching has 
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been a coping mechanism for dealing with or recovering from chronic illness or depression, or how 
binge watching gave them a distraction from pain, boredom, and dwelling on their situation: “As an 
occasional activity, watching television can be an enjoyable way to pass time, and it can be 
informative and educational. Binge watching television can be a means of distraction from difficult 
emotional or life experiences and, in some situations, this might be a healthy coping mechanism” 
(78). Others write in detail how BW has helped them stay social during periods of forced isolation 
through illness. BW was a way for them to undertake activities with loved ones and gave them 
topics of conversation thus staving of spiraling into depression:

“Binge-Watching Television Got Me Through the Hardest Summer of My Life
A few days after graduation I underwent the first of multiple painful surgeries attempting (and failing) to 
remove an unknown lump from my throat. As a result, I had to spend a few weeks alone in my childhood 
bedroom, away from literally all of my friends, watching four seasons of the O.C.in a painkiller haze. When I
finally moved back to Long Island with the same friends I missed during my recovery, they were all either 
still in college or already working full-time jobs, leaving me to spend the vast majority of my time alone in 
an empty, too-big Levittown family house. All I had for company were the torrents on my computer (and the 
ridiculous Internet gigs I endured to make rent) and an overweight, lazy chihuahua who would loudly snore 
over whatever awful show I was watching.
It was the most time I’d ever spent alone — but, occasionally, I preferred it. Without health insurance, I was 
out of therapy and of medication, and so I reverted to my earlier, socially withdrawn, depressive tendencies. 
Often, the thought of having a conversation with another human being would produce so much panic that I’d 
race to my bedroom whenever I heard a roommate’s car pull into the driveway. 
Over the course of that summer, the distance between my life and my best friends’ only increased. They’d 
tell me about frustrating professors or obnoxious officemates and I’d respond with stories about TV’s 
fictional characters: ‘Today, an eight-year-old boy who Gary sort-of adopted infiltrated the government to 
conduct peace talks after they read tomorrow’s newspaper and became worried about a terrorist attack on a 
bar’ (Season 3, Episode 4), I’d say. Or, ‘he cat that delivers the newspaper may have been integral in the John
F. Kennedy assassination plot’ (the details of this particular storyline are hazy in my memory; there was, 
unsurprisingly, a lot of alcohol involved this summer).Yet it sort of worked out. The shows I was watching 
gave me something to talk about, forced me into conversations when I wanted to retreat into myself, and 
provided an obsession to focus on” (183).
“With no social connections in the city, how did I decide to pass the time? By doing something that's 
generally considered the pinnacle of anti-social: binge-watching all the TV shows I had neglected to 
consume for all these years. And to my great surprise, it turned out that TV wasn't an impediment to my 
social problem. It was the solution” (103).

Some write how BW a specific show has helped them or a loved one work through a difficult 
psychological issue. For example one mother writes how watching 'Friday night light' (a show about
a small town football team) helped her son come to terms with the end of his own football carrier 
after an injury:

“Just as Scout Finch once realized that she never loved reading until she feared she would lose it, I didn't 
understand the importance of television until my child was too ill to watch it. [..] There are times when binge
watching is not just excusable, it's restorative. Last year, when my 15-year-old son learned he would spend 
his summer recovering from spinal surgery, the first thing we did was surrender to his request for a big 
screen in his room. [..] But I was concerned that Jason Katims' finely drawn story of a small-town football 
team would exacerbate his sense of loss, would remind him of what he could no longer do and the fragility of
even a simple dream. Instead, those hours spent in Dillon, Texas, seemed to make him stronger. Eventually, 
he let us watch with him; eventually, he started talking about the show, its characters and the actors. And 
eventually he spoke of his own pain and frustration, how lost he felt without a team and the sport he loved, 
without the hours spent practicing and playing to give his day, and his identity, a tangible form. But his voice
rang with a passing tense, as if he were describing a place he was leaving18-5-2016 Bingewatching, that 
great American pastime, can also be good medicine” (80).
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One writer even refers to binge watching as therapy and another uses the term 'remedial binge 
watching'. Here BW is described as a way to relieve stress-tension and to discover excitement and 
explore feelings in a safe way through an imaginary world.  A more general argument is made both 
implicitly and explicitly that binge watching is healthy because it makes you happy, and happiness 
makes you healthy. “‘It’s my therapy,’ says Garcia, a 37-year-old compliance officer at a Miami 
bank. ‘I work hard during the week and on weekends, I want to be lazy’” (97). “Binge-watching 
isn’t exactly a substitute for therapy or medicine, but if it’s all I’ve got, it’ll often do the trick” 
(183).

PRODUCTIVE ESCAPISM
However some writers only accept escapism if it is 'deserved' by hard work, occurs during leisure 
time, and prepares people for new production; a compromise between the production and 
consumption ethic. They construct the idea of deserved passive behavior by recommending to binge
watch during three day weekends, holidays like labor day and during vacations after long periods of
study, finals, long workweeks or in the evening after a hard day at work. “It’s that time of year, 
friends - finals are officially a thing. And group study sessions, trips to the library and paper-writing
can get overwhelming fast. Luckily, Net†ix has created a guide designed to justify you taking a 
break from the books. Broken down by subject area, of course. (We use the word ‘justify’ loosely of
course.)” (430)

By often setting BW as a reward after a productive period they frame BW as something that 
can increase productivity as a reward system. These writers frame the restorative effect of BW as a 
means to continue to be productive, not as an end in itself, or pleasant for its own sake. The 
production ethic is still dominant, even in this framing, as consumption and leisure are valued on 
the basis of their increase of productivity.  

HOW TO ESCAPE
Journalists attribute the increasing popularity of binge watching and the motivations of binge 
watchers to the desire to escape the increasingly busy and overstimulating modern life: 

“Binging, as we used to do it, was a hindsight act of embarrassment, an action realized only after its 
completion when staring at an empty Doritos bag. Now we’re planning to do it. In a world moving faster 
than ever and our focus more split than ever, who would have thought that it would be the medium of 
television, once called ‘a vast wasteland’ by former FCC Chairman Newton Minow, that would finally slow 
us down” (88).

Binge watching limits one’s world to a single set of people, a single story; and absorbs attention 
away from the myriad of things asking for our attention in our everyday life. This imaginary world 
is a world in which feelings and excitement can be experienced without consequences and without 
dangers and risk that accompany real-life. “‘The Office always cheers me up if I need to to give 
myself a little boost and want to intervene,’ Rubin said. ‘It’s a mindful use of television to say ‘I’m 
watching this for a reason, I’m deciding what I want to get out of it … I’m going to get what I want,
and when I have it I’ll be done’’” (432).

The less you are distracted by the outside world (for example by commercials or your 
household) the more you can let go of this world. Writers envision a complete escape, and the more 
complete the decontrolling during the activity is, the better. They also expres desire to 'truly get out 
of it within planned parameters.

“It's not just what they choose to watch that makes binge watching restorative. It's how they watch, too: 
Binge watching is more like going to a movie or play than watching Russian dashcam videos. They talk 
about watching ‘with compete attention,’ being ‘fully immersed,’ ‘completely in a different place,’ or 
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‘filtering out everything around me.’ Many turn offtheir phones or ignore email. One knits through 
Homeland, but that occupies her hands, not her eyes. Even people who can't arrange such complete 
immersion use the technology to keep interruptions from becoming impediments. One stay-at-home mom 
says her four children make it hard to ‘give something at home the same concentration that I can at the 
movies,’ but with streaming services, ‘any distractions can be dealt with without missing anything’” (49).
“Binge watching isn't mindless recreation. It's a restorative experience. It's strategic and methodically 
organized, a protest against technology-enabled mindlessness. It's a way to reclaim their time and attention in
a rushing, distracting world” (76).
“‘It’s a lot like food,’ he added. ‘You see some people become info-anorexic, who say the answer is to 
unplug and not consume anything. Much like an eating disorder, it’s just as unhealthy a decision as binge-
watching the news and media. There’s a middle ground of people who are saying, ‘I need to start treating this
form of input in my life like a conscious decision and to be informed in the right way’’” (142).

Writers give advice on how to increase immersion, like close the blinds, make yourself comfortable,
keep snacks on hand, turn on auto play, make sure you turn of your social media, warn family not to
worry about your absence, check the length of the show etcetera in articles like:

“And if you thought Netflix was amazing already, here are some easy tips and tricks to make your viewing 
experience more impressive than the ‘Cosmos’” (138).
“From pausing the episode when you need a bathroom break to waiting for a certain scene to buffer, 
watching shows and movies on Netflix is more work than it seems. If you’re like me and enjoy watching a 
good show every now and then (or more than that), here are some things you can think about to prepare 
yourself for your wonderful time with Netflix” (167).
“Netflix is unveiling a user-programmable button to set yourself up for a long night of binge watching, for 
those who take the ‘Netflix and chill’ request literally. The Netflix Switch button can by built by the user and
links to your other connected devices. Once programmed, the button can dim the lights, activate your 
phone’s do not disturb mode, order food for delivery, turn on the TV and launch shows on Netflix” (225).

EXCESS INCREASES ESCAPE
Columnists, bloggers, culture critics and people who are interviewed view the disengagement from 
the pressure of the ideals of productivity and sociability positively. This is what Bataille (in Lyng, 
2009) describes as an unproductive expenditure: a socially accepted way to escape the rationality of
everyday life in late modernity. Binge watching is considered especially suitable for this kind of 
escape because it is said it provides longer immersion, but also more immersion. The idea is that the
longer you spend in an imaginative world the more immersed you become.

“Transportation theory explains how when we watch a program that we enjoy we lose all sense of time and 
normal reality and become “transported” into the fictional world, understandably people who enjoy this 
experience would want it to continue for as long as possible” (78).
“Watching a show straight through can increase its dramatic density” (44).
“We get into something akin to a trance,' says a psychiatrist. Longer viewing sessions can seem more real, 
from a neurological point of view” (27).
“So far as there is value in these shows, watching for extended periods at once may actually increase how 
much you get out of it” (22).

Elias and Dunning (1986) predicted how 'the human attempt to prolong the point like pleasure' 
would be the mechanism to keep controlled decontrolling exciting even-though it had become 
completely save. Binge watching can be seen as the extensive period of foreplay before the 
gratification of a resolution of the tension of the plot/battle, as illustrated by these quotes: "Our 
viewership is now primed for that sort of television-watching - it makes them more excited" (630);
“Just watching a really good television show doesn’t cut it anymore. We want the show to take over 
our minds even when we are not watching it” (141).

Articles with this framing are usually enthusiastic or advising. The articles that frame BW as
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acceptable escapism are enthusiastic about BW in general, about its joy of escaping to another 
(specific) world, spending time with characters, being away from worries, having alone time, 
consuming quality products and indulging in their own personal taste and occupation. “‘They're not 
really 'bingeing.' They're feasting. It's not reckless, stupid behavior, as the term implies.’ After all, 
he says, ‘You wouldn't apologize for reading a book for hours’” (45); “The way we watch now is 
not extreme or perilous, but it is an opportunity” (69).

This framing is in in harmony with the positive framing of consuming to excess, and 
contrary to the ideology of self-control and moderation. However aspects of the production and 
civilizing ethic are present in the framing of BW as having the function to regain energy for work 
and release tension created in everyday life. The advice given is usually about how to increase 
immersion, how to deal with critique on your BW behavior or the article aims to convince the 
reader that BW is legitimate:

“Make ‘friends with the monster.’ Trying to pretend that you don’t like ‘House of Cards’ is like trying to 
convince yourself that lettuce tastes better than a donut. Most likely, it’s not going to work. If you are feeling
out-of-control, one way to regain control is to let it happen. Even moderation has to be done in moderation; 
we need a certain amount of cutting loose. But have fun with it - make your binge an event and try to manage
the negative consequences. If you are feeling like a binge after work, plan to get home and watch three 
straight episodes starting at 7 so you can be in bed by 11. This is much healthier than trying to resist until you
give in and watch six episodes starting at 10 p.m” (141).

PROBLEMATIC ESCAPISM
If a consumer uses escapism to avoid problems in real life this is considered an illegitimate use of 
escapism. It puts aspects of the life of the consumer at risk. Similarly if a consumer comes to rely 
on escaping reality and cannot do without it, in other words becomes addicted, this is considered 
unacceptable. “The study also found a correlation between binge-watching and feelings of 
loneliness. Participants used watching their favorite shows as a way to escape” (32). “While we 
aren’t expecting anyone to check themselves into binge-watching rehab anytime soon, it’s 
important to recognize the possible damage that obsessive behaviors can have on your mental 
health” (123).

Some critics condemn escaping through BW and argue it leads one away from ones duties: 
“It wasn’t until she started college that she became engrossed in Netflix, which she sometimes uses 
as a way to procrastinate instead of writing papers. ‘I know it’s not good, but I’m going to keep 
watching One Tree Hill’” (144).

When people become unable to return to reality the behavior is no longer innocent pleasure 
or fantasy, but a problem. This fear of the inability to return is based on a fear of failure of self-
control, and the fear of the slippery slope described by Lyng (2004).

“Binge watching is quickly becoming the new mode of TV consumption, but we should be wary of the future
it beckons. Binge watching not only harms our psychological and physical health, but also reveals a 
disturbing modern desire to escape from our realities” (529).
“That… that can’t be the end. There has to be another season of ‘Breaking Bad.’ WHAT AM I GOING TO 
DO WITH THE REST OF MY LIFE?!?!?! I Just need one more episode. Wait, what’s this? ‘Dr. Who?’ I 
guess I can give that a try” (568).

NEED FOR SAFETY MECHANISMS OUTSIDE THE SELF
Articles compare BW to watching broadcast tv and their writers argue that the addiction to binge 
watching and the increased length of escape are due to the removal of the artificial limits of 
broadcast television or video and DVD viewing:

“The zombie apocalypse is upon us. No need to worry, though. They don’t have any interest in taking over 
the world or eating our brains for breakfast. Instead, they’re glued to the TV. At least DVDs forced us to get 
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up to change the disc every few episodes. Now, the only thing compelling us to rise is a full bladder - or our 
dog’s” (469).
“Now, technologies such as on-demand video and digital video recorders are giving rise to the binge viewer, 
who devours shows in quick succession […] Twenty-two hours passed before he clicked off the set. Pausing 
only for bathroom breaks, sandwiches and occasional comments of disbelief from his wife, he watched two 
entire seasons in one go. "It just kind of snowballed," the 40-year-old novelist and college professor recalls” 
(27).
“If you give people this opportunity to mainline all in one day, there’s reason to believe they will do it” (60).
“The rise of binge-watching is a byproduct of necessary and sufficient conditions that have only surfaced in 
recent years, with the easy availability of streaming” (88).

Writers assume broadcast television with its one new episode a week is safe because it airs during 
designated leisure hours and is limited to a maximum time. It also makes it possible to share the 
experience with others through talking about new developments and in this way integrates the 
imaginary world into the real world, preventing losing the self in the imaginary world:
“But know when to stop. ‘If you feel like you might actually
watch all of ‘House Of Cards,’ instead maybe you decide to only watch with
someone else’” (432).

Articles show how spending too much time on the same activity is negative. Variety in 
hobbies and leisure activities are desirable, as it prevents excess. Integration is a safety mechanism 
to avoid a complete escape from reality and society. The idea of Bataille that escape from rationality
can be done in a socially acceptable manner does not run through this framing, but is in fact 
opposed.

The timing and planning of television are important to make the escapism legitimate. This 
fits with the civilizing theory which describes disruption of routine as dangerous and routine as a 
civilizing mechanism. Planning can be a controlling mechanism to prevent excess, and risk of 
negative effects. The problematizing of the removal of external control mechanisms show a lack of 
faith in internal control mechanisms. Both the addictive nature and the removal of limits prevent the
escapee from returning to the real world. “Perhaps all this data on the disastrous effects of sitting 
too long will stop Post Play in its tracks; maybe the threat of a class-action lawsuit will force Netflix
to insert a public health warning between shows. That would bring a whole new meaning to ‘viewer
discretion advised’” (67). “With thousands of shows and movies at our disposal, we are not known 
for our moderation” (100).

FEAR OF THE IRRATIONAL AND THE DECONTROLLED
It is not only the length of time spent escaping critics consider a problem, but escaping to one 
specific show for a long time. A very long time compared to watching broadcast TV which 
supposedly limits ones escape into a specific world to an hour a week. Journalists write as if 
absorption into one imaginary world leads to an obsession with that world and its characters. I 
believe they see this as escape that causes complete decontrolling and that offers no way back, 
providing too high intensity excitement and create chaos that is in conflict with regulated everyday 
life.

“She fell into a binge-watching black hole not too long ago thanks to another popular series. ‘I
did House of Cards binge-watching on Netflix, and it ruined my life for almost two weeks,’ she
reveals. ‘Because one, I didn’t sleep. And then two, I kept seeing evil Kevin Spacey walking around
me in the day. It was really bad. And I would have dreams about him in his Southern drawl.
I scheduled my life around that. People would be like, ‘You want to go out tonight?’ I’d be like,
‘Guys, I got a date with my TV. Gotta go,’ ’ she adds” (546).
“I've found a strange effect from binge watching shows, aside from the one that makes me appear comatose 
and unresponsive. I start to feel like a character in these shows. Like they're actually affecting me. For 
instance while I watched 8,000 episodes of Breaking Bad in, like, a week, I was pretty certain my moral 
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compass was askew” (230).

Articles imply that escapism should be playful, not serious. With binge watching it becomes too 
serious. This rhetoric considers the intensity of viewing problematic and stereotypes the fully 
absorbed serious viewer as nerdy, stupid or scary, occasionally reinforcing this stereotyping with 
illustrations such as the one seen in image 15 below.

“Raising specters of glassy-eyed adults, misused sick days, and neglected pets” (44).
Images of crazed college students sitting in their rooms, un-showered and over-caffeinated, glued to their 
computer screens at four in the morning, compulsively clicking onto the next episode of Breaking Bad” 
(308).
“The accessibility of thousands of hours of video paints concerning images of people not seeing sunlight for 
days, escaping reality into a fantasy world” (22).

Image 15: Stereotypical binge watchers (27).

The intensity and seriousness of the fandom of bingers has negative connotations. Writers say that 
people give importance to the wrong thing, surreality over reality and consumption over production.
There is clear condemnation of the consumption ethic and loss of rationality: “Mr. Rohrbacher 
watched the climax alone in his Greensboro, N.C., living room at 4 a.m. ‘I could barely see,’ he 
says. The next day, ‘he was there in body, not in mind,’ says his wife, Melanie, who did not 
participate. ‘I have a house and kids to take care of’” (27).

The anxiety lies also in that the intensity is not understood, and thus is ridiculed or feared. It 
strikes me that people describe binge experiences in a way that reminds of descriptions of religious 
experience or a drug experience. That extent of decontrolled behavior, and letting go of self-control 
is feared and has been the subject of previous moral panics in the US. The concern around these 
subjects and the policing behavior through framing indicates that there is something to Stearn's 
(2007) concept of a deep cultural concern with informalized behavior. 

MINDLESS ESCAPISM
Media critics argue that after watching TV for a long time, saturation sets in and the viewer no 
longer absorbs details, becomes tired and the activity loses its function. This saturation connects to 
the negative side of consuming in excess. No longer absorbing details and being tired connect to the
framing of tv making people into passive televidiots: “‘The person who binges is the laziest and 
most craven version of me,’ he said. ‘I fall down the rabbit hole and berate myself for having done 
so’” (142).
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Image 16: Pictures from the American corpus

The imagery of tv as illegitimate leisure is pictured through viewers attitude and posture in images 
accompanying the articles, some of which are shown in image 16 above. This imagery has its roots 
in earlier Conversations about negligent housewives and male couch potato's. This negative 
association with lounging zoned out viewers is used in the current pictures of binge watchers. The 
zoned out look and posture provide a strong link between consumption out of control and passivity.
Culture critics argue that the binge escape is passive because you only escapes by the constant 
input, and thus constant consumption, instead of through reflection:

“Consuming - but not creating” (333).
“In other words, savor. Don’t binge. Don’t let the hours of the best TV series blur together into a vague 
reverie” (94).
“To properly appreciate a good TV show, you need to let it sit for a bit. A cliffhanger is not an invitation for 
instant gratification. The clue is in the name; it's supposed to leave you hanging. That's what the writer 
intends - for you to ruminate a little, discuss it, and come up with your own theories on what happens next. 
You'll have a better, richer experience that way. ‘Life is about not knowing’” (67).

With BW the escape is into the screen, not into the imagination. It is pleasure through escapism, but
stupid escapism. Writers do no value stupid pleasure in this framing, not even as a release of stress-
tension. They connect BW to other forms of stupid pleasure like reality tv, eating, drinking alcohol 
and reading pulp. The framing of BW as stupid pleasure connects to the idea of opium for the 
masses and its negative connotations: “In fact there is, in the Slate essay, a note of disapproval, as if 
bingeing is a vice for the weak-willed: saying it’s ‘immersive’ is ‘a bit like saying you should 
‘immerse’ yourself in Vegas by blowing through all your gambling money by the time your wife 
and kids have checked into the room’” (28).
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The framing problematizing binge watching as passive behavior in the US is in line with the 
history of framing television as a passive activity in the American public Conversation. The idea of 
TV making people passive is carried over to the anti-binge framing. Active alternatives like sport, 
social gathering etc are promoted as more appropriate leisure activities. “I would opt for binge 
reading over binge watching. The former demands an active not a passive intelligence” (125).

REJECTING PASSIVITY
The assumption behind rejection of binge watching as a passive escape is that passive leisure is 
wrong: “You're Not 'Binge-Watching,' You're 'Being Lazy’” (104). Writers frame consumption as 
passive, in opposition to creation and production. They consider productive activities good behavior
while consumption is lazy and no help to society. Articles link passive consumption to wasting your
time and/or your life, and equate it to not living your life. The cultural values used to support this 
are that you are morally obligated to make the most of your time, live your live optimally and be as 
productive and by extension active as you can. Gratification through activities in 'real' life is 
thought to be real and lasting as opposed to the fake, empty and fleeting gratification of escapism, 
as exemplified by these quotes:

“A new USA Today article is putting the amount of time people spend in front of the television into 
perspective. The article also points out what you could do with that time instead. For example it would take 
six days and 20 hours to watch Grey’s Anatomy. Or you could fly to the moon and back in the same amount 
of time” (514).
“I can’t begin to count the amount of times that I’ve scrolled to a timeline tweet about how many seasons of 
Netflix a person has watched, or how many times I’ve heard a classmate groan about how they just want to 
crawl into their bed, x-out of their homework and open up their beloved Netflix screen. But to those people, 
I’d say limit yourself to an episode or two and move on to something more interactive and productive with 
your life. When someday you’re telling your grandchildren about your 20s, you’ll be more likely to look 
back on the spur-of-the-moment basketball tournament you went to rather than your usually-lazy Sunday 
Netflix binge. Cut down on Netflix, and you’ll find you’re gaining a lot more out of your life” (76).
“20 Things to Do as a Couple Instead of Binge-Watching Netflix” (518).

These negative valuations of escapism through BW are in opposition to both the consumption ethic 
and the ideology of 'letting go' and Bataille's conception of escaping post-modern rationality in a 
socially accepted way (in Lyng, 2009). Instead this framing shows an acceptation of the production 
ethic, and does not recognize the need for relieving stress-tension. The shift to a consumption ethic 
is not as smooth or complete as literature indicates, there is still opposition and anxiety around it.

CONSUMPTION NOT NECESSARILY PASSIVE
The production ethic is also at times assumed by proponents of binge watching. They try to 
legitimize BW by arguing that it is more active than broadcast viewing. The argument is that 
compared to watching whatever comes on tv, binge watching is the more active option; because the 
viewer makes a choice. “‘In the days of the passive couch potato, you would sit on the couch and 
flip around the dial to find the best of your bad choices,’ McCracken explained to host Mike
Sacks. ‘This new model is much more chosen’” (79).

Their second argument is that binge watchable programs require more from the viewer 
(attention, active attention, thinking, making connections, intense feeling) than broadcast television,
and they also assume that a binge watcher is more actively engaged with the storyline and 
characters than a broadcast viewer:

“[…] marketing professor at Siena College who was the lead author of the 2014 study, is most impressed 
with the binge viewers' attention span, and how they can react to multiple story lines. ‘They're focusing on 
many different things at a high level’” (5).
“Binge viewing takes us beyond the old, hyperkinetic model of TV viewing into something deeper, quieter, 
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more concentrated, and more contemplative” (572).
“People are watching not as couch potatoes, thoughtless, witless, uncritical” (572).

Articles contain comparisons between a binge watcher who looks forward to a binge, carefully 
selects the show, prepares his/her viewing and is 'into it'; and a regular viewer who turns on the tv 
and watches a sequence of unrelated shows without much interest or switches between channels 
continuously.  This comparison makes the binge watcher appear as the active and intelligent 
consumer versus the passive broadcast receiver. It appears that consumption is acceptable if it is 
accompanied with control over consumption and over the self on the part of the individual.  A binge
watcher shows more manipulation of his/her experience and is capable of controlling their 
decontrolling/consumption. This framing ascribes to the idea of passive consumption as wrong, but 
rejects the premise that passivity and consumption are naturally linked. 

“Instead of dealing with the day's stresses by zoning out, we'd rather become engrossed in an entirely 
different (and fictional) world” (82).
“It is said that binge watching doesn't let you pull out the subtleties of each episode, but I again have to 
disagree. I feel that you notice and renotice things with a keener eye when binge watching” (175).
“At least now we're on the edge of our seats watching quality programming, rather than slumped and glazed 
in front of an infomercial” (67).
“‘I always think about the ‘bad trance,’ when you’re spacing out, your mouth is hanging half open and 
you’re just sort of lost, hours go by and you have nothing to show for it,’ Gretchen Rubin, author of ‘The 
Happiness Project,’ told HuffPost TV. ‘But when you’re deciding to watch TV, when you say to yourself, 
‘I’m going to watch this’ it can be great’” (432).

SUMMARY OF US RESULTS ON ESCAPISM
One set of assumptions is that escapism itself is acceptable release of stress in the manner of 
controlled decontrolling and the search for excitement. Writers state that our modern society is 
overstimulating and creates this need for escape from reality and rationality. Binge Watching is 
framed as a coping mechanism, that people need to function. Because of increasing pressure in 
society, people need longer and more effective escape; this is framed as the reason for 
excess/binging, as excess increases the point like pleasure of escape. Opposing assumptions about 
escapism are that it leads to loss of control and inability to return to reality. There is anxiety about 
letting go of control so far as to let go of reality. Irrational behavior like escaping reality and 
decontrolling to excess is perceived as dangerous for the individual and society.

§ 6.2. Dutch Results

ESCAPE ACCEPTABLE
A dominant illegitimate escapism framing is very rare in the Dutch corpus. It clocks in 8 times out 
of 177 articles. Two of these articles have a humorous tone which undermines taking the 
illegitimacy seriously. Two articles have a dominantly enthusiastic tone, meaning even though the 
content of the article paints the behavior as unwarranted escapism, the articles are still enthusiastic 
about engaging in it, thus negating the value judgment. None of the articles are indignant in tone, 
but two are worried. The worry centers around the idea of the negative effects of unintended or out 
of control binge watching. The dominantly illegitimate escapism framed articles have very few 
codes for other framing attached to them, meaning the illegitimate framing is not very connected to 
or depended on any of the other framing. It is relatively self contained. 

CONTROLLED DECONTROLLING VERSUS LOSS OF CONTROL
Tied to the concept of binge watching as addiction is the idea that binging is less legitimate when it 
occurs because you lost control while watching, than when you are binging intentionally. This 
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delineates controlled decontrolling from actual loss of control, the first being acceptable as leisure, 
the second abnormal and bad. This ties in with the idea that planning is a prerequisite for legitimate 
binge watching. Binge watching at night is written of in a neutral or enthusiastic tone when it is 
something a person decides to do, but as something to avoid when it happens because the viewer 
lost control. Compare these two quotes: “Je had met jezelf afgesproken nog één aflevering te kijken 
en dan te gaan slapen. Maar voordat je het wist was je alweer vijf afleveringen verder.. oeps! 
Vanavond ga je echt op tijd naar bed” (9) and “Je kent het vast. Je begint vol goede moed aan een 
nieuwe serie, maar halverwege het eerste seizoen krijgt de slaap vat op je. Je dommelt weg en hebt 
geen idee meer waar je gebleven bent. Met de Netfix-sokken is dat verleden tijd” (149). In the first 
quote the subject seems displeased with binging when he/she intended to go to sleep, in the second 
the problem is the fact that the subject falls asleep when he/she intended to binge.  

The negative valuation of unplanned binging and losing control is linked to the sentiment 
that binge watching is illegitimate escapism when the viewer is escaping from his or her 
obligations. Failing to fulfill obligations like work/school/social/health is logically considered as 
more likely to happen when binging is accidental.

ESCAPE THE RIGHT WAY
In the Dutch corpus Binge watching is generally condoned as an escape from everyday life, but 
only under certain conditions. People are expected to engage in it only on appropriate times, that is 
to say in their free time. It is never explicitly stated that people should only binge watch during their
time off from work, but it is implicit in the fact that all articles that mention binge watching in a 
positive context also mention the time it takes place, and that this time is always the weekend or a 
holiday, occasionally the evening or days taken off from work. For example: 

“We kunnen ons voorstellen dat je zin hebt in nog meer Marvel magie, die je eventueel op Netflix kunt 
vinden in de vorm van Daredevil. Dertien afleveringen, een weekendje binge watchen” (178).
“Heb je zin om eens lekker te binge watchen dit weekend, dan kan ik je de serie Peaky Blinders aanraden”. 
(88).
“Mensen gaan dan bingewatchen, kijken in een weekend alle afleveringen” (156).
“De feestdagen zijn er om eens flink te binge watchen” (79).
“Staat binge watchen boven aan je bucketlist deze kerstvakantie?”(149).
“Kerstvakantie binge watch tip: Making a murderer” (165).

I find it noteworthy that the writers/articles always assume that this is when people actually binge 
watch. This assumption is I think part of the general culture of trust in other people's self-control 
and responsibility, as well as the way Dutch people socialize others not through overt authority but 
through expectations. The assumption and the way it shines through in the articles function as a way
to show people what the norm is, and help to strengthen the norm, without a lecturing or moralizing 
tone and without placing the authority of the writer over that of the reader. Binge watching is also 
considered less legitimate when it occurs by accident than by design and when it interferes with 
your obligations.

Some articles are somewhat more overt and enthusiastically announce that a certain holiday 
or season is the perfect time to binge watch, thus marking that period as appropriate for binging and
by association other periods as less appropriate. There is no mention of the possibility that binging 
during appropriate times will lead to binging during inappropriate times, no fear of this is 
expressed.

PLANNING YOUR ESCAPE
Connected to the norm of appropriately timed binge watching is the concept of binge watching as a 
planned activity. It is assumed that readers will want to plan their binge watching, as is apparent in 
these quotes: 
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“Plan je agenda vol met leuke dingen. Heb je zin om een middag Gosip Girl te binge watchen… Hee 
niemand houd je tegen” (104).
“Reserveer deze dag maar vast in je agenda, want alle nieuwe afleveringen zijn in een keer beschikbaar. Laat
het binge watchen maar komen!” (138).
“Heb je seizoen twee nog niet gezien, dan adviseer ik je om je agenda per direct leeg te maken en een goede 
sessie binge watchen te plannen.” (173). 
“Echte fans van Netflixserie House of Cards hadden vrijdag 4 maart al dik omcirkeld in hun agenda: het 
vierde seizoen van de populair serie kwam vanmorgen online. Voor sommigen begint dan het ritueel van het 
bingewatchen. […] ‘Ik had al vrij vandaag dus dat komt goed uit,’ aldus Danny” (114). 

Planned binge watching is not considered as negative in any of the articles, while spontaneous or 
accidental binge watching is. It seems consciously planning to binge watch makes the activity more 
legitimate. I think this logic is connected to the concept of (self-)control as a virtue, and the mores 
to control ones decontrolled behavior, as well as controlling the conditions of your experience.

BLURRING REALITY WITH FICTION; COMIC EFFECT
While blurring is named as problematic in articles, the tone is usually humorous and the blurring is 
used for comic effect, thus negating the seriousness of the problem. For example: 

“Je praat over personages alsof ze echt bestaan. Midden in je verhaal over een stel vriendinnen die gestalkt 
worden door iemand die zich A noemt, besef je dat dit helemaal niet waargebeurd is (oepsie!)” (21).
“Maar het zet natuurlijk wel te denken. Wat gebeurt er als je andere series te veel kijkt? Dat je na een paar 
dagen Breaking Bad binge-watchen je hoofd kaal scheert, een camper koopt en je Vinex-wijk gaat voorzien 
van blauw snoepgoed? Of je familie bij elkaar roept en de hele dag zit gaat zitten vreten na een avondje 
Sopranos? Friends kijken en dan je buurvrouw voor de ogen van je vriendin naar de grond trekken omdat je 
dacht dat jullie ‘on a break’ waren? Levensgevaarlijk, dat binge-watchen” (15).

In keeping with the findings of Amy Schalet (2000), humor is used to take the tension out of 
potentially uncomfortable subjects and to normalize phenomena.

Only one article directly warns readers against blurring. The writer does not advice against 
binge watching however, showing that binge watching itself is not considered illegitimate escapism 
by him. The advice is to be conscious of the possibility of blurring and to plan activities 
accordingly. This advice shows confidence in the responsibility of the readers, and makes blurring 
seem more like a minor inconvenience than a threat or danger: “De beste binge strategie: Hoe 
langer je in een show blĳft hangen, hoe meer het van invloed is op de manier waarop je de echte 
wereld ziet. Wees dus voorzichtig met het kiezen van je activiteiten na het binge watchen…” (5). 
Here we see again the confidence in self-control and the control people can exert over ones 
decontrolling experience.

LEGITIMATE WHEN
The weather is a factor in determining if its appropriate to binge watch. Writers express happiness 
about the start of the fall or winter, and about the bad Dutch weather, because this means they can 
use their time to binge watch instead of (presumably) doing some outdoor activity. For example an 
article that list the advantages of living in the Netherlands gives one of the advantages as: “No one 
could possibly judge for watching it (Adam en Eva) when it's pouring outside” (40). Other instances
include: “Intruders is zeker een serie om echt deze zomer te kijken als het kutweer is of als je ziek 
bent. Lekker 8 afleveringen binge watchen!” (91). So binge watching is framed as a legitimate way 
to relax and engage in leisure but not as legitimate as certain other leisure activities when these are 
available/possible. As this quote also illustrates: “Niks te doen met kerst? Ga dan maar eens goed 
zitten voor [...]”  (165). 

Lastly binge watching is on occasion framed as an illegitimate option when a person has the 
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possibility to engage in some other, more active, leisure pursuit like go outside, go to a social event,
be creative, do sports or go to the movies, or do something more high-brow like read. But this is 
very rare, in contrast with the American sentiment on this matter.

ESCAPING TO A SAFE PLACE; AWAY FROM ACTIVITY
Anecdotes of binge watching are usually personal, enthusiastic and frame binge watching as a nice 
and safe space to relax. In the US corpus binge watching is considered as much less safe. I say safe 
space because these description almost always link binge watching to the personal space of couch, 
bed, under a blanket. Binge watching is painted as a quality moment of relaxation by combining 
personal space, comforting items and food/drink (tea, hot chocolate, Ben and Jerry’s) with a 
favorite passive activity, binge watching a favorite show. It assumed to be done alone or on some 
occasions with a person the subject is very comfortable with, say a best friend or partner.

I think it can be characterized as 'tijd voor jezelf', a Dutch expression that does not have an 
English equivalent. The idea of escape or retreating from the world can be found in the descriptions 
of crawling into a personal space like 'lekker op de bank onder een dekentje kruipen'. Other 
examples include:

“Het is weer winter, de dagen worden korter en tegen vier uur begint het al donker te worden. Blegh! Het 
liefst doen we deze dagen niets anders dan heerlijk in ons warme bedje blijven met Netflix en een groot stuk 
(of reep) chocolade” (87).
“Je hebt je natje, je hebt je droogje, je hebt eindelijk tijd en zit helemaal klaar voor een middag 
bingewatching van series die hier niet worden uitgezonden” (65).
“De winter staat weer voor de deur en wat is er dan lekkerder om op de bank te kruipen met een kop thee en 
een goede serie?” (189).
“De dagen worden korter, de avonden langer, kortom: Koning Winter is in aantocht. En wat is er dan fijner 
dan op een kille winteravond met een dekentje over op de bank te kruipen en eens lekker een avond te gaan 
bingewatchen? Niets” (163).
“Het is zaterdagavond, je zit heerlijk onderuitgezakt in je comfy pyjama je favoriete Netflix serie te kijken. 
Perfectomundo!” (166).

The tv show that is binge watched seems to be an extension of the personal space because it is 
described as a natural part of the whole scene. The passive and reclusive connotations of the 
descriptions suggests escape from activity, productivity and work and people and this is positively 
valued.

PLEASURE LEGITIMIZES
Something that is unique to the Dutch corpus is the casual and informal description of binge 
watching as a pleasurable leisure activity. Almost all descriptions of binge scenes contain a specific 
word to describe the pleasurable nature of binge watching, namely 'lekker'. As in: “Jij hebt graag 
regen, dan heb je ten minste een goede reden om lekker in bed te blijven liggen met je favoriete 
serie” (21). Niks beter dan lekker onder een dekentje je favoriete serie te kijken. Misschien met een 
lekkere pumpkin spice latte erbij? (47).

In total there are fourteen articles that use lekker to describe binge watching. The legitimate 
escapism framing occurs most often as the dominant framing, 47 out of 177 articles. The tone is 
usually advisory. Most contain advice on what to binge watch. The second most often used tone is 
enthusiastic. The sense of enthusiasm about binge watching and associated practices in articles 
framing binge watching as legitimate is in keeping with the idea that pleasure gained makes a 
practice legitimate. Enthusiasm can also be catching and convince the reader of the writers framing.
The legitimate code co-occurs most often with the normal code (43 times out of 104). 

What I infer from these descriptions and links is that binge watching is a legitimate way to 
spend your time because it is pleasurable, a sentiment almost completely missing from the 
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American corpus. The sentiment is almost never accompanied by descriptions of feelings of guilt or
shame, or a discussion about the problems that can arise from binging as, it often is in the American
corpus. 

UNPLEASANT CONSUMPTION DELEGITIMIZES
Another article links the empty feeling viewers get after binge watching, described in multiple 
articles, to the lengthened immersion of binge watching:

“Meerdere mensen die ik volg op Twitter bleken het nieuwe seizoen tegen zaterdagmiddag al volledig gezien
te hebben. Dat zijn dertien afleveringen van gemiddeld 50 minuten per aflevering, oftewel 11 uur aan House 
of Cards! Dat kan niet anders dan een achtbaanrit aan emoties zijn, waarbij je tegen het einde van het seizoen
het gevoel hebt onderdeel te zijn van de Underwoods. Maar dat ben je niet, en dat lege gevoel waar ik het 
eerder over had komt weer opzetten” (9).

Here, lengthy immersion is seen as the cause of emotional exhaustion and blurring, in this case 
blurring as feeling part of a fictional community. The writer contrast this feeling with reality and 
frames the clash between blurring and reality as the reason the viewer experiences a void after binge
watching. The collapse of blurring after such lengthy immersion leaves the viewer unsatisfied and 
the article gives this as an argument against binge viewing. It does not frame BW as dangerous but 
as eventually unpleasant mode of consumption, and the dissatisfaction with ones consumption is 
given as the reason not to engage in it, not the risk of such consumption.

FOR FUN, NOT FOR RUNNING AWAY
The lengthened immersion of binge watching is also framed as leading to a disconnect with your 
own life: “Je hebt geprobeerd het moment uit te stellen, maar nu is het toch eindelijk zover... Het 
einde van het seizoen is in aantocht. Wanneer je de laatste aflevering hebt gezien voel je je direct 
verdrietig. Wat deed je met het leven voordat je deze serie ontdekte?” (21). The disorientation or 
dissatisfaction with your life is listed in this article as a sign that you are addicted to bingeing and 
that binge watching is dominating your life. When a viewer engages in binge watching to the degree
where he or she sees binge watching as their main activity this is universally valued negatively. This
connects to the concept of consumption colonizing our lives.

When binge watching as escapism is framed as a way to relax it is valued positively. But 
when it is framed as a way to escape the problems of your life or your own negative feelings, it is 
another matter. A few articles frame binge watching in this way and all of them reference the study 
done by the university of Texas that links loneliness and depression to binge watching. For 
example:

“Maar hoe onschuldig binge-watching ook lijkt, volgens een nieuw onderzoek van de Universiteit van Texas 
in Austin blijkt dit toch een serieuzer fenomeen (of moet ik zeggen verslaving?) dan aanvankelijk werd 
gedacht. De onderzoekers Yoon Hi Sung, Eun Yeon Kang en Wei Na Lee denken dat binge-watching 
gerelateerd is aan gevoelens van eenzaamheid en zelfs depressie. In sommige gevallen blijkt binge-watching 
als uitvlucht te worden gebruikt, zodat er niet om hoeft te worden gegaan met negatieve gevoelens” (9).
“Onderzoekers van de Universiteit in Austin, Texas bestudeerden het kijkgedrag van 316 volwassenen tussen
18 en 29 jaar en vergeleken dit met gegevens over hun mentale toestand. Hieruit blijkt dat mensen met 
negatieve gevoelens vaker geneigd zijn om een nachtje door te kijken. Dit sluit aan op het al langer bekende 
gegeven dat mensen vaak in verslavingsgedrag belanden om de realiteit van eenzaamheid te ontvluchten” 
(54).

The Dutch words 'uitvlucht' and 'ontvluchten' have negative connotations. This and the context of 
these quotes make it clear that when binge watching is escaping personal problem it is illegitimate 
and should be avoided, binge watching should be a way to relax and enjoy oneself, but not 
completely escape.
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SUMMARY OF NL RESULTS ON ESCAPISM
Writers make clear assumption about when and how people escape when binge watching 
communicating their norms to readers. This mechanism is typical for Dutch norm transference. 
These norms prescribe escaping at appropriate times, and to a certain limit. A deeper assumption is 
that people are able to control their decontrolling according to these norms, and that there is no need
for outside intervention. A certain loss of control is accepted and normalized through humor. The 
risk of becoming lost in ones escape is delegitimized through humor. This use of humor to negotiate
possible problems and conflict is characteristic of Dutch culture according to Schalet. Escapism is 
assumed to be a pleasant time to oneself and a way to relax through decontrolling and excitement. 
But the need for it and the circumstances creating this need are framed less dramatic and serious as 
in the US articles. Receiving pleasure is in itself a sufficient reason to accept the behavior, it does 
not have to be a coping mechanism or need. Here Dutch culture shows ideology of letting go and 
the luxury of excess. The articles show less rebellion against the production ethic and ideology of 
moderation, and at the same time greater acceptance of consumption ethic and ideologie of letting 
go than the US articles.

§ 6.3. Main difference in attitude towards escapism

Amy Schalet (2000) found that on the subject of sexuality the Dutch socialized others through 
placing sexuality in the context of love and family and making this connection seem self-evident, 
while American parents used authority to communicate strong opinions by taking a stance. This 
same difference in mechanisms of socialization is visible in the binge watching Conversation. In the
Dutch corpus binge watching is always casually mentioned to take place during the evening, 
weekend or holiday, while Americans express fear of people BW while they should be doing 
something else and condemn this in no uncertain terms. 

Binge watching is also used in the Dutch corpus to describe watching one episode as a 
matter of course, taking the binge out as it were. There are also far fewer examples of 'extreme 
binge watching'. In the Dutch corpus there are few accounts of, or and fears expressed of, people 
avoiding others, planned activities or sleep. On the other hand, in the American corpus unplanned 
binge watching, canceling appointments and avoiding family/friends in favor of binge watching is 
presented as a big problem. 

In The Netherlands binge watching in Conversation is not as separated from everyday life as
in the US, it is framed as more of a hobby, than a holiday from 'real' life. However, there are 
elements of a free-floating holiday in the Dutch corpus too, such as the emphasis on BW as personal
time, done in a safe and comfortable space. There is also more of an emphasis on binge watching 
because consumers want to, and a less tense way of speaking about enjoying binge watching. 
Enjoying binge watching does not need defending, like it seems to be necessary in the US. 
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Chapter 7. Risk

In this chapter I will answer the question: How do assumptions about risk influence moral judgment
about Binge Watching? And I will add to the question also discussed in the previous chapter: How 
are aversion to risk and to letting go and the conflicting need for excitement and escape handled 
when it comes to binge watching? I conceptualize risk as a medical-rational construct; the 
possibility of negative results of a certain action, often calculated scientifically. Both excess, loss of 
control and escapism are often pathologized by applying the concept of risk to them. In this chapter 
I present my findings on assumptions about risk from my content analysis and discourse analysis. I 
first describe and interpret the American results. Then I discuss and explain the Dutch results and 
point out where they differ significantly from the American results. Finally I compare the main 
differences in assumptions between the US and the Netherlands and generalize to differences in 
cultural logic between the US and the Netherlands where appropriate, to contribute to an answer to 
the question: How do the US corpus and the Dutch corpus differ in the conceptualization of Binge 
watching and what does this say about broader cultural differences? 

§ 7.1. American Results

PATHOLOGIZING BINGE WATCHING; RISKING YOUR HEALTH
Risk and unhealthy behavior are closely linked in our society. The medical rational discourse 
prescribes that you are responsible for your own health. Experts calculate risk of behavior. The 
ideology of moderation influences the discourse and vice versa. Risky behavior is often equated 
with excessive consumption. 

Writers frame BW as risky behavior with this rhetoric: binge watching is watching a lot of 
TV, TV is risking your health, watching a lot of TV is very risky for your health, so binge watching 
is extremely bad and risky for you health. The television as unhealthy framing goes back a long 
time, and contemporary writers use remnants of this framing that are still relevant to people today, 
like the addiction designation.

Articles have the vocabulary of addiction to frame binge watching as unhealthy. Examples 
of this language are 'Netflix is crack', 'quit cold turkey', 'craving for', 'your binge-watching habit'. 
According to Lyng (2009) the addiction framing gives consumption connotations of irrational and 
risky behavior, excess, and slavery. Examples of this are present throughout this theme: especially 
in its use of stereotypes. Writers describe 'the binge watcher' as an addict and binge watching and 
shows as drugs.

THE SLIPPERY SLOPE
Writers use personal anecdotes as a framing device. These anecdotes follow a pattern. The writer 
either plans a binge or gets sucked into a show and binges involuntarily. He or she then loses 
control. At first it is very pleasant and absorbing, but after a couple of hours the writer gets blurry 
eyes, becomes tired and stops enjoying the experience. However, he/she usually only stops 
watching at the end of a season after having been uncomfortable for some time. This framing uses 
the logic of the slippery slope of letting go, the fear that one cannot stop once one has begun: “First 
it was an episode a day, then two, then a marathon” (680); “Once you get addicted, it is almost 
impossible to stop” (145).

The control mechanism comes from outside, the end of the season, as the viewers lack the 
self-control to stop. The machine has taken over. After the binge, writers feel empty, unsatisfied, 
bloated, tired and generally unhealthy. Some have not eaten properly, slept enough, or showered. 
“Your entire weekend is gone, dishes have piled up in the sink, your mother’s wondering why you 
haven’t returned her 50 phone calls, you can’t remember if you’ve slept for the past two days, but 
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there’s one thing you do know: You definitely haven’t showered” (54).

EXCESS; HIGHER RISK
Addiction is representative of excessive consumption, and excess a symbol for risky behavior in 
medical rational discourse. Watching a specific show on VOD is framed as more addictive than 
watching broadcast TV and it is the higher risk of excess that makes BW a subject of anxiety. Lyng 
(2009) finds that failure to consume moderately is usually criticized in the language of the medical 
rational discourse and that is very much the case in the Conversation around binge watching, as 
shown by this quote:

“The main risk of binge watching television is due to the increased amount of time spent watching the 
program and not attending to other important daily activities. Most often binge watching disrupts sleep, and 
as a result of sleep deprivation the person might not function well the next day at work or at school. Other 
negative effects might also include poor diet choices (i.e., unhealthy foods, too much or not enough food), 
lack of exercise, and, depending on how frequently the binge watching is occurring, a lack of socializing 
with others and becoming withdrawn and isolated” (78).

Journalists frame binge watching as unhealthy because of its excess, by linking it to more recently 
constructed health scares like binge eating and drinking. Articles contain words connected to 
excessive eating practices, like 'stuffing yourself with', 'feeling bloated after', 'gorging on', 
'churning', 'the lays potato chips of television', 'escapist junk food'. 

DRAMATIZING RISK; HEALTH SCARES
Because the logic of the unhealthy framing centers around the idea that a lot of TV is unhealthy, 
articles that frame BW as unhealthy can use medical studies about watching TV in general to 
substantiate this claim. They frame excessive TV viewing as the cause of: 'psychological ill-health 
or illness', 'physical ill-health' and 'higher risk of illness and death'. Of the quoted studies two focus 
specifically on binge watching. Writers quote this research over and over again in the corpus:
 
“Binge Watching TV May Lead To Depression, Other Health Problems. New research suggests that binge-
watching TV shows on Netflix may be hazardous to your health” (150).
“Study Finds BingeWatching Netflix May Affect Mental Health” (9).
“BingeWatching Netflix Is Making You Feel Lonely And Depressed” (14).
“Bingewatching TV can make you depressed” (200).
“Everything in moderation: Bingewatching can lead to depression” (147).

I find this peculiar as the study is not published, nor representative of the population, nor has it 
found causation between BW and health risk. But nevertheless writers give it great importance. This
is in keeping with an aspect of moral panic; a disproportionate reaction to an event or trend. It also 
confirms that transgression of the moderate ideology is pathologized.

 Articles have dramatic titles like 'Binge watching causes loneliness' and 'Why you need to 
stop Binge watching', 'Binge watchers at higher risk of depression'. Causation is implied or even 
said to exist. Writers assume that BW leads to less sleep, less exercise, less social contact and make 
the causation seem natural.

MAKING USE OF OTHER HEALTH SCARES
Writers incorporate binge watching in a relatively new health scare: sitting. Researchers have found 
that sitting down for long periods means being at an (often considerably) increased risk of getting a 
whole string of illnesses. Articles take the aspect of sitting for a long time that can be part of binge 
watching and link the negative consequences of sitting to BW:

“This Is What Binge Watching TV Does to Your Health. Every hour spent sitting in front of the TV can 
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increase your risk of diabetes” (187).
“TV watching is a sedentary behavior and sedentary behaviors lead to mental health problems and medical 
symptoms shown to increase cardio vascular disease and risk of diabetes” (182).
“Binge Watching TV Could Kill You. This 18 year study, involving more than 86,000 people, revealed that 
those who sit and watch a lot of television in a day have a higher risk of dying from a pulmonary embolism 
or PE – a sudden blockage or blood clot in one of the lung’s pulmonary arteries” (137).

There are a lot of articles that take binging as a starting point to show how unhealthy passivity like 
sitting for a long time is. These articles make binge watching part of the moral panic around 
inactivity of Americans and the risk of illnesses in the long term when sitting too long/much. That 
writers apply this panic around sitting to BW, and use BW to generate attention for the dangers of 
sitting is interesting. Other activities like working at a desk involve the same amount of sitting but 
are not mentioned. BW is as a hook for spreading panic about passivity, possible because of the 
negative framing that has surrounded television for the last couple of decades. 

The concept of television as opium for the masses and a corrupting influence turning people 
into mindless consumers that has been with television since its inception, is present. Medical 
experts find that television makes the brain extraordinary inactive, burning fewer calories than when
you are doing nothing. 

They also write about how people snack more when they watch television, and that the sugar
and fat in the unhealthy snacks cause obesity and general ill health, as well as increased risk of 
illnesses like diabetes and heart disease. The link makes BW part of moral panic around obesity as 
well.

“There's convincing evidence in adults that the more television they watch, the more likely they are to gain 
weight or become overweight or obese” (185).
“Physical fatigue and problems such as obesity and other health problems are related to binge-watching and 
they are a cause for concern” (123).
“Casey Tallent, eating disorders treatment team coordinator for the University Health Center’s Counseling 
and Psychological Services at the University of Nebraska Lincoln, said bingeviewing could increase health 
risks. Tallent said the healthy amount of TV watching is 'definitely less than two hours.' 'I think it’s 
unfortunate to hear that watching a whole season of shows in one sitting is a new trend,’ she said. 'I certainly 
have television shows that I enjoy watching, but doing anything for hours at a time takes a toll on your 
physical and mental health.' She said watching two hours or more of TV daily is linked to obesity and heart 
disease, because the sedentary activity is associated with unhealthy eating” (460).

The presentation of these types of research is dramatic and problematizes binge watching. The use 
of extreme statements like “Binge watchers die earlier” and dramatization of research findings are 
aspects of moral panic:

“The TV binge: A sickness” (529). 
“Study: Binge-watching in your 20s could be rotting your brain” (56).
“Shocker: Binge-Watching Leads to Depression” (119).
“Binge Watching Your Favorite TV Shows Could Be Killing You!” (4).
“Could Watching TV Kill You? Binge Watchers at Higher Risk” (7).
“How Binge Watching TV Is Damaging Your Brain Function” (474).
“Watching TV can kill you 8 different ways” (454).

The intensity of articles with this framing and the preoccupation with health risk suggest great 
sensitivity to risk and I think this sensitivity brings with it a need for rules around the behavior as 
advice on prevention of the health risks of binge watching is dominant. The goal of a lot of articles 
is to stimulate people to minimize health risks by scaring people away from BW, advising them to 
minimize BW or to provide measures that counter specific risks. The tone of these articles is 
worried or advising. These articles are based on the ideology that cautions self-control, and the 
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discourse of medical rationality that advocates risk aversion.

RISK AND MORAL PANIC
Online journalists use the term binge watching to draw attention and act as click bait, as most 
articles in this framing are not about risks of binge watching but about risks of associated behavior 
like sitting. Binge watching is a popular trend and word (voted word of the year in 2015 by Collins 
Dictionary and put into the Oxford Dictionary in 2016) and writers use it to redirect attention to the 
broader problem of watching tv and passivity:

“Mad Men. Breaking Bad. House Of Cards. We're living in a golden age of television. And it's killing us!
According to a study published in the Journal ofAmerican Heart Association, binge watching TV is one of 
the worst things you can do for your body Television viewing is a major sedentary behavior and there is an 
increasing trend toward all types of sedentary behaviors. Our findings are consistent with a range of previous
studies where time spent watching television was linked to mortality" (8).
“6 Ways Binge Watching Is Ruining Our Brains, Bodies and Probably Our Souls 1. It doubles the risk of 
premature death 2. It increases our risk of cancer 3. It yields brain activity and behavioral similarities to other
forms of addiction” (132).

Binge watching can be used to generate interest because recent studies by Netflix and other VOD 
providers show that binge watching is a widespread and increasing trend. They make claims that 
'America is now a binge-nation' and 'Binge watching is the new normal'. Media experts frame this 
'spread' of 'watching a lot of tv' as a current and increasing problem that effects us all. They 
combine the idea of spread and intensification with a panicky tone and thus give the 'problem' an 
urgent feel. The rise of danger is an important framing device writers use in a moral panic:

“Higher stress levels tied to TV bingewatching UT study cites risk to health.  […] The study determined 
bingewatching is a public health concern” (144).
“Credit for igniting the spark matters little - millions of Americans are whiling away hours upon hours binge-
watching TV, and they are potentially putting their health at risk in the process […] As jarring as these 
statistics may seem, there is hope for change. The TV watching itself is not the biggest problem – it’s just 
one of the biggest contributing factors to a much larger problem: sitting. And, unlike sitting at your office 
desk, TV watching increases activities that further contribute to risk of disease, such as distracted eating and 
missed opportunities for physical activity. A 2014 meta analysis showed that sitting leads to an increased 
disease risk for the majority of the population, especially certain cancer” (184).

RISK SHAMING
Writers appeal to the sense of the duty to avoid risk when dissuading readers to binge watch. They 
assume that this value of risk avoidance is widespread:

“Binge-Watching Television Linked To Loneliness And Depression: Should You Get Off Your Couch? […] 
While having the history of film and television at your fingertips is undeniably tempting, here are just a few 
scary reasons why it might be time to reconsider that bingewatching habit” (132).
“Deep down, you had to know that watching TV for hours on end could not be healthy. And on Tuesday, 
research was presented proving that” (182).
“Couch potatoes prone to marathon Netflix sessions should press pause on House of Cards and tune in to a 
new study from University of Toledo researchers. A team found a link between bingewatching hours of 
television and higher levels of anxiety, depression, and stress” (144).
“Details offers a useful anatomy lesson on the physical effects of bingewatching, which I urge every 
American spud to consider before the next parachute drop of Orange Is the New Black arrives” (542)
“For some of us, there are few things that sound better than being able to cast aside all worries and plop 
down for a nonstop binge session with a new Netflix series or the always dependable TV marathon. But what
if this assumed slice of joy actually signified how lonely or depressed you are?” (9).
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Articles shame people who do not comply with the moderation ethic, nor with the minimization of 
risk. They are shamed in language of the medical rational discourse:

“What Your Brain Looks Like After A Netflix Binge. […] This is similar to any addictive behavior, Potter 
says. If you use something (alcohol, drugs, TV) to help you block out problems, you almost always feel 
worse later” (459).
“While curling up under a blanket with a bowl of popcorn and your favorite TV series may sound like the 
best way to unwind after a long day, science now suggests you could pay for your bingefests later in life in 
the form of decreased mental capacity” (56).

“Here’s how binge-watching is turning you into a sleepless blob-person. Details would like to remind readers
that television binge-watching is nothing more than a form of pleasurable, slow suicide. Here are a few of the
ways in which excessive TV viewing is turning people into fleshy silly putty with heart arrhythmia: You 
sleep like shit. Blue light from devices like laptops, televisions, tablets, and phones have been shown to 
inhibit melatonin production and disturb sleep cycles. For every two hours of TV you watch, you are 23 
percent more likely to become obese and 14 percent more likely to develop diabetes than those who watch 
less. But that’s okay, because every hour of TV you watch after age 25 reduces your life expectancy by 22 
minutes - which really just highlights the importance of binge-watching in those formative young adult 
years. Earlier research indicated that binge-watching for three hours per day could make you twice as likely 
to die an early death than those who just watch an hour of TV per day” (90).

“Five recent health studies that looked at the effects of sitting and standing came to the chilling conclusion 
that sitting for just two hours cuts your life expectancy by a couple of years. (Two hours wouldn't even be 
defined as binge watching.) Sitting too much has been linked to high cholesterol, obesity, diabetes, even 
cancer. Tell me again why it's cool to watch so much Breaking Bad in one sitting?” (67).

Writers shame viewers by explicit value judgments, by showing results of their behavior and by 
negative stereotyping. The following stereotypes are in the articles: The addict stereotype is 
pervasive and writers depict him/her as someone who does not take care of his or her health, and 
whose health suffers from the addiction. Writers also use the recluse stereotype; someone who is 
afraid of social interaction, possibly depressed and who stays home consuming a lot of media 
(whether games, books or tv). Staying at home a lot is linked to not being fit, increased health risk 
and pale skin, as well as bad psychological health. The student stereotype consists of someone with 
a lot of time and freedom both during the day and at night, who has few pressing responsibilities 
and an interest in popular culture. The student is linked to irresponsible behavior and a careless 
attitude towards health, which results in an unhealthy lifestyle. Articles also contain the couch 
potato stereotype often: on the couch with snacks, not seeing the sun. This stereotype comes from 
earlier Conversations about the effect of TV on people and their behavior, relationships and health. 
Describing someone as a potato sitting on a couch is describing them as fat, with an unfit body and 
a passive attitude. Other associations are glazed eyes, passive easy entertainment and snacking a lot.
Writers do not only describe these stereotypes and their stereotypical unhealthy bodies but also 
shown in pictures accompanying the articles, as shown in image 17 below.

The extensive use of stereotypes results in the emergence of the binge watcher as a negative 
stereotype in itself. Articles in this theme discourage binge watching by showing the reader their 
interpretation of what kind of person it makes you. All these stereotypes have connotations of 
behaving irrationally, taking unwarranted risk with your body.  The stereotypes of the addict, 
student, couch potato, the recluse and now the binge watcher typically do not have sufficient self-
control which results in risking their health through excessive behavior. This is a source of anxiety 
in the American corpus. The stereotypes and the images show how abnormal or excessive 
consumption destroys the self, as conceptualized by Lyng (2009). 
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Image 17: Stereotypical binge watcher, pictures from the US corpus.

DECREASING RISK; A SOLUTION?
The articles that offer advice are closely connected with the worry about the risk of BW. The writers
advice readers to either stop binge watching, binge watch moderately, or take specific measures to 
make binging less unhealthy:

“Avoid the negative effects of too much TV by kicking the bingewatching habit” (145).
“Binge Watching Safety Tips. It’s important that you keep in mind health and hygiene when watching your 
favorite TV shows. Becoming one with your bed and never emerging from your room isn’t necessarily the 
healthiest option. These steps will help make sure that your sanity stays intact” (624) 

These measures are targeted to everything that they have stated make binge watching unhealthy. 
Articles advice measures to keep your eyes fresh such as glasses that filter blue light, changing the 
light settings on you laptop or watching during the day. They also advice having healthy snacks on 
hand to prevent going for unhealthy things. The advice writers give most often is to make sure you 
do not sit still for to long. Writers suggest watching on your treadmill or indoor-bike, standing up 
and/or doing exercises every half hour, and some have even provided a workout plan for specific 
shows:
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Image 18: Binge watching workout collected from my US corpus.

“For the same reasons we're wired to binge-watch TV, our brains also crave a good workout session — 
marrying the two might prove the less killer combination” (82).
“We recommend exercising WHILE watching TV. It's the best of both worlds! Right, science? Right” (48).
“3 Ways to Stay Healthier While Watching TV. Those House of Cards marathons might be doing more harm 
than you thought. Minimize the damage with these tips” (524).
“Since we don’t recommend gluing yourself to your couch and rendering yourself friendless for say, the 2.2 
days it will take to watch Mad Men, we’re showing you how to watch responsibly. So go forth. Your couch is
calling” (25).
“5 Ways to Make Binge Watching Less Terrible for You” (202).
“Your brain will undoubtedly thank you for the one benefit of binge watching – not having to wait in 
suspense to see what happens next. But your body might not be so forgiving” (202)

One example of a whole article focusing on advice:
“It’s time for season three of Orange Is the New Black on Netflix, so we know where most of you will be 
this weekend. If you must get your OITNB dose in one mammoth session on your couch, here’s some advice
on how to break it up so at least some of health harms from all that sitting - the perils of which cannot be 
overstated - don’t come back to haunt you.
Get up halfway through each episode. The latest data shows that getting up every 30 minutes (whether 
you’re binge watching or at your desk at work) can keep your metabolism from flagging and your heart 
muscle from getting too relaxed. You don’t have to run a mile but getting up and walking upstairs or 
downstairs can get your circulation going.

Go easy on the snacks. Just keep enough around you to keep you sated through the next half hour - 
because, per above, you’ll be getting up anyway. But don’t eat nonstop, either. Have episode on, episode off 
rules for eating. Don’t eat just chips and pizza and beer. If it’s impossible to avoid the bingewatching staples,
at least mix in a few fruits and nuts - which just got another thumbs up from a health perspective, or these 
veggies that are even healthier than kale. That will keep your taste buds occupied too and you won’t get 
bored eating the same thing for hours. And in case you are so inclined to snack on fries, read this: Should I 
Eat French Fries?

Drink water. Side benefit - it will make you want to go to the bathroom more often, and that will force 
you to get up (see above). Skip soda, juice and even seemingly healthy beverages like coconut water and just
grab yours from the tap. You, like most American kids, probably aren’t drinking enough of the stuff anyway.
Do something physical for 1 minute whenever your favorite character comes on. Think of it like a drinking 
game, but with exercise. Use each appearance of your favorite prisoner to do a minute of jumping jacks. Or 
squats. Or lunges. Anything, in other words, that gets you off your butt and moving. Recent research shows 
that micro-workouts as short as 1 minute make a big difference when you add it all up” (202).

By showing how the risks to health can be minimized articles frame Binge Watching as an 
acceptable and not very unhealthy hobby when practiced responsibly. As long as there are control 
mechanisms in place and the consumer can use self-control and tools to manage the health risks BW
is acceptable. 
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LIFE IS RISKY
A percentage of writers discredit the medical-rational framing through parody or ridicule. They use 
language of psychologists and physicians to paint a caricature of the binge watcher that obviously 
does not correspond to reality. They take the use of language of other unhealthy binge practices like 
drugs and eating to the extreme, so that the descriptions of binge watching read like comedy 
sketches and take on an unreal or nonsensical quality. These writers also trivialize the unhealthy 
argument by contrasting BW to other accepted, and supposedly healthy, behavior and showing that 
binge watching is just as safe or safer. For example a few stories present binge watching as healthier
than going to the beach and sunbathing because it does not carry the risk of skin cancer. Thus 
showing that everything people do is, or can be, unhealthy:

“And 59% of survey respondents agreed with the statement, “I am spending less time in the sun because I 
can stream shows/series.” Could the rise of binge watching lead to lower rates of skin cancer?” (501).
“Are there negatives of binge watching television? Yes, there are risks associated with spending too much 
time doing any single activity” (78).

Humor discredits the medical-rational discourse and frames the imperative to avoid risk as 
impossible and nonsensical. These stories also call attention to the mechanisms that problematize 
certain activities while others are ignored:

“Binge-watching will also kill you, say stupid scientists who won’t let you have anything. As part of the 
ongoing study of the many ways living will kill you, scientists in Pamplona, Spain - where people run in 
front of stampeding bulls for fun - have sounded the alarm on the deadly dangers of watching television. The
news comes hot on the heels of TiVo’s survey showing that 91 percent of its respondents binge-watch shows,
100 percent of whom will be dead momentarily. This according to researchers at the University of Navarra 
and the Journal of the American Heart Association, which reports that people who watch TV for more than 
three hours a day = barely covering one satisfying session of Orange Is The New Black - are twice as likely 
to die an early death than those who watch just one hour of TV a day. While not specifically mentioned in the
report, those who watch four or more hours of TV a day are presumably already dead and you’re reading this
in heaven” (61).

Furthermore authors point out that they had never thought of BW as unhealthy or anything but a 
harmless hobby, until the framing of BW as an addiction and unhealthy practice became prevalent 
in the media. This is interesting as in a sense the writers critique the American media for creating a 
problem where there was none before.

RESISTANCE THROUGH RISK
In a lot of descriptions of personal binge sessions, binge watchers revel in unhealthiness and present
this as the main attraction of the activity:

“I love binge-watching television. I don't know why the term "binge-watching" has such a negative 
connotation. It's like 'binge-drinking.' It's totally fine so don't ruin my good time, thankyouverymuch. I 
binge-watch for a variety of reasons, but, let's face it, it's really because I don't want to know any spoilers and
I want an excuse to spend endless hours eating horrific takeout. If, by the time you've finished a new series, 
someone isn't using the Jaws of Life to get you out of your apartment, well, then, you're doing it wrong. Plus,
there’s the undeniably fun appropriation of the word 'binge'” (164).

Viewer-writers describe eating snack food or take-out, lolling on the couch all day, not going 
outside, not going to sleep at night, watching till your eyes hurt or you fall asleep, as luxuries. 
Viewers boast about how unhealthy what they are doing is and give minute descriptions of their 
unhealthy behavior and how bad they feel afterward:
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“'You hear that people are slightly embarrassed to spend four or five hours watching TV, that there’s 
something reckless or indulgent or ill advised about it,' McCracken says. 'That was the origin of the research 
project: to find out if ‘binge’ is the right metaphor, and if not then what is.' As it turns out, the entire 
connotation of 'binge' - a word tinged with the shame of eating an entire roll of cookie dough - has changed 
into something prideful and brag-worthy” (88).
“EXCUSE ME. HELLO. POINT OF ORDER. SEXISM ALERT. I am pretty sure that I am just as proficient 
in derailing my healthy intentions with boozing and binge-watching as any man. I'm sick and tired of men 
getting all the credit around here. Don't gloss over our talents! Obviously all those goddamn bourbon ads are 
doing their hideous work. Just watch me while I finish this bottle of Andre and crush nine straight hours of 
Mad Men” (578).
“The Atrophy and the Ecstasy. When binge-watching turns to binge-bragging” (542).

This logic is based on the ideology of abandon and luxury of excess mentioned by Lyng and 
Bataille. Binge watching as an activity is sometimes framed as a feat of endurance, closer to edge-
work and the idea of risking some unhealthy behavior to achieve the ideal experience of release: 
“Sophomore season allowed dedicated fans to park their keisters on the couch and watch until they 
ran out of episodes or their eyeballs dried out, whichever came first” (355).

Viewer-writers and interviewees say that you must be healthy enough or tough enough to do
without sleep for example, have good eyesight, no eyestrain and make do with little food and toilet 
breaks. Here is an example of treating BW as edge-work that has to be reflexive and an experiment 
to reach the desired goal, and has to carry the risk of feeling bad afterward. This 'haha look at the 
bad/stupid thing I am doing, aren't I bad ass' logic is an indirect boast and a way to resist the 
ideology of moderation and self-control. It is resistance through indulgence and excess.

“And while the study is just the latest in a series of reminders that a sedentary lifestyle will kill you—and if 
you’re just gonna sit there, you might as well do it an open grave—it also specifically called out television as
the most deadly of all sitting-related activities. While driving a car and doing stuff on your computer creates 
the most minor of aerobic exercise, even just staring off into space is apparently better for you than TV, as 
related studies have concluded that “watching television lowers the metabolism more than even sitting and 
doing nothing.” (Of course, staring into space is often better than watching TV, depending on what show 
you’re talking about. True Blood, for example.) On the bright side, this study follows a similar one from 
2011 that said two hours of TV a day is likely to kill you prematurely. So, you just got an extra hour! Maybe 
see what’s on television” (61).

So all other framing has been in accordance with the cultural logic of avoiding risking your health 
as a virtue. But a subcultural logic of unhealthy behavior as resistance to societal norms gives an 
unexpected twist to the link between binge watching and health risk. Some articles argue in line 
with the resistance idea that BW is legitimate escapism despite being unhealthy, countering the 
dominant cultural logic that people should avoid risking their health and be responsible towards 
their bodies. The idea in these articles is that the loosening of societal norms and being flexible with
self-control during BW is what makes BW effective escapism and release: “Binge Watching Shows 
like 'OITNB' Is Proven to Be Deadly But Here Are 9 Ways It Improves Your Life” (428).

SUMMARY US RESULTS ON RISK
In line with Lyng (2004) US articles pathologize the ‘irrational and excessive BW’  based on health 
risks. The use of medical-rational discourse is prevalent and the ideology of moderation and 
avoiding risk is dominant. Writers do not hesitate to give authoritative advice on minimizing risk, 
and ascribe the wish of minimizing health risks to their readers. Taking risks with your health is 
shamed through stereotyping and moral judgement. BW is dramatized through risk, talk of 
intensification, and by linking it to other subjects of medical-rational anxiety like passivity and 
obesity. This framing of Binge Watching has many aspects of a moral panic in the media. However 
here is a secondary framing that ascribes to the ideology of letting go. Writers frame consuming 
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risk, by being enjoying being unhealthy, as a method for decontrolling and escaping rationality. This
framing is less widespread. 

§ 7.2. Dutch results

UNCONCERNED ABOUT RISK
Binge watching is presented as a sign of depression, as well as a cause. The research by Yuun Chi 
Hun is presented and the same language and same quotes are used to frame binge watching as 
unhealthy and increasing risk of depression and illness. The research is presented as news, and the 
conclusions as facts, in a neutral tone. These news articles are practically identical in structure and 
content, and even the columns and blogs that refer to the study use the same terms and quotes. 
Sentences that recur are “Binge watching niet zo onschuldig als gedacht […] Binge watchen 
veroorzaakt eenzaamheid en depressie” (3). Recurring quotes are “Veel mensen zien binge watchen 
als een ongevaarlijke verslaving maar dat is niet zo”. (10) and 'De sociale gevolgen van binge 
watchen moeten niet worden onderschat, binge watchen kan bijdragen aan […] slechte gezondheid”
(54). The articles contain definitions of what binge watching is, research or general statements to 
the effect that it is popular, and end with the results from the American study. The compilations read
like stock articles, or direct translation from an American media announcement. One article is a 
direct copy of a story appearing elsewhere in the corpus. 

The tone of the news articles is extremely unconcerned, which undermines the effectiveness 
of the statements framing binge watching as unhealthy. However, multiple articles with the 
unhealthy framing are published on websites concerned with public health, like the GGD and the 
Nationale zorggids. The presence on these websites give the statements some weight.

Several personal pieces like blogs and columns mention the study, but these either make fun 
of the story or put it into context. For example one blogger mentions that the research is as yet 
unpublished and the effects probably only observable in extreme cases. This frames the implication 
of the study as much less serious than the researchers quotes suggest. Only one blog, called: “Wat 
een avondje binge watching met je lijf doet” (5) connects BW with sitting too long. The writer 
describes the effects of sitting for a long time on the body like low metabolism, leg immobility and 
less blood flow, framing the binging body as passive and unhealthy. That the reduction of the binge 
watcher to a sitting body, and the negative effects of sitting are only used once in the entire Dutch 
corpus is significant as this framing tactic is very present in the American corpus. 

DE-DRAMATIZING RISK
A considerable amount of articles in the Dutch corpus use articles from my American corpus as a 
source, or use the same press release or stock news as the American articles. When the Dutch 
articles use American ones as a source the tone is less anxious and intense than in the original. The 
tone is decidedly neutral, the facts are reported and that is usually the end of it. That Dutch articles 
copy American articles and de-dramatize them, is a strong argument for the difference in cultural 
logics. When the same source material is used, like studies, the American articles dramatize the 
results by using impact-full language, over generalization, hyping, interpreting the results as 
problematic, including personal feelings about binge watching and the articles are much longer. 
Dutch articles generally only repeat the findings in a neutral tone. The findings are presented as true
usually, but not as very important. An interesting case is research by Netflix showing that the Dutch 
are hooked on a show earliest of all countries, which means that the Dutch start binge watching 
earliest in a season, abandon control with more ease. The Dutch article reporting this had a tone of 
mingled pride, humor and slight embarrassment. The embarrassment was effaced with the humor, 
and the pride was the sort of pride that comes with doing something stupid but considered cool. 
There was not trace of worry either in the tone or the words. A statement was “Jep, wij zijn de 
koning van het binge watchen” (76). This is a good example of the use of humor in Dutch framing 
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to manage possibly problematic topic, and the normalization of a possible problem that could easily 
have been dramatized and been part of moral panic, as a continuation of previous moral panic about
television and other media.

WORTH THE RISK
Overall, the side effects of binge watching are presented as a natural part of the experience: “Iets na 
tienen. Je zet een aflevering van House of Cards op. Wat is die Spacey goed, hè? Een klein uur later 
is de aflevering afgelopen, en Netflix zet gelijk de volgende aflevering op. Vooruit, waarom ook 
niet? Zo laat is het nog niet en je kunt toch niet slapen door die cliffhanger op het einde. Zo gaat dat
een paar afleveringen door, totdat je opnieuw een blik werpt op de klok en je tot je schrik ziet dat 
het drie uur ’s nachts is” (9). 

The tone when the minor health issues are spoken of in columns and blogs is indulgent, 
sometimes bragging. The health issues are framed as everyday inconveniences that we all share, and
can bond over and laugh at. For example: “Elke ochtend ben je minimaal een half uur bezig om je 
donkere kringen te verbergen, want je ging zoals gewoonlijk weer eens veel te laat naar bed. Je had 
met jezelf afgesproken nog één aflevering te kijken en dan te gaan slapen. Maar voordat je het wist 
was je alweer vijf afleveringen verder.. oeps! Vanavond ga je echt op tijd naar bed” (21).

The metaphors used for television in the corpus, such as drugs, alcohol, cigarets, and snack-
food are things that are generally thought unhealthy but they are used in a 'hip' way. The addiction 
label for binge watching, and the addict label for binge watchers frame BW as unhealthy, as 
addiction is considered an illness in itself or as behavior leading to illness, as well as being as a sign
of mental problems. Because addiction language is mostly used as popular lingo or in a humorous 
tone, the label does not frame BW as a serious illness however, but as something you know is not 
good for you but too pleasant to give up. 

SMALL RISK
Binge watching is framed as passive behavior in some articles and passive behavior is linked to 
being unhealthy. Binge watchers are occasionally referred to as 'couch-potatoes' or 'bankhangers'. 
These stereotypes generally refer to people who spend to much time on the couch, are sedentary, 
have an inactive lifestyle, are slouched, look unhealthy, are eating/drinking something unhealthy, 
and are overweight. The connotations and images frame the binge watcher as someone who engages
in unhealthy behavior, has an unhealthy lifestyle or is unhealthy. One translation of binge watching 
is 'comakijken' and this term transfers some connotations of a coma, namely being extremely 
inactive, onto binge watching

But overall binge watching is framed as slightly unhealthy: “Toch denk ik dat het geen 
kwaad kan om het urenlang achterelkaar kijken van series meer te beperken, want gezond wil ik het 
nu ook weer niet noemen.” (9); “Samen even een rondje rennen is natuurlijk gezonder dan op de 
bank liggen en binge watchen” (121); “door al die mooie series doen we niks meer dan op de bank 
binge watchen” (147). There are also multiple occurences of the term 'onschuldige verslaving'. In 
personal accounts BW is often pointed out as the cause of minor health issue like sleep deprivation, 
'vierkante ogen', tiredness, eating badly, staying inside too much and slight over stimulation. 

A few writers give tips to minimize these effects like “Ga eens naar buiten. Dan geniet je 
daarna des te meer van je serie” (9) and some describe how they personally stopped binge viewing 
because of sleep deprivation. 

SUMMARY NL RESULTS ON RISK
Risk in the Dutch articles is most notable for its absence. When articles do discuss it, risk is framed 
as part of everyday life. Risk is normalized through acceptance, a neutral tone, no dramatizing of 
effects, and humor. 
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§ 7.3. Main difference in attitude towards risk

The theme of risk is much less pervasive in Dutch Conversation. Binge watching in America is 
often linked to groups of vulnerable people. People with low self control are grouped and classified 
as potential victims of the industry VOD, as well as people with depression or anxiety issues. Binge
watching can be framed as behavior by people with these psychological problems. Binge watching 
is also described as a symptom of psych illness and, most importantly as a cause for them. This 
even though un-generalizable unpublished research only found correlation, not causation. This 
research is taken very seriously in the American articles and used to argue avoiding binge watching.

In the Dutch corpus a few articles report it as fact, without taking a stance which does 
presents them as natural. But most 'nemen het met een korreltje zout', one literally advices this to 
readers. In one article a writer admits that he can imagine there is something in the correlation, but 
that is extremely conservative language compared to the conclusions drawn by American articles. 

Binge watching is brought within the medical-rational discourse by the connection to excess
and risk. Within this framework it is a moral imperative to avoid risky behavior. Within this 
framework binging is sketched as voluntarily taking risk with your health. In the American articles 
binging is judged very harshly and treated as dangerous. 

This judgment does not happen so much or harshly in the Dutch Conversation and I think 
this is because consuming risk is not considered as dangerous to the individual or the social body, 
being part of the informalization society and because expressing moral judgment with such 
authority is not 'done' in informalized society. Experts are equal to their audience and cannot 
proscribe behavior, only negotiate about what is best. One example of this is a teenager who argues 
that his binging is not a problem or addiction but a hobby because his parents understand the appeal,
his friends also engage in the behavior and he discusses good shows and getting caught up with 
both  family and friends. Essentially he argues that he decided binge watching can be his legitimate 
hobby through negotiation with the people he is close to. 

This distaste for authority is why Dutch articles only express mild opinions on 'to binge or 
not to binge', often only saying that binging is not right fir them personally, leaving it open whether 
it is pleasant or ok for others. They also often acknowledge both its good and bad sides. When 
expert opinions are presented they are quoted or paraphrased and not embellished or used in overt 
framing. 

In the US corpus studies and expert opinions are often taken out of context, generalized and 
creatively misinterpreted, and dramatized by using language associated with moral panic, like 
“Binge watching causes early death” etc. The use of moral panic language about not moving or 
thinking enough, or becoming obese, in short about passive behavior and the risks thereof, which is 
dominant in the US in binge watching articles, is not seen in the Dutch articles.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion

In writing this thesis my aim has been to discover what problems of living together in groups people
are trying to solve through talking about binge watching, and how they are solving them. Writers 
have produced a considerable number of articles about binge watching. I believe the subject 
resonates because people are unsure what to do and think about the phenomenon, and are anxious 
for an answer. I wanted to know how both the problems, process of solving, as well as the solutions 
are dependent on cultural logic. What is Binge Watching about? What does it show us about cultural
logic? To find out more I set out to answer the question: How is binge watching socially constructed
through media Conversation on the basis of assumptions made by writers about excess, control, 
escapism and risk; and how are these assumptions grounded in cultural logic? 

In the US problems of living together in groups are wrapped up in the cultural view of the self. The 
serious discussion of binge watching as addiction and binge pathology, and the description of 
struggles with self-control, show that the self is conceptualized as a battle between urges and self-
control. The anxiety writers express about loss of control while viewing TV, as well as the 
assumption that this loss will happen, make it clear that urges within the self are feared and 
demonized, while self-control is not depended on. This view of the self correspond with the view of
the self among Americans described by Amy Schalet (2000). It strengthens her conclusion that 
informalization in the US has not progressed as far as suggested by Wouters (2011), as flexibility 
about decontrolling is mostly absent. The assumption about the self problematize binge watching as
losing to the urge to continue viewing without having the control to stop. This conclusion about 
absence of flexibility about informal and decontrolled behavior is corroborated by the fact that 
framing of binge watching as a personal choice or freedom is not dominant in the articles. While 
losing control is in itself seen as a problem and a transgression, it also gives rise to other problems 
of living together in groups in a changing consumption society.

Writers put binge watching in the context of Video on Demand, which in turn is described as
an unlimited supply of media content that consumers have complete access to, everywhere at any 
time. While advertisers frame this as increasing control for the consumer, assumptions about self-
control make this ‘control’  over consumptions problematic.  The cultural logic of a continuous 
struggle between urges and self-control means writers assume that increased access to consumption 
will continually tempt people to give in to urges; as well as making it easier to give in to them by 
the convenience of the supply system. Consequently the consumption via VOD is problematized as 
writers assume that this development will cause excess consumption, which is how they frame 
binge watching. That the new supply is constructed as a problem is corroborated by the efforts of 
writers to establish a line between normal and excessive consumption of watching via VOD. Some 
writers use binge watching as an example of excessive behavior, while others argue that binge 
watching as defined by 2-3 episodes is normal, while ‘real’ or ‘ hyper’ binge watching is excessive. 
The effort writers put into drawing the line and arguing their point of view shows that it is important
for writers and readers to know what measure of decontrol in consumption is acceptable (not 
excessive), and that people try to establish a norm to remove anxiety. This strengthens the argument
of Stearns (2007) that informalization creates tension with the civilizing process, as informalization 
makes people unsure about what norms for behavior are because of their flexible and contextual 
nature. Writers are extremely unsure about the acceptability of binge watching, and try to determine
whether, and when, it is or is not acceptable. 

Both excess and loss of control play a part in the third problem of living together in groups 
that writers try to solve through evaluating binge watching: people escaping from values of 
moderation, production and rationality through letting go of control and indulging in excess. This is 
problematic because of the existence of a double ideology of ‘moderation’ and ‘letting go and 
indulging in excess’ in the US. Binge watching is a good subject to evaluate this double ideology, 
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because it is arguably an example of ‘letting go and indulging in excess.’ Binge watching is 
connected to a trend of increase of ‘binge consuming’ and a possible shift from consumption to 
hyper-consumption society. The increase in people binge watching and feeling positive about binge 
watching could be a sign of the rise of acceptance of the ideology of letting go and excess. 

These circumstances create a problem: people are confused about how to combine these 
conflicting ideologies, especially now one ideology seems to become more acceptable, and try to 
work towards a solution through constructing norms about binge watching. Writers work to solve 
the double standard by either making one of the ideologies seem the only right one, or by 
attempting to combine both. The ideology of moderation is dominant in the US.  Binge watching is 
written of as an escape from the pressure of everyday life by entering an imaginary world. This is 
controlled decontrolling. But writers are afraid that binge watching is no longer controlled 
decontrolling and has become complete decontrolling. A majority of writers assume decontrolling to
be morally reprehensible; they frame it as immoderate and irresponsible, causing risk to health, 
personal routine, social order and production. Complete and excessive decontrolling is assumed to 
be pathological, with writers using vocabulary and logic from the medical rational discourse to 
frame it as an illness. 

The ideology of letting go also informs articles, though it is secondary to the ideology of 
moderation. In anecdotes of binge watching the excess viewing is framed as allowing for a more 
complete escape from everyday life through lengthy immersion in another world, a form of 
controlled decontrolling. These experiences are framed as necessary stress-relieve and defensible. 
The associated health risk, risk of blurring and risk of losing complete control are written of as 
increasing the enjoyment. Writers talk of being unproductive and irresponsible as a relief. Here 
articles show the ideology of letting go, and writers assume binge watching to be an acceptable 
escape from rationality and productivity through excess consumption. Within this rhetoric there 
remain components of the ideology of moderation, as writers assume their escapism needs 
defending and that the need to relieve stress to cope with production values is an acceptable 
defense. A substantial number of articles contain a combination of both ideologies. Indeed a central 
concern of writers is to combine the two ideologies in the context of binge watching. This leads to 
the creation of the value of ‘excessive viewing in moderation’, and ‘letting go of self control, or 
decontrolling, through escapism within safe confines.’ How to moderate one’s excess and to escape 
rationality using rational control measures are questions writers try to answer for binge viewing. 
The norm created is that viewers should let go of control while viewing without letting the 
consumption colonize their lives. They should put mechanisms in place themselves, that will act as 
external constraints while viewing. Thus eliminating the need for exercising self-control during 
their escape. The solution the Conversation constructs is that people are responsible for creating 
their own enclave with rules and external enforcement measures within which semi-complete 
decontrolling is possible. Thus allowing both release of stress-tension, excessive consumption, 
letting go and escape from rationality, while preventing loss of self, destruction of routine and 
colonization of life by consumption. This is the logic behind elaborately discussing the best way to 
enjoy a binge watch, how to stop it from becoming unpleasant, how to combine it with 
responsibilities, how to stop it from becoming an addiction, and how to counter health and 
psychological risks. Writers describe their own experiences and point out what they did right and 
where they went wrong. They give tips on when to watch to prevent not fulfilling responsibilities. 
Articles abound about how to prepare for a binge ensuring safe but complete immersion. These 
advise to close the blinds, turning of your phone, putting enough food and drink near you and to 
take a walk, pee and shower beforehand to eliminate distraction, as well as turning on autoplay and 
turning of pause play. These same articles also advise informing friends that you are unavailable, or 
watching with friends to have social control, planning the length of the escape by calculating length 
of a show, providing yourself with healthy snacks and making a list of compulsory exercises. 
Picking the show to suit the mood and level of relaxation and excitement you want to reach is also 
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considered important, as well as watching shows that either suit you perfectly or that provide social 
capital. A considerable amount of articles are tools themselves: list of length of shows, exercise 
schematics (general or per show), recipes for healthy snack food, guides to navigate a show in a 
little time as possible with maximum enjoyment, list of the negative effects on health and solutions 
per item to ensure safe bingeing. The problem of people experiencing anxiety about self-control, 
their need for prolonged escape, and the inner conflict between two ideologies concerning 
consumption in a society marked by new possibilities of (amount of) consumption, is solved by 
personalizing external control and implementing control mechanisms individually. 

I find that the difference in cultural logic between the US and The Netherlands influences how and 
to what extent Binge Watching is constructed as a problem that has to be solved. US articles 
problematize binge watching through their conception of the self, excess and risk; and dramatize 
binge watching using extreme language and authoritative moral judgement and advice. The Dutch 
articles do not have a dramatic tone, and normalize instead of problematize binge watching. The 
difference between the American and Dutch Conversation is not in how they come to a solution for 
the problem of living with binge watching, or what the solution is; it is in the construction of the 
problem. Dutch cultural logic prevents the creation of a problem, by solving tensions and possible 
difficulties about binge watching before the behavior is problematized. I believe the subject of 
binge watching resonates more in the US than in The Netherlands. This conclusion is based on the 
extreme difference in tone between the corpi. The American articles are dramatic, anxious, 
emphatic, authoritative and serious; whether they champion, condemn or negotiate binge watching. 
The Dutch articles are neutral or humorous in tone. Writers communicate norms through 
presumptions of behavior and trust in self-control as well as trust in individual informal behavior, 
instead of through authority as American writers do. The difference in subject matter supports my 
conclusion that Binge Watching is problematized in the US but not in The Netherlands. A relatively 
large percentage of American articles have binge watching as its subject, while Dutch articles rarely
have. Dutch articles are more likely to mention binge watching in passing without focussing on it. It
is less a subject of Conversation. When it is the focus of an article this article is not likely to be 
normative or dramatic, showing there is little anxiety about ‘solving’  Binge Watching. 

In the Dutch corpus it is implicitly assumed that the decontrolling of emotions is indeed 
controlled within the self, and not dangerous to the individual or to others. The absence of 
authoritative tone, the presence of socialization through communication, and the acceptance of 
controlled decontrolling confirm the theory by Schalet (2000), that informalization is part of the 
dominant Dutch cultural repertoire: expectation of high levels of self-control of others, a unified 
conception of the self, flexibility in control, and management of emotions through negotiation.

 The Dutch binge conversation shows this view of the self influences the reaction to 
increases in consumption and consumption possibilities. The confidence in self-control, the 
flexibility in how much to let go per context and the freedom to personalized decontrolling is 
logically connected to the absence of a need to draw a firm standardized line between normal and 
excessive behavior. And the tendency to normalize possible problematic subjects prevents the 
dramatization of risk to health by using humor, relativizing and neutrality when discussing the 
subject.

The personal stories of pleasure when binge watching, the idea of pleasure as a suitable 
reason to engage in behavior, and confidence that the consumption will not colonize everyday life 
show a profoundly different cultural logic where consumption is concerned. The ideologies of 
moderation and letting go/excess are less in conflict. Letting go and excess through escapism is 
accepted as pleasurable and a worthwhile experience an sich, as conceptualized by Bataille. At the 
same time it is not viewed as a danger to routine or production, ascribing to letting go is not seen as 
a threat to the ideology of moderation and rationality. The two ideologies are contextually used. As 
Bataille (in Lyng, 2009) envisions there is through abandon in escapism a possibility to escape 
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rationality in a socially accepted way, because of dependency on restraint when necessary. I believe 
the Dutch cultural logic prevents anxiety on the subjects of increasing possibilities of media 
consumption, increasing acceptance of the consumption ethic and increasing ideology of abandon.
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Chapter 9. Discussion

The insight of Goudsblom (1974) that sociology studies how people together solve problems that 
originate from their interdependence, has opened my eyes to the idea that people are trying to solve 
a problem through writing about binge watching. This insight has made it possible for me to study 
the niche subject of binge watching, and add to meso and macro sociological theory.

This study's data provided a unique perspective on controlled decontrolling. The American 
data described a mechanism of individuals creating personalized boundaries within which it one can
decontrol their self safely. Elias and Dunning (1986) envisioned enclaves where rules were uniform 
for everyone and where they were enforced by the community. Wouters (2011) conceptualized 
controlled decontrolling as functioning through sufficiently strong self-control to allow flexibility, 
personal and contextual. Neither encompasses the mechanism that is proposed, prescribed and 
described for binge watching in the American articles. I believe this alternative mechanism of 
controlled decontrolling to be a recent adaptation of the older mechanism of external control by 
community; individualized and personalized to conform to new standards of personal choice, 
freedom and technology in post-modern consumption society.

My findings on differences in Dutch and American cultural logic conform to the findings of 
Amy Schalet (2000), who studied discourse of teenage sexuality among parents. Like her I found 
conceptualization of the self as a battle between urges and self-control and anxiety about losing 
self-control in the American corpus; while I found trust in self-control and flexibility in letting go of
self-control in the Dutch corpus. Dutch writers normalized BW, as Dutch parents normalized 
sexuality, while American writers and parents dramatized BW/sexuality respectively. While the 
Dutch writers/parents socialized readers/children through assumption of shared values and open 
communication, American writers/parents communicated norms in a tone of authority. When the 
results of two such disparate research projects as a discourse analysis of online articles about binge 
watching and a discourse analysis of teenage sexuality among parents overlap on these point to such
a remarkable degree, this makes the conclusion of a difference in informalization on the level of 
national cultural logic plausible.

I have attempted to use edgework as conceptualized by Lyng (2004) to interpret controlled 
decontrolling. The aspect of skillful practice and the careful planning of controlled decontrolling of 
edgework is similar to personally imposing external control mechanics. However in the end 
edgework is closer to controlled decontrolling in the sense Wouters (2011) uses it. Even so, 
edgework cannot be equated to controlled decontrolling, and because of this the concept of 
edgework did not prove to be a good instrument for my analysis. The conceptualization of the two 
ideologies of modern consumption did however prove very productive. As for conceptualizing 
binge watching as edgework, using the concept of ‘unproductive expenditure’ by Bataille (in Lyng, 
2004) would have been more effective. Edgework revolves around controlling emotions of fear, 
excitement and anxiety during the activity, the thrill is in keeping or regaining control in the face of 
risk.  Edgework is a way to experience heightened feelings of self-control when one successfully 
masters to self to navigate risky circumstances. It is a way to search for excitement through an 
acceptance of intense excitement while having faith in keeping control over the self, which is in line
with flexible controlled decontrolling. However the edges that are explored in edgework are indeed 
at the very edge of society; life/death, sanity/insanity and consciousness/unconsciousness. This is 
different from both informalized decontrolling as from the alternative controlled decontrolling I 
conceptualize. 

I believe putting personal external control mechanisms in place is an everyday common 
practice, applied to television viewing as well as other activities. Because the American articles 
class binge watching beside other behavior such as binge eating, binge drinking, binge reading, 
binge listening, gaming and media, I expect the mechanism to be the same for this type of 
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consumption. It is worth investigating if personalized individual boundary placing is a common 
consumption mechanism in America. I imagine practices like: buying only healthy food to prevent 
snacking, putting a limit on credit-cards to prevent impulse shopping, avoiding certain shops, 
consulting a doctor about use of sleep aids, asking a partner to remonstrate smoking or drinking 
habit, inventing the rule that one only ‘smokes at parties’, putting a social media blocker on the 
computer and much more to fall into this category. I think the mechanisms of personalizing external
control measures concerning decontrolled consumption can be generalized to other areas of study, 
and that using this concept can give a fresh perspective on consumption and leisure in our post-
modern society. 

The mechanism is the outcome of path dependent, American cultural logic concerning the 
self and as such will not be directly generalizable to other countries or time periods. But I think it 
will be worthwhile to look through this lens at binge practices in other countries, as perhaps the 
mechanism is present there in a milder or alternative form. 

Conceptualizing binge watching as the subject moral panic has not been productive. It was a logical
expectation as binge watching in news is written of as an addiction, linked to binge drinking and 
eating which are subjects of previous moral panic, and written of in terms of risk and excess. But it 
did not prove to be a good tool for the job of unearthing the construction of binge watching as there 
was a failure to launch a moral panic, and I doubt if there was even a robust framework to launch. 
The American corpus did show certain aspects of moral panic: the dramatization of risk that was a 
disproportionate representation of the actual research, and the dramatization of the increase of 
people binge watching while the definition of binge watching was moderate both point to a 
disproportionate reaction of the media to the actual events. The rather universal stress on the 
novelty of the way of viewing and on the sudden increase are also beginnings of moral panic. The 
sensational language writers used to describe binge watching as well. Writers presented people with
little self-control and depressed lonely people as a vulnerable group. And some writers expressly 
presented Binge Watching as a danger to production standards. 

However, although binge watching was problematized, it did not generate what Jenkins 
(2009) calls a self-feeding media frenzy. I believe the reason for this is that the majority of writers 
where unsure about the meaning of the behavior and thus failed to construct Binge Watching in 
sufficiently panicky terms, certainly not in a uniform and unopposed manner. The behavior is also 
very widespread, and presented by Netflix as a majority practice which prevents the othering of a 
deviant group and leaves an audience non-receptive to the presentation of deviance of behavior they
themselves take part in. Jenkins argues furthermore that moral panic resonates and is carried by the 
middle class. Something that I have not mentioned before are my findings on the high quality 
connotations of ‘binge-able shows’, framed as highly serialized shows as favored by the middle 
class. When combining this with the cost of technology to binge watch, descriptions of BW by 
middle class couples, families and university students, and the rhetoric of binge watching as a new 
more active and intelligent way to watch television, I suspect binge watching is a middle-class 
practice. This means moral panic about binge watching does not resonate among the middle class. 
Although I have not used Moral panic theory in my analysis my results confirm the theory of Henry
Jenkins (2009) on why some social issues do not developed into a moral panic.

The media landscape of the US differs significantly from that in The Netherlands, and although I 
have attempted to take this into account I feel I should have done a more extensive and minute 
study of literature on both media landscapes and compared their similarities and differences in field 
logic to test the differences in framing against, so as to be sure it is the cultural logic that is behind 
the difference in framing and not the field logic. I have made the connection between framing Bing 
Watching and cultural logic plausible by theory and argument, but I think I should have made an 
attempt to falsify my theory by taking media logic into account. Another measure I regret not taking
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is cataloging how each article is funded: whether by subscription, an independent news source, for 
free, or by commercials and subsequently the amount of clicks. I have categorized the articles on 
affiliation with non electronic media versus exclusively online presence, and made the assumption 
that the online only articles are more likely paid for by clicks. Then I checked if the article 
percentages between countries per category differed, which they did not enough to warrant 
investigation, and to check if online only articles were more dramatic to generate more clicks, to 
control for this commercial factor. This was not the case. Still I would have liked to ascertain the 
method of payment the writers and websites received to control more thoroughly for commercial 
motives. 

On the point of conscious manipulation of the debate I am also concerned about the 
commercial-political factor of the interests of the organizations taking part in the Conversation. All 
major VOD providers, but especially Netflix, were dominant in the conversation. These 
organizations ordered studies that were used, employed experts that were quoted, and that published
press releases. On the anti-binge front broadcast companies made public statements, financed 
experts and incorporated statements about binge watching in press releases about completely 
unrelated subjects. They also try to influence the conversation. To account for political motives it 
would have been expedient to do a discourse analysis on the level of organizations and analyze 
framing in view of interests of the party making the statements. However this would have prevented
me analyzing Binge Watching as a public conversation between people that were trying to solve a 
problem of living together in groups and deprived me of the freedom to take all articles about binge 
watching into account and giving them equal share in the analysis. A discourse analysis on the level 
of organizations would be a good next step in Binge Watching research.

As I expected the difference in corpus size between the American (705) and the Dutch (189) 
corpi influenced my analysis considerably. I was able to do the variety in the Dutch corpus justice 
and analyze the text in detail, while with the American articles I focussed on the major framings and
ignored subtleties and minor differences in order to keep the analysis manageable and produce a 
coherent image of the American corpus. However my failure to catalogue and interpret all framings 
in the American corpus might have led to unjust assumptions on the coherence of the Conversation 
and simplified the conflict between ideologies. I am afraid this was unavoidable due to time 
constraints. Solutions such as taking a sample of American articles would have led to problems of 
sampling, representation, and might have led to not getting an overview of the general direction of 
the Conversation.

Writers of both American and Dutch articles were remarkably reflexive on their positioning 
of Binge Watching in the cultural field, the meaning of language and the broader implications of 
their speech. They were knowledgeable about different research disciplines and cultural context. 
The articles contained a large number of references to research and science. Writers also reflected 
extensively and in depth on the place of Binge Watching in the field of popular culture and fine art.  
The incorporation of scientific research, in particular sociological, cultural and anthropological 
research shows that writing in our field is not separated from our field of study.

The fact that the field of study, the news, is aware of scientific research in our field is 
certainly not a bad thing. On the contrary it makes our research more relevant to society. To solve 
problems of living together in groups people need knowledge. They are dependent on it. 
Recognizing how their opinions and behavior are influenced people can make more informed and 
reflexive choices. As Goudsblom (1974) argues the chances of improving solutions to living 
together in groups is greater when people have an overview of their interdependence, and sociology 
is ideally situated to provide this. This is certainly true in the case of binge consuming. Perks (2015)
found that media framing influences the perceptions of people of their self and their behavior. She 
found that the negative vocabulary of binge watching induces feelings of shame and guilt in binge 
consumers. And one writers in my corpus admits that before binge watching became discussed in 
the media, he enjoyed it as a hobby, while afterwards he felt shame, induced by the language of 
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binge watching that was “steeped in self-loathing”.  More knowledge on how Binging is framed and
on what basis, might lead to a different use of language, different practices or different self-
conception.

Our theories influence how the thing we are investigating is seen. This is the aim of some 
researchers like Lisa Perks (2015) who wants to change binge language into marathon language and
to generate more acceptance of binge behavior. Some researchers like anthropologist McGrant work
directly for Netflix, a company with interest in a positive valuation of binge watching and champion
positive discourse about binge watching. Being aware of this cross-contamination prevents 
discourse analyses from becoming warped by a bias in you field or in the literature you use. I 
should have been more reflexive on this point, but I only discovered the interdependence at the end 
of my research. 

Historically sociological papers about extensive television viewing are reception studies or 
uses and gratification studies that focus on how viewers themselves use and experience television. 
These have tended to focus on defending the practice and its practitioners against popular opinion 
and against medical and psychological studies that focus on the negative aspects of extensive 
watching. These papers have become part of the Conversation on excess television and ascribe to 
certain assumptions and valuations. As I described this is also true of the few academic works 
published on Binge Watching, like Media Marathoning by Lisa Perks (2015), that actively 
campaigns for a more positive language around excessive consumption and rejects the use of 
addiction and binge language. This is not a problem for her feminist research, but a bias is highly 
problematic when researching assumptions about Binge Watching through discourse analysis. The 
biased position of some of the literature may have influenced my analysis; if I have been led to 
expect and thus to find binge vocabulary negative and to connect this vocabulary to outdated norms.
I have done my utmost to avoid this mistake by being careful to look only at what the news articles 
said binge watching was, and not at what binge watching ‘really’ is. I have tried to avoid a defense 
or condemnation of the practice both in my language use and in my conscious communication 
because it was not my aim to do emancipatory research or evaluate the merits and deserts of binge 
watching. My thesis is meant to inform, not to convince. In remaining relatively value free I have 
been aided by my personal feelings on binge watching. As I have not, nor ever had, an opinion in 
favor of accepting or rejecting the practice in general, I have not been influenced by either 
defensiveness or anger about how the behavior was spoken of. 

A personal position that might have influenced my analysis is my Dutch nationality. This 
might have led me to be more objective towards the American corpus and more sensitive to cultural 
logic as I had the position of a stranger and this gives me a certain distance. I have done what I 
could to counter this bias, by first immersing myself in the American corpus and making myself 
familiar with their style of writing, assumptions and framing. This was successful to some degree as
I felt a deal of surprise when turning to the Dutch corpus about the lack of ‘flavor’ and serious 
interest in the subject in the articles. I felt I had to a certain extent successfully become a stranger 
towards Dutch cultural logic concerning binge watching, and become re-sensitivised to Dutch 
assumptions, instead of them appearing natural and right to me. I have also been continually 
reflexive about my own assumptions about binge watching, where they came from and how I had 
formed them, if they made me view binge watching as acceptable or not; to make use of them when 
I could, and prevent them from blinding me to aspects of framing and assumptions. My Dutch 
nationality has in some respects been a tool as I could read the articles in their own language and 
could recognize certain aspects of tone, writing, references and relate ways of dealing with certain 
aspects of binge watching to other Dutch practices.

The goal of this thesis was to study how binge watching is constructed in the Conversation, which I 
conceptualized as all talk and writing that is part of a major theme about which there is discussion 
in society at large. Ideally my study would include studying speech of members of the public, binge
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watchers as well as broadcast viewers, as their speech is a major part of the Conversation. However 
the Conversation in the media proved so rich in data, that to do it justice, I could not incorporate 
discourse analysis of people talking about the concept due to time-constraints.

Images are a large and important part of popular news articles and can be essential in 
communicating and passing on feeling. I regret not doing a visual discourse analysis on the images 
accompanying the articles. I made a cursory inventory of images and sorted them into categories. I 
used these categories as a map to navigate the texts. And a full overview of articles corresponded on
first glance with the conclusions I made on the basis of text. However I think it was an oversight to 
not do a thorough visual analysis. I think images are an important part of the Conversation, and 
should be conceptualized as speech acts in their own right. Analyzing them as part of the 
Conversation would give a more rounded result and deeper insight into what assumption are made 
and how assumptions are conveyed. 

This study has led to interest in several related research question about changing consumption 
society. Among which are: How do people deal with extreme increase in choice of products? Is 
there a trend towards inurement of excitement through media? And if so does this lead to search for 
more extreme excitement like Binge Watching? Are people becoming less capable of non-mediated 
decontrolling in a media saturated life? And (how) is Binge Watching a solution to problems of 
post-modern society?

As television was at one point in history framed as, and used as, a coping mechanism for the
problems of modernity, might it be that binging television is framed as, or used as, a coping 
mechanism for post-modernity, and its problems of uncertainty, identity through consumption but 
limited means, daily stressors of choice, an excess of supply, further fragmentation of society? On 
the topic of choice the corpus has examples of many ways to lessen the personal effort of choice, 
and reduce the supply in the form of guides, top tens, lists, reviews, the Netflix recommendation 
system, VOD provider choice advice; and it shows a negative evaluation of making choices like 
having to choose whether to continue viewing when Netflix pauses after two hours, and having to 
choose between VOD providers and shows. Broadcast television is complained about because it 
meant viewers had to flip channels every time to find the least objectionable program. Writers also 
express feeling overwhelmed by the current supply and the knowledge they can never watch it all, 
or 'keep up' with everything. However once a show is chosen binging removes further choices until 
the end of the show, at which point viewers state a feeling of loss and uncertainty that is unpleasant.
Another view of binge watching as a coping mechanism is a discourse of weakening social and 
community ties in the US. Both negative and positive articles also frame binge watching as a way to
deal with this aspect of society. Binge watching is said to create strong one sided social ties to 
characters from television shows that compensate for feelings of loneliness. Framing suggests that 
binge watching is a way to escape (if temporarily) from feelings of anomy.

The moral behind the Conversation could be that problems of modernity can be solved with 
action on the part of the individual, and that the individual and/or consumer has a moral obligation 
to create a meaningful social life and to actively work on the project of the self as conceptualized by
Giddens (1991) in his/her leisure time. Some view binge watching as tool for this, others as a threat.
Another, and possibly complementary, explanation is that leisure time is being colonized by work as
described by Adorno (2001). If leisure is an appendage of our working lives, then free time is a time
to prepare for more work, a time to do leisure in a socially accepted manner. According to Adorno 
we must exploit our free time in an approved manner and be able to show that we have used our 
time well; if we do not we run the risk of being shamed. I think the moral that people must spend 
their free time in pursuit of something that will increase their productivity and/or improve 
themselves might be at the heart of the passive/active leisure dichotomy. In my data I found many 
examples of people expressing guilt over having binge watched instead of being productive. Binge 
watching is framed a guilty pleasure. The articles that discuss the acceptability of binge watching 
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often frame the behavior as shameful because it is either bad for you or because you are 'wasting 
your time' and could be more productive. The articles often address (potential) binge watchers and 
use a shaming tone towards them. The following quote from Adorno (2001) encapsulates the 
dominant sentiment expressed in the articles about how you should use your free time: “woe betide 
you if you have no hobby, no pastime, then you are a swot or an old-timer, an eccentric, and you 
will fall prey to ridicule in a society which foists upon you what your free time should be.” The 
articles that frame the passivity of the behavior as something pleasant and positive, and the 
enjoyment as stemming from a relieve/escape of pressures of work, commitments, activities and 
their social life can be seen as resistance to the colonization of free time by work. 

Fin.
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Appendix B. Numbered Titles

American corpus:

1. After BingeWatching 'Walking Dead,' N.M. Man Kills Friend Over Zombie Fears
2. TMobile is going to enable your bingewatching habit
3. Bingewatch is Collins' dictionary's Word oftheYear  BBC News
4. Unsurprising: Netflix Survey Indicates People Like To BingeWatch TV
5. Does BingeWatching Make Us Depressed? Good Question
6. You're Not The Only One BingeWatching 'Scandal'
7. Could Watching TV Kill You? BingeWatchers at Higher Risk
8. NBC Will Dabble In Binging, ReleaseAll Episodes OfA Show At Once
9. Study Finds BingeWatching Netflix May Affect Mental Health
10. Jarecki’s ‘Jinx’: documentary for bingewatching generation
11. Publicis, MRY and Aaron Paul Encourage BingeWatching in New TMobile Campaign
12. New survey finds America really is becoming a bingewatch nation
13. Netflix Won'tAllow Audiences To BingeWatch Its New Series
14. BingeWatching Netflix Is Making You Feel Lonely And Depressed
15. How families can turn bingewatching into family time
16. Bingewatching is finally, officially socially acceptable
17. Review: Technology Enables TV BingeWatching, but There's A LotYou Lose | Fox Business
18. Starzjoins ‘bingewatching’ trend for 2 shows
19. Americans are streaming, bingewatching more than ever
20. What Orange Is The New Black's Creator Doesn't LikeAbout BingeWatching
21. Four Canadians SetWorld Record for Continuous TVWatching
22. Rattner '15: The potential in bingewatching
23. How NBC Will Move Forward After Its BingeWatching Experiment
24. TiVo Study: 92% of People are 'BingeViewing' Television
25. All OfThe Shows You Should Be BingeWatching RIGHT NOW
26. 'Funny Girl' Is A Book Made For BingeWatching
27. BingeViewing: TV's LostWeekends
28. You Must Stop BingeWatching TV
29. TNT Has Made Its New Show Available For BingeWatching, Get The Details
30. The Oxford Dictionary Adds Slang Terms Such As “BingeWatch”, “Selfie”, and More
31. 3 Reasons Why Netflix Is Winning BingeWatching With House ofCards
32. Study: Bingewatching could be sign ofdepression
33. Netflix Warns About The Dangers Of BingeWatching
34. People ExerciseWhileWatching Netflix  Business Insider
35. Let’s Stop BingeWatching Netflix Shows
36. CES: BingeWatching World Record Broken by Las Vegas Trio  Hollywood Reporter
37. Cable Fights Netflix to Feed 'Binge' TVViewers  WSJ
38. Watch Kevin Spacey's Persuasive Speech Supporting Netflix And BingeViewing
39. 10 Insights from Studies of Binge Watchers
40. Your guide to bingewatching over the holiday weekend | New York Post
41. Ask Matt: Reboots and Finales, Bingewatching, Nashville, SVU, and More  Today's News: 

Our Take | TVGuide.com
42. Why BingeWatching is to Blamefor Kids Not Learning
43. Does Binge-Watching Netflix Mean You're Depressed?
44. Come Binge With Me
45. Bingewatching: How the hungry habit is transforming TV | NJ.com
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46. The best TVshows to bingewatch  CNN.com
47. How Netflix Is Changing BingeWatching Forever
48. BingeWatching Your Favorite TV Shows Could Be Killing You! Darn It, Science! | 

FitPerez.com
49. In Defense of Binge Watching
50. Binge watching is catching on with avid TV fans
51. Labor Day BingeWatching  What's New on Netflix for September  ABC News
52. Bingewatching makes TV better  CNN.com
53. HalfOfAll AdultAmericans Now Admit To BingeWatching TV
54. BingeWatching TV Shows
55. New Study Says D.C. Leads Country in TV BingeWatching: DCist
56. Study: Bingewatching in your 20s could be rotting your brain | KSL.com
57. Celebs Tackle Binge-Watching Epidemic With A Riveting PSA
58. Word on the Street: How 'Binge' Became aWord for Video Marathons  WSJ
59. Here’s How to Stop Netflix From Interrupting Your BingeWatching
60. The PostBingeWatching Blues: A Malady ofOur Times  The New York Times
61. Bingewatching will also kill you, say stupid scientists whowon’t letyou have anything · 

Newswire · TheA.V. Club
62. Comcast: Bingewatching actually helps live TV ratings (exclusive) | VentureBeat | Media | 

by Tom Cheredar
63. You’re not alone: Bingewatching is a solo activity for most people— Quartz
64. Kyle Chandler, Sissy Spacek Talk Bingewatching at ‘Bloodline’ Q&A
65. TV bingewatching is a mostly harmless addiction  TODAY.com
66. GoAhead, BingeWatch That TV Show | TIME.com
67. Hey Netflix, Stop Encouraging BingeWatching
68. The ultimate bingewatching bucket list  CNN.com
69. Why the Term "BingeWatching" Needs to Be Retired | Bustle
70. Play Movies & TVv3.9Adds BingeWatching For TV Shows, Easier Setup For Roku 

Devices, And More [APK Download]
71. Turner, Comcast Move to Capture BingeWatching Crowd
72. Binge-Watching Periscope Sounds Like a Crushing Experience
73. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Bob’s Burgers | WIRED
74. To binge or notto binge? More people arewatching TVseries in big chunks | TribLIVE
75. To binge or notto binge? More people arewatching TVseries in big chunks | TribLIVE
76. Why You'reWasting Time BingeWatching Shows Online
77. Netflix (NASDAQ:NFLX) News: How Netflix can insert ads for bingeviewers
78. BingeWatching: Should We Be Concerned?
79. WATCH: Why BingeWatching TV Is A Really Good Idea
80. Bingewatching, that greatAmerican pastime, can also be good medicine  LATimes
81. Here's Exactly How Much Time You've Spent Binge Watching Your Fave Shows
82. The science behind our insatiable need to bingewatch TV
83. NFLX cofounder: Bingewatching won’twork long term
84. The Official Guide To BingeWatching Over The Holidays
85. Bingewatching in your 20s might be rotting your brain— POLL | Las Vegas ReviewJournal
86. NBC WILL RELEASE ALL EPISODES OF ‘AQUARIUS’ ONLINE, BINGE-WATCHING

STYLE
87. How DramaFever is capitalizing on bingewatching
88. Why We BingeWatch Television  The Daily Beast
89. Bingewatching in your 20s could be rotting your brain, study shows
90. Here’s how bingewatching is turning you into a sleepless blobperson · Great Job, Internet! · 
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TheA.V. Club
91. Infographics Show How Long It Takes to BingeWatch 81 Different Shows
92. BingeWatching 'A DifferentWorld': 17 Things You Totally ForgotAbout This GuiltFree 

'Cosby Show' SpinOff
93. All That TV BingeWatching May Be Hurting Your Sleep
94. Bingewatching leaveslittle time to savorthe flavor
95. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Black Mirror | WIRED
96. nbc Aquarius streaming online stunt update  Business Insider
97. Bingewatching TV: an escape zone? | Miami Herald
98. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Lost | WIRED
99. 7 TV shows to binge-watch over the long weekend
100. What Have You Been Binge-Watching Lately?
101. What’s The Cast Of ‘Outlander’ BingeWatching? (VIDEO) | Decider | Where To 

Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
102. The Dirty Secret of BingeWatching
103. The unexpected social benefits of bingewatching TV by yourself
104. You're Not 'BingeWatching,' You're 'Being Lazy'
105. How Long ItWill Take To BingeWatch All Your Favorite Shows  Business Insider
106. TV BingeWatching Recommendations: November, 2014
107. No, BingeReading Isn't The New BingeWatching
108. Your Guide to MileHigh BingeWatching  Vulture
109. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Gilmore Girls | WIRED
110. 'Game OfThrones' Vs. 'Orange Is The New Black': Is BingeWatching AThing OfThe 

Past?  Forbes
111. This man'sjob is bingewatching for Netflix
112. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: House | WIRED
113. Rand Paul Talks ISIS, Turtlenecks, And BingeWatching 'House OfCards'
114. The Super Bowl Stopped People From BingeWatching  But Not For Long
115. Netflix BingeWatching Study | POPSUGAR Celebrity
116. 7 Reality Shows Worth BingeWatching This Summer « Radio.com
117. ‘Bingewatching’ could be bad for your health | WISHTV
118. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: How to Make It in America | WIRED
119. Shocker: BingeWatching Leads to Depression; Americans SeeAverage of5 Movies 

aYear (Exclusive Infographic)
120. Netflix’s ‘Bloodline’: Builtfor BingeWatching  WSJ
121. ere's Why HBO's CEO Doesn'tWantYou To BingeWatch Shows
122. BingeWatching Guilt Is SelfFulfilling
123. BingeWatching Television Linked To Loneliness And Depression: Should You Get 

OffYour Couch?
124. The problem with bingewatching
125. Ťħě ňěẅ fǻvǿřįťě pǻșťįmě ǿf ťħě ỳǿųňģ ǻňđ ǻffŀųěňť
126. United State ofTV: Bingewatching brings us all together again
127. CHRIS PRATT, THE ‘PRETTY LITTLE LIARS’ AND MORE EXPLAIN THE 

DANGERS OF BINGE-WATCHING
128. Why dowe binge some TV and not other TV?
129. Which Movies Expire From Netflix in December?You Should Start BingeWatching 

These 10 Picks Now | Bustle
130. Netflix’s next big battle: inseason bingewatching— Quartz
131. NBC Embraces BingeWatching With 'Hannibal' Marathon  Forbes
132. 6 Ways BingeWatching Is Ruining Our Brains, Bodies and Probably Our Souls
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133. Suki Waterhouse is BingeWatching Which TV Shows Right Now? | Suki Waterhouse
| Just Jared Jr.

134. Streaming TV Isn’t Just a New Way toWatch. It’s a New Genre.  The New York 
Times

135. Netflix to Eliminate BingeWatching?
136. Your Next Vacation: Binge-Watching Orange Is the New Black In a Hotel
137. BingeWatching TV Could Kill You « ScienceWorld
138. 7 Netflix Hacks That Every BingeWatcher Needs To Know
139. Is theAge Ofthe Netflix BingeWatch Coming ToAn End?— Film School Rejects
140. 502 Bad Gateway
141. BingeWatching House ofCards? Make Friends With the Monster
142. Binge Media Culture Finds a ReceptiveAudience in Americans  The New York 

Times
143. BingeWatching Netflix Involves Some Preparation &You Need To Do These 11 

Things For The Ideal Binging Experience | Bustle
144. Higher stress levels tied to TV bingewatching
145. Hooked on Netflix? Here are some waysto kick the binge watching habit
146. BingeWatching Helping Keep People On Netflix Average Of2 Hours A Day « CBS 

San Francisco
147. Hold the Netflix: Bingewatching can lead to depression
148. Law & Order' BingeWatching Marathons Really Are Good for the Soul (Says 

Science) | The Stir
149. TV Stars Warn You About The Perils Of BingeWatching In This Fake PSA
150. BingeWatching TV May Lead To Depression, Other Health Problems : News : 

University Herald
151. BingeWatching Netflix: How long it’ll take to binge on TVshows | BGR
152. The Most BingeWatched Television Show? | TIME.com
153. brandchannel: A Sprint and a Marathon on Netflix—the BingeWatching Brand
154. This BingeWatching Chart Might SaveYour Life
155. The most accurate artificial intelligence movie is a cartoon  Tech Insider
156. HereAre The Most Ridiculously Long BingeWatches Available For AnyoneWith 

200+ Hours To Kill –Consumerist
157. Does 'The Sopranos' hold up in a bingewatching culture? | Tampa Bay Times
158. Sorry, Netflix fans: Bingewatching is for lonely obese peoplewith no selfcontrol, 

study says | SILive.com
159. Kiernan Shipka Has Been BingeWatching 'Mad Men'
160. BingeWatching American Horror Story in All Its Glory
161. Speed listening is the new bingewatching | Deseret News National
162. 7 More Netflix Hacks Every BingeWatcher Needs To Know
163. 5 Steps to BingeWatch LikeA Pro | TheYoung Folks
164. How to Successfully BingeWatch a TV Show By Checking Your Dignity atthe 

DoorOINTB Season 3 Release
165. The Ultimate Guide to Netflix, for the Couples Who Can't Stop BingeWatching
166. BingeWatchers Quick ToAbandon Shows After One Bad Experience, More Than 

Half May Not Return | TechCrunch
167. How to Make Netflix BingeWatching More Fun | College News
168. Family expert says bingewatching can help parents connectwith kids  TulsaWorld: 

Scenehomepage2
169. The Netflix Addiction: Why Our Brains Keep Telling Us to Press Play
170. Bingewatching: To stream or notto stream  The DePaulia
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171. Century 21 Real Estate Survey Reveals ’BingeWatching’ TV Programs Brings 
People Together In The

172. When, Exactly, Does Watching a Lot of Netflix Become a 'Binge'?  TheAtlantic
173. Love TV? BingeWatch Your Way to Fitness | Babble
174. AMC Networks CEO Josh Sapan: 'Low Winter Sun' May Benefit From 

BingeWatching  Hollywood Reporter
175. What's So Bad About BingeWatching TV? | Houston Press
176. Celebrities warn againstthe dangers of binge-watching TV
177. Exclusive: WGN America Plans 100Episode Binge Eventfor Person of Interest and 

Elementary  Today's News: Our Take | TVGuide.com
178. 10 TV Shows to BingeWatch Before the Fall Season  TheStreet
179. New 'XFiles' trailer encourages 201 days of bingewatching  CNET
180. Love in the Time of BingeWatching  The New York Times
181. From Arrested Developmentto Dr. Who, BingeWatching Is Changing Our Culture | 

WIRED
182. Bingewatching may lead to depression, other health problems  NY Daily News
183. BingeWatching Television Got Me Through the Hardest Summer of My Life– 

Flavorwire
184. The hidden health effects of bingewatching TV | Fox News
185. Netflix And Chew: How BingeWatching Affects Our Eating Habits : The Salt : NPR
186. Bingewatching TV?Your brain may pay for it later  CBS News
187. This Is What BingeWatching TV Does toYour Health | TIME
188. Binge Viewing is Forcing Showrunners to Evolve
189. Here's What It's Like ToWork As A Netflix BingeWatcher
190. Digital technology gives way to binge TVwatching | Campus | redandblack.com
191. Why I Won’t Be BingeWatching Anything This Season | TIME
192. Encouraging TV BingeWatching May Backfire On Advertisers : NPR
193. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Power | WIRED
194. Next, Now, Never: Stacked Rings, BingeWatching & Tanning Beds | E! News
195. BingeWatching Is So Lonely  The Daily Beast
196. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: House ofCards | WIRED
197. BingeWatching Is Our Future  Forbes
198. BingeWatching: Ruining TV, America and Our Lives [COMIC]
199. Why BingeWatching Old Shows Is More Fun Than BingeWatching New Ones
200. Can bingewatching TV lead to depression, sadness? New study says yes | Pop File
201. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Star Trek: The Next Generation | WIRED
202. 5Ways to Make BingeWatching Less Terriblefor You | TIME
203. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Mad Men | WIRED
204. Fall asleepwhile bingewatching? Netflix smart socks save your spot  CNET
205. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Misfits | WIRED
206. Here’s How Much ofYour LifeYou’ll Spend BingeWatching These Popular Shows | 

TIME
207. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Scrubs | WIRED
208. Television binge watching: If it sounds so bad why does it feel so good?
209. The bingewatching craze is ruining television | New York Post
210. Whatto do after binge-watchingMaking aMurderer
211. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Futurama | WIRED
212. Netflix Reveals The Point Of No Return For BingeWatching Shows
213. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Star Trek: Enterprise | WIRED
214. 'House ofCards' BingeWatching is Bittersweetfor Sakina Jaffrey
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215. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The Good Wife | WIRED
216. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Seinfeld | WIRED
217. BingeWatch 'House ofCards' on Valentine's Day atYour Own Risk  NBC News
218. How binge-watching steamrolls flaws in television shows.
219. Bingewatching: The Latest Reinvention of Entertainment Consumption
220. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Grey’s Anatomy | WIRED
221. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Orange Is the New Black | WIRED
222. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Archer | WIRED
223. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Star Trek: Deep Space Nine | WIRED
224. 'Aquarius': How NBC is experimenting with bingewatching  CSMonitor.com
225. Netflix Unveils Button To Prepare Home For Hours Of BingeWatching « CBS San 

Francisco
226. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: TheXFiles | WIRED
227. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Parks and Recreation | WIRED
228. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Portlandia | WIRED
229. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Arrow | WIRED
230. BingeWatching TVTurned Me Intothe 'Paranoid, Drunk Lesbian' I Am Today | The 

Stir
231. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Orphan Black | WIRED
232. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Sons ofAnarchy | WIRED
233. Shia LaBeouf Movies BingeWatch Angelika Film Center
234. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Hannibal | WIRED
235. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Rick and Morty | WIRED
236. Will bingewatching eliminate the 30 second commercial?
237. TV BingeWatching World Record Set By Four Canadians  Hollywood Reporter
238. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Entourage | WIRED
239. NETFLIX STARS SHARE THEIR RULES FOR BINGE-WATCHIN
240. Netflix DIYsmart socks can stop your bingewatching when you fall asleep | Ars 

Technica
241. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Friends | WIRED
242. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Community | WIRED
243. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Veep | WIRED
244. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Broad City | WIRED
245. Bingewatching TV increases risk offatal blood clots  NY Daily News
246. When BingeWatching Turns to PurgeWatching  Vulture
247. Cutting the Cord: We like bingewatching solo
248. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Star Trek: Voyager | WIRED
249. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Elementary | WIRED
250. Miley Cyrus Sings of BingeWatching and Bongs on ‘My Sad Christmas Song’ | 

SPIN
251. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Veronica Mars | WIRED
252. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Buffy theVampire Slayer | WIRED
253. Hulu Will Not Allow inge Watching For 

It  New late Of Original Offering  
254. Warning: BingeWatching Is Seriously Bad For You
255. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Girls | WIRED
256. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Arrested Development | WIRED
257. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: TheWestWing | WIRED
258. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Empire | WIRED
259. Netflix Reveals Some Data Behind The Science Of BingeWatching
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260. Podcast 481: Binge-watching the new Apple TV
261. Brit BingeWatching: Five British Shows That Have Been Remade in the U.S. You 

Can View Online | Anglophenia | BBC America
262. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The James Bond Movies | WIRED
263. Infographic: How Long ItWill Take To BingeWatch Classic Shows
264. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Rome | WIRED
265. Samsung Will LetYou Catch Up on Your Shows in a Himalayan Retreat  Interactive 

(video)  Creativity Online
266. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: 30 Rock | WIRED
267. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Fringe | WIRED
268. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: TheVenture Bros. | WIRED
269. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The LWord | WIRED
270. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: UnReal | WIRED
271. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Agents ofS.H.I.E.L.D. | WIRED
272. What DoYou BingeWatch And How DoYou Do It?
273. Less binge drinking, more bingewatching: A New Year’s resolution guide to 

midseason TV · Preview · TheA.V. Club
274. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia | 

WIRED
275. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: TheAmericans | WIRED
276. Overcome TV Show Binge-Watching with a Lesson In Plot
277. Netflix Says BingeViewing is No 'House ofCards'  WSJ
278. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Teen Wolf | WIRED
279. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Switched at Birth | WIRED
280. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The Office (UKVersion) | WIRED
281. Hillary Clinton Jokes About Benghazi Hearing, BingeWatching ‘House OfCards’ 

With Stephen Colbert | Decider | Where To Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, 
Amazon Instant, HBO Go

282. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Justified | WIRED
283. What I Learned From BingeWatching “My Cat from Hell
284. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Adventure Time | WIRED
285. 'Friends' comes to Netflix: Aguide to bingewatching  TODAY.com
286. Why BingeWatching 'Law And Order' Is A Great Idea, According To Science
287. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The Flash | WIRED
288. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: American Horror Story | WIRED
289. Introducing WIRED’s Summer BingeWatching Guide | WIRED
290. Seinfeld Officially Enters the BingeWatching Era | Vanity Fair
291. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: My SoCalled Life | WIRED
292. Netflix Thinks It's Cracked the BingeWatching Code  ABC News
293. Lessons learned from a summer of bingewatching | Boston Herald
294. Netflix’s ‘Daredevil’ is builtfor bingewatching | The Seattle Times
295. TV Stars Advocate For Safe BingeWatching | The Mary Sue
296. The case against binge-watching
297. Muslims to ISIS: Sorry, Too Busy BingeWatching to Join You | TIME
298. Atlanta man coins term for binge watching Netflix
299. PSA: The Dangers of Binge Watching
300. How to Overcome a BingeWatching Addiction  WSJ
301. Breaking Bad Creator Vince Gilligan on Why BingeWatching Saved His Show | 

WIRED
302. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: True Blood | WIRED
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303. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: The Knick | WIRED
304. PBS Binge-Watching Experiment Boosts Ken Burns’ ‘Roosevelts’
305. WIRED BingeWatching Guide: Boardwalk Empire | WIRED
306. BingeWatching TV Linked To Higher Rates Of Depression And Anxiety
307. Why BingeWatching TV Is SoAddictive, and WhatYou Can Do To Spend Slightly 

Less Time on the Couch | Bustle
308. Is BingeWatching As Bad As They Say?
309. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Deadwood | WIRED
310. The Definitive Guide to BingeWatching 'Friends' on Netflix!
311. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Friday Night Lights | WIRED
312. Hawaii Blocking StateWorkers From Streaming Video Services To Prevent 

OnTheJob BingeWatching –Consumerist
313. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Six Feet Under | WIRED
314. Binge-watching is so 2014. Try plungewatching instead
315. Transparent Season 2 Episodes BingeWatching Recap
316. The 5 Stages OfGrief For The TV Show You Just Finished BingeWatching
317. Netflix is Hiring a Professional BingeWatcher | TIME
318. Reed Hastings Says BingeWatching Could Revolutionize Education | Vanity Fair
319. Netflix Card is your payasyougo gateway to bingewatching
320. SpotInspection:What are you binge-watching?  BY MANDI BIERLY 

(/AUTHOR/MANDI-BIERLY) • @EWMANDIBIERLY (HTTPS://TWITTER.COM
321. Voices: I Loved Telenovelas, Now I'm BingeWatching Bilingually  NBC News
322. A Douche of Humanity  Film  The Stranger
323. WIRED Summer BingeWatching Guide: Party Down | WIRED
324. What I Learned About Feminism from BingeWatching All Six Seasons of Maude  

Film  The Stranger
325. Bingewatching Titansgrave: Wil Wheaton's new live RPG show / Boing Boing
326. Your Brain WhileWatching Orange Is the New Black | Shape Magazine
327. Portlandia Season Five Is Coming to Netflix For All Your BingeWatching Needs on 

September 12th – IFC
328. 6 physical effects of bingewatching TV | Fox News
329. Daily Reads: The Therapeutic Value of BingeWatching, How | Criticwire
330. BingeWatching Netflix Is Aboutto Get More Expensive | TIME
331. 19 THINGS I LEARNED ABOUT LIFE WHILE BINGEWATCHING ‘GLEE
332. BingeWatching Away the Dog Days  Bloomberg View
333. How BingeWatching Can Be Putto Good Use
334. TV BingeWatching Could Be Sabotaging Your Diet
335. Hate ItWhen Netflix Pauses Your BingeWatching? Use One OfThese Handy Chrome

Extensions
336. Brit BingeWatching: Five Science Fiction Programs You Can View Online | BBC 

America
337. 35Amazon Prime TV Offerings For BingeWatching Over The Holidays
338. BingeViewing: What Is It?
339. Extreme BingeWatching: ‘Orange is the New Black’ Edition
340. Bingewatching 'Jessica Jones'? Here's your primer on the exsuperhero
341. BingeWatching ofTelevision is Becoming a New Norm Video  ABC News
342. Jackie Cruz is ‘Mad’ for bingewatching
343. Brit BingeWatching: Five Classic Novel TVAdaptations You Can View Online | BBC

America
344. Why Netflix Wants to Keep BingeWatching All to Itself
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345. One chart shows how much ofyour life you’ve spent bingewatching TV
346. Verizon's Internet TV Service May Let Brands Sponsor Your BingeWatching
347. 100+ Netflix TV Offerings For BingeWatching Over The Holidays
348. BingeWatching Law & Order: SVU Is Good for You!
349. It's bingewatching season: Here are45 TVseries you should plan on seeing
350. 6 Ways TV BingeWatching Hurts Your Health
351. Comcast sees 'double digit' increase in TVshow 'bingewatching' during Watchathon 

week (exclusive) | VentureBeat | Media
352. Comedy actors on funny dramas, bingewatching and diversity on TV
353. The Scary Health Side Effects of BingeWatching Your Favorite Shows
354. Forget BingeWatching: Great Television Happens When Networks Pace Shows
355. What Types ofShows Are Bestfor BingeWatching?
356. House ofCards’ BingeWatching: 2% of U.S. Subs Finished Entire Series Over 

FirstWeekend
357. Another Original Series Will Abandon Netflix BingeWatching Style
358. Watching 5 Hours ofTV a Day Could Kill You in aVery Specific Way
359. Brit BingeWatching: Five James Frain Roles You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
360. Your definitive guide to bingewatching TV | New York Post
361. April Fools' Day: Honda creates selfie car, Netflix warns of bingewatching | 

abc7.com
362. Effective BingeWatching Guide: ‘Boardwalk Empire’ | Observer
363. Virgin America teams with Netflix for bingewatching at 30,000 feet  LATimes
364. Netflix’s horrible bingewatching content distribution model « HotAir
365. Netflix BingeWatching: 9 Shows To Stream On Your Winter Break
366. How to Quit BingeWatching Cold Turkey (And Better Your Life) | Big Think
367. BingeWatching Medical Drama ‘House’ Was Hazardous to My Health | Observer
368. ESPN Takes On BuzzFeed, Funny Or Die, Binge-Watching In Pitch For Upfront 

Dollars
369. Stars confess:Here's whatI'mbinge-watching
370. Add Some High Culture to Your Binge Watching With Mozart in the Jungle
371. Casual’ Cast & Producers Talk BingeWatching, Sex, Smartphones –TCA | Deadline
372. 9 Reasons Why BingeWatching Is Just Like Dating | Bustle
373. Lonely, Depressed PeopleAre More Likely to BingeWatch TV | TIME
374. BingeWatching: A HowTo Guide | Observer
375. Here's your definitive snow day binge watching guide
376. Will Binge Learning Become the New BingeWatching?: Associations Now
377. Brit BingeWatching: Christmas Classics You Can View Online | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
378. What BingeWatching TV Shows Is Like  OITNB
379. Netflix may be abouttofall victim tothe bingewatching revolution it started— Quartz
380. BingeWatching Theater Is Becoming a Thing | Chicago magazine | Arts & Culture 

March 2015
381. Stop BingeWatching And Start BingeReading. I Read 300 Books LastYear And Am 

Smarter Because Of It
382. TheWalking Dead: BingeWatching Vs Watching Live
383. Emmys HostAndy Samberg Sings an Ode to BingeWatching (Plus: His Best 

Monologue Jokes)
384. Brit BingeWatching: Movie Depictions of Female British Royals Available Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
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385. TV binge-watching with a partner: To cheat or not to cheat?
386. People are hoarding TV episodes, sothey can bingewatch them later — Quartz
387. 13 BURNING QUESTIONS WE HAVE AFTER BINGE WATCHING ALL OF 

‘JESSICA JONES
388. Drama: Is bingewatching a blessing or a curse?Actors say both.  LATimes
389. The Emotional Timeline Of Being A Binge-Watching Addict
390. Your Guide to 17 TV Shows Worth BingeWatching This Summer | E! News
391. Brit BingeWatching: Five Roald Dahl Adaptations Available Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
392. Don’t Try This At Home: The 7 Stages Of BingeWatching ‘TheAffair’ As A Couple |

Decider | Where To Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
393. Virgin America and Netflix bring bingewatching tothe sky
394. The BingeWatch Before The Purge, Now ThatAereo Is Likely Done : All Tech 

Considered : NPR
395. BingeWatching Picks for Edward Snowden | TIME
396. Making Sense of BingeWatching
397. New Class Teaches theArt of BingeWatching Netflix | News Blog | St. Louis News 

and Events | Riverfront Times
398. New Netflix drama ‘Bloodline’ is perfect beach bingewatching
399. Brit BingeWatching: Five Peter Capaldi (The New Doctor) Performances Available 

Online | Anglophenia | BBC America
400. BingeWatching 'Breaking Bad,' 'House OfCards,' 'Game OfThrones' Is The New 

Normal For TV Fans
401. Tina Fey’s new Netflix show is here for weekend binge-watching
402. The solitary pleasures of TV binge-watching: 'Friday Night Lights' down, 

'TheWestWing' on deck
403. Community BingeWatching Event— YahooAnd Princeton Review Team Up  

Hollywood Life
404. It’s A Bit Boring ToWatch People Try To Break World Record For BingeWatching –

Consumerist
405. How to Make BingeWatching Better for You | TIME
406. Our lonely bingewatching summers: Searching for signs of connection in “Orange Is 

the New Black
407. Brit BingeWatching: Five Hugh Bonneville Performances Available Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
408. Why you always see the same ad while bingewatching TV
409. Chloë Sevigny on the Perfect Jeans and BingeWatching ’Friday Night Lights’  WSJ
410. 'Married' Star Judy Greer Won't Get Sucked Into TV BingeWatching | Adweek
411. Babyface Talks TheWeeknd, BingeWatching TV and the 'Honesty' of his New Album

| Billboard
412. Your Netflix binging might be hurting the planet | Public Radio International
413. Peter Bogdanovich On The State Of Hollywood And BingeWatching 'Breaking Bad' 

With Owen Wilson
414. Amazon wants you to spend the long weekend binge-watching ‘The Wire’
415. Study finds possible link between bingewatching TV and mental performance | 

WWMT
416. Samsung Galaxy View is a big tabletfor bingewatching (pictures)
417. BingeWatching? NetflixFitBit Combo Pauses Show IfYou Nod Off NBC News
418. 5 Big Questions After BingeWatching Season 3 of'Orange Is the New Black' | 

toofab.com
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419. BingeWatching 'Twin Peaks' On Netflix — You'll Start Drinking CoffeeWith Every 
Meal | Bustle

420. Netflix Latest BingeWatching Offering: A Mega Film Festival  Print (Slideshow)  
Creativity Online

421. Brit BingeWatching: Five Hugh Grant Romantic Comedies Available Online | 
Anglophenia | BBC America

422. Under the Kilt: Netflix or Pornhub: What are you bingewatching?  Highlander
423. Brit BingeWatching: Five Richard Curtis Films Available toView Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
424. 'Headbuttthe camera': Bingewatching, social media  LATimes
425. BingeWatching Linked To Depression, Loneliness, Study Says « CBS New York
426. Holiday bingewatching: 15 TV Christmas episodes to splurge on –Zap2It
427. Brit BingeWatching: Five Tom Hardy Roles You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
428. The New Season Of'House OfCards': A BingeWatching Experience  Forbes
429. Hurricane Joaquin or light rain?Your bingewatching guidefor a bad weather weekend

| NJ.com
430. Your Netflix bingewatching guide to acing your finals | Lifestyle News for College 

Students | USATODAY College
431. Garry Trudeau on Season 2 ofAlpha House  Vulture
432. 12 Ways Watching TV Can MakeYou Happier
433. Will Outlander Seasons Ever Come OutAll at Oncefor BingeWatching? Starz Boss 

Says... | E! News
434. Infographic: Exclusive Men’s Health Survey Shows BingeWatching TV Is a Major 

MaleVice | Adweek
435. Your Guide to Binge-Watching with KQED TV
436. Everything You Need to Know Before BingeWatching Netflix's 'Daredevil'
437. LoveAnd Death: Your Guide To BingeWatching Netflix's MoralityDrenched 

"Sense8" | Fast Company | Business + Innovation
438. Holiday BingeWatching: Movies Leaving Netflix on Jan. 1  ABC News
439. Celebrate season finale season by binge-watching these classicteen series
440. Science Says BingeWatching 'Law & Order' Is Actually Good for You | Complex
441. Science Has Linked BingeWatching to Being Depressed and Lonely | Complex
442. Before bingewatching Jessica Jones, read “Alias,” the feminist comic it’s based on
443. The Only BingeWatching ListYou'll Ever Need: What To Catch Up On Before Fall 

TV Premieres
444. Google eef  Up ChromecatWith uper    

ingeWatching Power  and Motion Control  
Posted on May 29, 2015 69 Shares 2 52 (http://readwrite.com) 

445. Binge Watching Netᴀ丄 ix 101 with Dabble
446. BingeWatching TheWalking Dead Messed Up My Head
447. Orange istheNew Black,Orphan Black:What your favorite stars are binge-watching
448. 'Daredevil' is the man withoutfear of bingewatching Netflix on 10April  CNET
449. Brit BingeWatching: Five British War Films You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
450. Summer Binge-Watching Tips:13 Series to Catch UpOn
451. 6 Ways a TV BingeAffects Your Body, and How to Fight Each One  Health News 

and Views  Health.com
452. The Walking Dead' and other TV shows worthy of a bingewatching session
453. The Watcher: Readers suggest additions to our summer bingewatching list
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454. Watching TV can kill you 8 different ways
455. BingeWatching SciFi Theater is the Future: The Honeycomb Trilogy | Den ofGeek
456. Your Guide to Holiday BingeWatching  Los Angeles Magazine
457. Brit BingeWatching: Five Tilda Swinton Films You Can View Online | Anglophenia |

BBC America
458. Brit BingeWatching: Five Spy Dramas You Can View Online | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
459. WhatYour Brain Looks LikeAfter A Netflix Binge
460. ROLLIN: Prevalence ofTV bingewatching may prove harmful | News | 

dailynebraskan.com
461. Theforce never wanes: Bingewatching Star Wars offers insights on series | Centre 

Daily Times
462. BingeWatching Killed the Syndication Star: ‘Law & Order’ at 25– Flavorwire
463. AreYou Doing YourselfA Disservice By BingeWatching Network TV Shows? | 

Decider | Where To Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
464. Here’s how long bingewatching your favorite shows will take  SlashGear
465. Study: BingeWatching TV Is Bad For Your Health « CBS Pittsburgh
466. From ‘Remedial BingeWatching’ to ‘Black Girls Rock,’ redesigned ULLafayette 

course introduces freshmen to more thanjust study skills | TheAdvocate— Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana

467. Obesity Tied to TV BingeWatching
468. Brit BingeWatching: Five Dame Maggie Smith Films Available toView Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
469. BingeWatching Turns Couch Potatoes into Couch Zombies  Main Line Today  

March 2015  Philadelphia, PA
470. Brit BingeWatching: Five Pieces Set in Scotland You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
471. Brit BingeWatching: Five British Music Documentaries You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
472. 5 Reasons BingeWatching Is Bad For Us | Movies and TV | The Escapist
473. Brit BingeWatching: Five Helena Bonham Carter Films You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
474. How BingeWatching TV Is Damaging Your Brain Function
475. Brit BingeWatching: Five Detective Series You Can Stream Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
476. BingeWatching, Sports at Center of Fox Bid for TimeWarner | Fox Business
477. TV drama actors on bingewatching, motivation, and heroes turning bad  LATimes
478. Daredevil Netflix Guide  Lessons from BingeWatching Daredevil
479. CBS Marvels at Obama's TV Binge Watching: 'He's A Lot Like Us
480. Brit BingeWatching: Five Dominic Cooper Films You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
481. NFL Players Are BingeWatching Game OfThrones ToAvoid Spoilers
482. BingeWatching Shows like 'OITNB' Is Proven to Be Deadly But HereAre 9 Ways It 

Improves Your Life | Bustle
483. Is 'Parks and Recreation' Worth Bingewatching?
484. Brit BingeWatching: Five Detective Dramas You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
485. Pilot Error: Top TV Critics on Reviewing New Shows in the BingeWatching Era
486. 'Psych' on USA Network: Worth Bingewatching?
487. Whatto bingewatch over the holidays
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488. 'Supernatural' on the CW: Worth Bingewatching?
489. Brit BingeWatching: Five Dominic West Films You Can View Online | Anglophenia |

BBC America
490. Brit BingeWatching: Five David Tennant Performances Available Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
491. Why BingeWatching Is Netflix's Creative Killer App—But OneWith Downsides | 

ThinkProgress
492. The Poll Results Are In: You’re Totally BingeWatching House ofCards | WIRED
493. Brit BingeWatching: Five Jack the Ripper Films You Can View Online | Anglophenia

| BBC America
494. Five Lessons Learned From BingeWatching 31 Zombie Movies | Westword
495. 10 TV Shows You Should Be BingeWatching in June << Movie & TV News and 

Interviews – Rotten Tomatoes
496. BingeWatching’s Original Guilty Pleasure: The Honeymooners at 60  

MoviePilot.com
497. The Casefor Bingewatching SpongeBob SquarePants :: TV :: Features :: Paste
498. Brit BingeWatching: Benedict Cumberbatch Movies You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
499. Belated BingeWatching  Best Old TV Show To BingeWatch
500. True Detective’s’ Cary Fukunaga Talks Filmmaking And BingeWatching At The 

Tribeca Film Festival | Decider | Where To Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, 
Amazon Instant, HBO Go

501. Summer ofthe Binge: TV Streaming Displacing Beach Reading, Tanning
502. Bingewatching cheats you ofconnecting with characters
503. Brit BingeWatching: Five Charlie Chaplin Movies Now Streaming Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
504. A Guide to BingeWatching TheAmericans << Movie & TV News and Interviews – 

Rotten Tomatoes
505. 15 Netflix Movies And Shows You Should Be BingeWatching | MadameNoire
506. Brit BingeWatching: Five Dark Comedies You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
507. Jeffrey Tambor Made a Handy Guide to BingeWatching ‘Arrested Development’  

Splitsider
508. Brit BingeWatching: IfYou Like ‘Mildred Pierce’ … Five TV Shows You Can View 

Online | Anglophenia | BBC America
509. Pop Rocks: BingeWatching Scandal Is Not a Good Idea | Houston Press
510. The Paste Guide to BingeWatching :: Design :: Features :: Paste
511. 7 Fantastically Fun Shows Worth BingeWatching This Fourth ofJuly Weekend  

TV.com
512. BingeWatching Could Be Hazardous toYour Health | TG Daily
513. 10 HalloweenThemed Episodes ToWatch On Netflix & Hulu | Global Grind
514. How much time doyou spend bingewatching TV? | KRQE News 13
515. Whatto bingewatch this holiday season  CNN.com
516. Brit BingeWatching: Five Steamy Films You Can View Online | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
517. PopWatch Confessional: Binge-watching 'TheWalking Dead' has side-effects BY 

MANDI BIERLY (/AUTHOR/MANDI-BIERLY) • @EWMANDIBIERLY 
(HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/

518. 20 Things to Do as a Couple Instead of BingeWatching Netflix
519. Qplay Is An iPad App For BingeWatching The Internet | TechCrunch
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520. White Sox pitcher Chris Sale has had enough of bingewatching TV Chicago Tribune
521. Brit BingeWatching: BeatlesInspired Films Available Online | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
522. Prepare For The Impending Turkey Binge By BingeWatching The Best 

Thanksgiving TV Episodes On Netflix! | PerezHilton.com
523. Brit BingeWatching: Five PostApocalyptic Worlds Available toView Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
524. Healthy Living Tips: Quit BingeWatching TV | Shape Magazine
525. Brit BingeWatching: Five Criterion Collection Classics You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
526. Brit BingeWatching: Five Sherlock Holmes Adaptations You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
527. ‘Doctor Who’: Is itWorth BingeWatching?
528. Is bingewatching bad for your health? | HLNtv.com
529. The TV binge: Asickness | Stanford Daily
530. Daily Reads: The Downside of BingeWatching, Jerry Seinfeld’s Comedy of 

Privilege, and More | Indiewire
531. Brit BingeWatching: IfYou Like ‘TheWalking Dead’ … | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
532. Is 'Lizzie McGuire' On Netflix? This Show Is Worth BingeWatching About 30 Times

| Bustle
533. What’s The Cast of ‘Blunt Talk’ BingeWatching? (VIDEO) | Decider | Where To 

Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
534. Experience : The bingewatching epidemic
535. Ted Cruz Will Be BingeWatching House ofCards This Weekend | TheAmerican 

Spectator
536. I Wish I Hadn't BingeWatched "Breaking Bad" | Complex
537. Four tips that can enhance your Netflix experience  CNET
538. Did BingeWatching Ruin The TVTheme Song? | Decider | Where To Stream Movies 

& Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
539. Brit BingeWatching: Five British Costume Dramas You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
540. How to Medal in BingeWatching: Activities That Should Be Olympic Events | E! 

News
541. Celebrate Fourth ofJuly...By BingeWatching TV! All the TV Marathons and Specials

Airing This Holiday Weekend | E! News
542. TheAtrophy and the Ecstasy | Vanity Fair
543. Fall TV: A Guide to Binge-Watching 11 Shows
544. (http://www.hufÖngtonpost.com/
545. 4 Series Worth BingeWatching Over the Holidays | Backstage
546. TheWalking Dead’s Alanna Masterson: BingeWatching Ruined My Life! | Wetpaint, 

Inc. | Wetpaint, Inc.
547. BingeWatching Netflix's 'Richie Rich' Is Five Hours I Will Not Get Back | BDCWire
548. The Ultimate 24Hour BingeWatch Guide toAvoid Your Family on Thanksgiving | E! 

News
549. The Simpsons’ and I chat about FOX, binge-watching and family
550. Watch Neal Brennan & Co. Passionately Discuss BingeWatching and Bad Endings 

(EXCLUSIVE) | Moviefone.com
551. Health Watch: High Fiber Diet, BingeWatching Warning « CBS Boston
552. Brit BingeWatching: Five Medical TV Series You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 
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BBC America
553. How much timewill you spend bingewatching your next TVshow?  CNET
554. Why Everything You Know About BingeViewing Is Wrong
555. Part ofHuffPo t on HPMG New 
556. Brit BingeWatching: Brits on ‘Holiday’ Movies You Can View Online | Anglophenia 

| BBC America
557. How Has The BingeWatching Model Impacted Television? 'Orange Is The New 

Black' Actress UzoAduba Explores  Forbes
558. Whatto bingewatch over the holidays—and how long itwill take— Quartz
559. Brit BingeWatching: Five British Sitcoms You Can View Online | Anglophenia | 

BBC America
560. Bingewatching Netflix good in moderation  The BG News: Campus
561. Up To a Point: BingeWatching Putin's Propaganda Network  The Daily Beast
562. Everything We Learned by BingeWatching ‘Grace and Frankie’ on Netflix « 

Radio.com
563. Why It’s Time to BingeWatch ‘Parenthood’ «
564. What bingewatching means for content marketing
565. How Many People BingeWatched House OfCards During Its FirstWeekend?
566. Time To Start BingeWatching Showtime's Sizzling 'Masters ofSex' | Film & TV | San

Antonio Current
567. 11 Reasons to BingeWatch "Friday Night Lights" Over the Holidays
568. The 9 Stages of BingeWatching a New Show | Backstage
569. WAYWARD PINES is the Perfect BingeWatching Show  moviepilot.com
570. Best TV Shows to BingeWatchWhattoWatch Over Thanksgiving
571. Hulu Fall Streaming: 4 TV Shows Worth BingeWatching
572. BingeViewing Gets A Bad Rap; Here's The Reality  Forbes
573. Apple TV PatentWould BeA Dream Come True For BingeWatchers  Business 

Insider
574. Nordic Noir: AViewer's Guide to BingeWatching Northern Europe's Chilly Thrillers |

Co.Create | creativity + culture + commerce
575. BingeWatching ‘The Sopranos’: 86 Episodes in 6 Weeks — Film School Rejects
576. 15+ Premium Cable TV Offerings For Holiday BingeWatching
577. JuneWill Be a Heavy BingeWatching Month for Netflix – Release Dates Setfor 

‘Orange Is the New Black,’ Nina Simone Doc, More… | Indiewire
578. Excuse Me Sirs, Women Are Just as Good at Boozing and Binge-Watching
579. Best shows for bingewatching (betyou'll find a surprise or two)  seattlepi.com
580. Your New Year's Eve TV Schedule: Fake Controversy, BingeWatching, And Lots 

ofConcerts | Vanity Fair
581. When couch potatoes startto grow sprouts: Experts begin to question wisdom ofTV 

bingewatching
582. 14 Celebrity Cameos To Look For While BingeWatching Seinfeld On Hulu! | 

PerezHilton.com
583. A ‘House OfCards’ BingeWatch Survival Guide | Decider | Where To Stream Movies

& Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
584. Emily Nussbaum on ‘Breaking Bad’  New York Magazine TV Review
585. Try these Halloween bingewatching suggestions
586. FACE IT: BingeViewing Is the New Date Night
587. Wolfpack' brothers gofrom bingewatching to bingeliving | Reading Eagle  LIFE
588. Netflix Plus Oculus Hack Shows What BingeWatching in Virtual Reality Is Like
589. House ofCards BingeWatching Diary | Complex
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590. The Slap' is too arty, but 'Bosch' is tough enough  phillyarchives
591. 'TheAddress': Ken Burns on the Gettysburg Address and bingewatching  LATimes
592. 404 | Disney Partners
593. Netflix Dives Into True CrimeWith 'Making a Murderer'
594. How ToWork OutWhileYou're BingeWatching Netflix
595. BingeWatching Television Is Even More Deadly Than Scientists Originally Thought
596. Hulu's iOS9 app update offers new pictureinpicturefeature | Digital Trends
597. Brit BingeWatching: Five ShakespeareAdaptations You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
598. Brit BingeWatching: Five Classics You Can View on Netflix | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
599. 10 Important Reasons You Should StopWatching TV Immediately, Because 

BingeWatching Isn'tActually Making Your Life Better | Bustle
600. Jennette McCurdy&apos;s grownup Netflix drama &apos;Between&apos; notfor 

bingewatching –Zap2It
601. The Grim Vision of BingeWatching Jessica Jones | www.splicetoday.com
602. PSA: Every Episode of"The O.C." Is Now Availablefor Your BingeWatching 

Pleasure
603. 411MANIA | Sonjay Dutt Says BingeWatching Makes Netflix Problematic For 

Wrestling Shows
604. The TV binge: Asickness | Stanford Daily
605. Netflix Wants to Take BingeWatching International | Complex
606. How to Watch Star Wars If You’ve Never Seen It Before
607. What’s The Cast of ‘Blunt Talk’ BingeWatching? (VIDEO) | Decider | Where To 

Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
608. Take a Break From BingeWatching Netflix: 9 Collections You’ll Wantto Binge Read 

Instead | Bustle
609. Simon Pegg on BingeWatching, Robin Williams, and the Meaning of Happiness | 

Observer
610. Deadbeat” and the problem with binge watching slacker TV
611. ‘Community’ Season Six Gets A Standardized Test For BingeWatchers
612. CBS Leslie Moonves On OTT ServiceAt MediaLink CES Keynote | Special: CES  

AdAge
613. Is “BingeReading” the New “BingeWatching”? (I Sure Hope Not)
614. Qantas brings bingewatching and bigger screens tothe skies
615. Women Say BingeWatching OITNB Is Like Foreplay
616. 6 Books To Read After BingeWatching Aziz Ansari's 'Master of None'
617. Foxtel backs up new price plans with bingewatching and HBO partnership  CNET
618. How to Skip Through a TV Series Without Getting Lost— Film School Rejects
619. Brit BingeWatching: ‘Doctor Who’ Christmas Specials You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
620. 11 TV Shows On Netflix To BingeWatch Over The Long Holiday Weekend | Bustle
621. Andy Samberg's 2015 Emmy Awards Opening Is a StarStudded, Musical 

BingeWatching Tribute
622. Marvel Studio's Daredevil Netflix Series Being Made To Be BingeFriendly
623. Summer BingeWatch Guide: Netflix InstantWatch
624. BingeWatching Safety Tips
625. Calvin Harris Tricked into bingewatching Keeping UpWith the Kardashians
626. Brit BingeWatching: Five British Serial Killer Thrillers You Can View Online | 

Anglophenia | BBC America
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627. Netflix makes it easier to binge watch with Chromecast
628. Why 'Bloodline' From Netflix Is The Next Great BingeWatching Show — VIDEO | 

Bustle
629. Netfling Is A New Dating App For BingeWatchers, Finally, So HereAre The 10 Best 

TV Shows ToWatch On A First Date | Bustle
630. House ofCards' Actors: 'Our Viewership Is Now Primed' for BingeWatching TV 

Hollywood Reporter
631. Economists say Internet TV means more options, notviewing time
632. The Best TV Shows We Ever BingeWatched – Flavorwire
633. Nieuw tabblad
634. The Originals Q&A: Danielle Campbell on Davina's Quest For Control, 

BingeWatching and More!  TV Fanatic
635. Bingewatching Netflix may costyou extra  CSMonitor.com
636. Netflix Holiday Binge  BingeWatching Arrested Development
637. Legends ofTomorrow Jumping on theAnthology Series Bandwagon | The Mary Sue
638. APKTeardown] Google Play Movies & TVv3.8 Prepares New Continuous Mode For

BingeWatching TV LikeA Pro
639. 5Ways to MakeYour Netflix Binge a Little Less Bad for You  Health News and 

Views  Health.com
640. 'Friends,' 'Modern Family' and Other TVThanksgiving Marathons
641. Watching TV Study  AskMen
642. The Blacklist’ Arrives On Netflix: Is ItWorth BingeWatching? | Decider | Where To 

Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
643. This Infographic Shows How Long ItWill Take To BingeWatch Shows
644. Pure &Weary Take on Netflix and BingeWatching  TheAcrimonious Clown
645. Infographic: Here's How Long It Takes To BingeWatch That Show You Keep 

Hearing About | Co.Create | creativity + culture + commerce
646. Why The Best BingeWatch TV Option Is Borgen | Vanity Fair
647. Is D.C. Out ofTouch  Even When It's Just BingeWatching on the Couch?  NBC News
648. How To Pick The Perfect Show To BingeWatch  Starpulse.com
649. What’s on TVThis Christmas?Your Day of BingeWatching Is Sure to Be Merry & 

Bright | Bustle
650. Brit BingeWatching: IfYou Like ‘Orange is the New Black’ … | Anglophenia | BBC 

America
651. Macy'sjoins loyalty program that can earn consumers creditfor bingewatching and 

gas purchases  Cincinnati Business Courier
652. With Marvel’s ‘Daredevil,’ Netflix Looks to Build Its Own Superteam  The New 

York Times
653. Emmy NomineeAaron Paul Explains Why BingeWatching is ‘The Future’ ofTV | 

Indiewire
654. Can you guess what Robert Pattinson is bingewatching?
655. Spend tomorrow bingewatching ‘Deadliest Catch’ on Discovery Channel | 

Examiner.com
656. Amazon's new dark comedy will be availablefor bingewatching this Christmas  

GeekWire
657. Which Show Should You BingeWatch On Netflix Next?— Quiz  Hollywood Life
658. NBC Will DropAll of David Duchovny's Aquarius At Once Online  TV.com
659. Tyler Layne On Cyber Bullying, New Music & Netflix BingeWatching
660. NBC Tries Out BingeViewing With ‘Aquarius’ | Here & Now
661. Wolff: Netflix plays its 'Cards' in a new game strategy
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662. FCC Proposes Treating Online TV Like Cable TV; Amazon Objects If It’ll StopYou 
From BingeWatching ‘TheWire’ –Consumerist

663. CUT BACK ON BINGE WATCHING AND ENJOYU REAL LIVE STREAMING
664. Tell Yourselfthe Good Stories”: Cheryl Strayed on Collecting Quotes, Overcoming 

Jealousy, and BingeWatching TV– Flavorwire
665. Page Not Found
666. Hulu to rede䃀茓 ne binge-watching with ads allowing you to order pizza while 

watching TV
667. PabloAlborán's Tour Terral Diary: Fans Sneaking Into Hotels, Romantic Gifts, 

BingeWatching, More | Billboard
668. The Labor Day Weekend bingewatching guide  GadgeTell | TechnologyTell
669. OFFICIAL GUIDE TO SUMMER BINGE-WATCHING
670. Summer streaming lists beat out summer reading lists  CBS News
671. It’s Time You Start Watching The Americans
672. 7 delicious spoilerfree House ofCards images
673. PROTIPS: What are you bingeing on?
674. IfYou’re BingeWatching TV Over the Holidays, HereAre 5 Steps to Doing It Right
675. Hunchback Writer Stephen Schwartz on BingeWatching Disney and the Next Movie 

HeWants to Bring to Broadway | Playbill
676. 9 Web Series You Need to BingeWatch Over Your Holiday Break
677. Which TV Shows Does Obama BingeWatch?
678. Spring break and bingewatching Netflix gotogether like sun and sunglasses | 

Emerald Media
679. Binge Watching Review – Marco Polo
680. Why I was wrong about Netflix 'House ofCards'  Forbes
681. When couch potatoes startto grow sprouts: Experts begin to question wisdom ofTV 

bingewatching
682. 8 Great Shows to BingeWatch This Thanksgiving Weekend  TV.com
683. 8 Great Shows to BingeWatch This Thanksgiving Weekend  TV.com
684. Watching Fictional TV Drama Series Can be a Sign of High EQ : News : Food 

World News
685. BingeWatching: The New Addiction of Empty Nesters
686. NETFLIX WON’T OWN BINGE-VIEWING FOR MUCH LONGER
687. World cup bingewatching is killing Chinese soccer fans  SBNation.com
688. The 8 Shows Everyone Over 50 Should BingeWatch
689. Ifyou're going to bingewatch for 100 days, might as well do it at a Tibetan monastery

| MNN  Mother Nature Network
690. Social Media Today: WhatsApp, Heart Surgery, More BingeWatching « CBS Philly
691. Marvel's Quesada Promises NetflixMarvel BingeWatching  IGN
692. New on Netflix in December: Seewhat's streaming, plus 5 bingewatching tricks | 

syracuse.com
693. Anthony Hopkins Wrote This Fan Letter To Bryan Cranston After BingeWatching 

‘Breaking Bad’ In TwoWeeks
694. Why can'tyou stopwatching Netflix?  CNN.com
695. AreWeAll Binge TVWatching Addicts? When Even Netflix Is Concerned, There's a 

Problem | Bustle
696. Winter BingeWatching for Fans of90's TV | Entertainment | videtteonline.com
697. Here's How To Calculate The Amount Of Time You've Wasted Watching TV
698. Bloodline’ Is The First StreamingOnly Show That Can’t Be BingeWatched | Decider 

| Where To Stream Movies & Shows on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Instant, HBO Go
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699. Americans willing to exercisewhile bingewatching, poll shows  UPI.com
700. Showrunners MichelleAshford, Carlton Cuse, Jenji Kohan Talk Sex, Emmys and 

BingeWatching at HRTS Panel
701. Bingewatching may be suited for complex narratives  Pipe Dream
702. 10 Scary Movies You Can Watch on Netflix This Rainy Weekend – Flavorwire
703. Five Reasons Why You Should Watch HBO's 'Game ofThrones' (Even IfYou're Not 

Into Castles and Dragons)  Forbes
704. Bingewatching TVshows eating up too much ofyour life? Dig this | NOLA.com
705. Confessions ofa BingeWatcher
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Dutch corpus

1. Vier op tien Nederlanders doen aan 'bingewatching' | NU  Het laatste nieuws het eerst op 
NU.nl

2. Tweetal verbreektwereldrecord bingewatching | Show | AD.nl
3. 'Verslaving aan tvseries kan wijzen op eenzaamheid ofdepressie'  Nationale Zorggids
4. Pagina niet gevonden | AD.nl
5. Wat een avondje Netflix metje lijfdoet|Gezondheid| Telegraaf.nl
6. Traditioneel TV kijken verdwijnt? BingeWatching populair, ook in Nederland
7. Totaal TV | Lineaire bingewatching op BBC First
8. Recordpoging tvseries kijken van start op de Neud
9. Column: To bingewatch, or notto bingewatch?
10. Bingewatchers zijn vaker eenzaam en depressief
11. Breaking Bad meestverslavende serie  Televizier.nl
12. Devijfsymptomen van een serieverslaving
13. Pagina niet gevonden | AD.nl
14. Record series kijken op de Neude tijdens NFF
15. Netflix gaat Bingekijkers helpen tegen verslaving  Techzine  ICT Nieuws  Internet  ICT 

community voor mobiele gebruikers
16. House OfCards seizoen 3 online  Televizier.nl
17. Onlinekijkers zijn goudmijntjevoor tvmakers | Het Financieele Dagblad
18. ’tWereldje (108) met bingewatchen, Steve Jobs en Samsung!
19. Totaal TV | Derde seizoen House ofCards nu op Netflix
20. Zin in coke in ZuidAmerika, met Pablo Escobar | Opinie | deVolkskrant
21. 11 tekenen datjij verslaafd bent aan series kijken  Girlscene
22. Na één aflevering stoppen met Netflix? Dat kan!  ComputerTotaal
23. Geen tvrevolutie in Nederland, maar een slome evolutie  Elsevier.nl
24. Wordt het HBO, Videoland, KPN Play oftoch Netflix? | Show | AD.nl
25. Netflix: de drie nieuwe series
26. Een land overklast heel dewereld mettelevisie kijken en niemand weetwaarom
27. Totaal TV | SBS biedt gratis series via OTTdienst KIJK
28. Tv steeds vaker gebruikt als scherm bij Netflix en Popcorn Time
29. Crazy Eyes en Piper hebben boodschapvoor koning | metronieuws.nl
30. 7x Realistische goedevoornemens  Lifestyle  Tips  GLAMOUR Nederland
31. 'Selfie' uitgeroepen tot Engels woord van hetjaar  Nieuws  TROUW
32. Online muziek streamingdienst Deezer komt met speciale eclips playlist | Astroblogs
33. Appmaker wil datingappvoor Netflixkijkers | NU  Het laatste nieuws het eerst op NU.nl
34. Spotify voorje tv': Netflix  Hoewerkt het?  RTL Nieuws
35. Totaal TV | Nederlander kijktvaker meer afleveringen series achtereen
36. Pagina niet gevonden | AD.nl
37. GTAV netzo erg als drugs en sigaretten  Computerworld
38. House ofCards 3 recensies: voldoet Underwood aan deverwachtingen?  HP/De Tijd
39. Jeroen Doucet (ComingNext.tv): “Er zit houtrot in de kijktijd” | Marketingfacts
40. 4 reasons to be grateful for bad weather in Holland
41. Interview met Isaac HempsteadWright  FilmTotaal filmnieuws
42. 'tWereldje (107) auto's hacken en Popcorn Time!
43. Zaterdag 28 en zondag 29 november is het Lumiere Crime Festival in Utrecht  DVD.NL
44. Netflix kondigt seizoen 3 van House ofCards aan  Televizier.nl
45. Column: Het Uur van deWolf
46. Link not found
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47. 16 dingen die jij gewoon thuis kunt doen in de herfstvakantie  Girlscene
48. Netflix haalt dystopisch drama Black Mirror aan boord'
49. Eerste indruk: Netflixserie Fargo startveelbelovend
50. U bent het snelstverslaafd aan Netflix
51. Quiz: Watweetjij nog van de Nederlandse televisie? | metronieuws.nl
52. Eindelijk Netflix voor porno
53. Wereldrecord tvkijken verbroken|Binnenland| Telegraaf.nl
54. Verslaving aan tvseries kan wijzen op eenzaamheid ofdepressie'  Nationale Zorggids
55. 'Breaking Bad meestverslavende televisieserie' | NU  Het laatste nieuws het eerst op NU.nl
56. Column Jan Postma | Valentijn met Frank | BNR Nieuwsradio
57. Derde seizoen Overspel voorafal online te zien  Televizier.nl
58. Netflix in 15% van Brabantse huishoudens, bingewatching steeds populairder | Omroep 

Brabant
59. YouTubehit: Hollywoodsteren waarschuwen voor bingewatching  Televizier.nl
60. Totaal TV | Videoland Unlimited: compleet seizoen serie eerder dan op tv
61. Netflix haakt in op 1 aprilgrap met grappigevideo's | metronieuws.nl
62. Videoland plaatst eerste seizoen Zwarte Tulp online | Media | deVolkskrant
63. 9x de bekendste irritaties van dejaren '90  Lifestyle  Nieuws  GLAMOUR Nederland
64. Hollands Hoop  dvd recensie  MovieScene
65. Streamen steeds populairder dan downloaden
66. Bioscoopeigenaar: 'Winnaar is defilmliefhebber'
67. House ofCards, de onstuimigeweg naar de topvol list en bedrog | Recensies | deVolkskrant
68. Waarom de nieuwe Twin Peaks niet op Netflix verschijnt
69. Vanavond start seizoen 4 Game ofThrones  een recap in 5 minuten  NRC
70. Robeco: Televisie is uit en smartphone is in | IEX.nl
71. Overzicht: De zes beste Netflixalternatieven | NU  Het laatste nieuws het eerst op NU.nl
72. True Detective  dvd recensie  MovieScene
73. Orange Is the New Black seizoen 2– recensie
74. Netflix onderzoek laatzien wanneerjeverslaafd raakt aan een serie | Film Nieuws  XGN.nl
75. DEZE Netflixhack gaat het bingewatchen heel veel makkelijker maken | ELLE
76. DIT zijn volgens Netflix de series waar we het snelstverslaafd aan raken | ELLE
77. Netflix Hack Day
78. That 70's Show acteurs samen in gloednieuwe Netflixserie  Nieuws  Lifestyle  GLAMOUR 

Nederland
79. ELLE's filmtips voor december 2014 | ELLE
80. Nee! Gossip Girl verdwijntvan Netflix over een paar dagen! | ELLE
81. House ofCards isjust a tv show.’ En toen stapte Frank Underwood binnen  NRC
82. 'Ik vertel altijd uitbundig over series die ik goed vind' | 7Days  déweekkrantvoorjongeren
83. Veel aandachtvoor IDFA bij VPRO
84. Biostoppers: Dear White People & P'tit Quinquin  Filmblog  Film1.nl
85. Netflix zetveelbelovende trailer Marco Polo online  Televizier.nl
86. Man slachtvriend af met gitaar en magnetron uit angst datvriend verandert in zombie | 

ThePostOnline
87. De leukste series voor dewinter  Girlscene
88. Tips voor hetweekend: week 47 | Mixed Grill
89. Netflix bieb aangevuld met titels als Lock, ‐

Stock and Two Smoking Barrels, de cultklassieker The Big Lebowski
90. Nieuw op Netflix: Californication en Tropic Thunder
91. Recensie: Intruders seizoen 1
92. Fans staan te trappelen voor House ofCards 3  RTL Nieuws
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93. 3,6 dagen zonder slaap
94. Deze sokken zetten Netflix op pauze alsje in slaapvalt  Film  Geekly
95. 5 redenen om de grootste en slimste TVvan dit momentte kopen [Adv] • Numrush
96. Oh! Phoebe en Joey wilden dus samen eindigen in Friends | ELLE
97. Recensie P’tit Quinquin  Review op Filmtotaal.nl
98. Gossip Girl is terug op Netflix! | ELLE
99. Je bepaalt zelf waarvoor je betaalt
100. Mustsee: zeven heetste instagram mannen  Fashionchick.nl
101. De 5favoriete iOSapps van 2014 volgens Wouter
102. Regiobeperkingen worden steeds strenger gehandhaafd
103. 5 redenen waarom je Orange is the New Black moet kijken!  XGN.nl
104. 6 tips om de herfstdip teverslaan
105. Samsung Galaxy View: dood aan de tv
106. 7 handige tips om school en werk te combineren  Girlscene
107. Cultuur bingen? Crowdfundsucces voor nieuwe cultuurpas
108. Thriller en horror echte ’bingetoppers’|Rtv| Telegraaf.nl
109. Bingewatchen populair; traag streamen van video’s bron van irritatievoor 

driekwartvan de Nederlanders  Emerce
110. De 10 beste series van vroeger om weer opnieuw te bingewatchen  Nieuws  Lifestyle

GLAMOUR Nederland
111. Noord Nederlands Toneel  Borgen  Bingewatchen in de Schouwburg  8weekly.nl
112. Lifehack van deweek: ondertiteling voorje tvseries | PCM
113. Hoe Netflixjou laat bingewatchen en waarom we dat ook braafdoen | Marketingfacts
114. House of Cards: jij moet nog beginnen, Danny is al klaar
115. Daredevil: waarom we uitkijken naar Seizoen 2  Movies
116. Nieuwe Game of Thrones: hoe kom je spoilervrij de dag door?
117. Gaan buitenlanders eindelijk ook eens Nederlandse series kijken?
118. Captain America: Civil War is spectaculairejanboel | Recensies | deVolkskrant
119. RTLZ gemist: dit moetje echt nog even lezen (of bekijken)  rtlz.nl
120. Netflix bespaartje het kijken naar 160 uur reclame perjaar!
121. De 6 beste redenen om een hardloper te daten  Lifestyle  Nieuws  GLAMOUR 

Nederland
122. De schatkamer van Spotify is veel groter danje denkt  Joop
123. Banshee: 5 redenen waarom je deze serie moet kijken
124. 11 april | Endemol, referendum en Frits Spits | BNR Nieuwsradio
125. DIT zijn de grootse toekomstplannen van Netflix | ELLE
126. Netflix krijgt concurrentievan Amazon  Lifestyle  Nieuws  GLAMOUR Nederland
127. Kort medianieuws: Netflix, zendamateurs, kijkcijfers en meer
128. Game ofThrones voor derdejaar op rij verkozen tot beste serie
129. fusie tussen Ziggo en Vodafone
130. Flixed is best handig!  VK Magazine
131. True Detective Season 2 Bluray  Lees review  We getthe bluray we deserve | IGN 

Benelux
132. Man doodtvriend uit angstvoor zombies|Buitenland| Telegraaf.nl
133. UFC 2 review – Knoktzich omhoog recensie ()  InsideGamer
134. Deze maand nieuw op Netflix | Stuff
135. Mannen doen recordpoging series kijken: 94 uur | Utrecht | AD.nl
136. RC’s 14: Vrijwillige billenknijpmomentjes | Retecool
137. Nieuwe columniste: Bente!  Girlscene
138. 11 dingen dieje nog nietwist over Orange Is The New Black & het nieuwe seizoen  
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Girlscene
139. Nederlands Film Festival wil wereldrecord bingewatchen verbreken  MovieScene
140. Bingewatchen, ook in het theater
141. Nog eentje dan: schranskijken is de normaalste zaak van de wereld
142. Videolandserie Zwarte Tulp nu op RTL4  Televizier.nl
143. Luie bankhangers opgelet: Thuisbezorgd straks via tv | metronieuws.nl
144. Zwarte Tulp online: de eerste Nederlandse serie speciaal voor internet  Televizier.nl
145. Eenzaamheid herkennen en tips om het aan te pakken | Singlessite
146. #HoutenPoot: NetflixCEO blij met Spaanse internetpiraterij | 925.nl
147. Narcos verrijkt en verneuktje leven [recensie]
148. Hoe overleefje spoilers? Simpel, vervang alles door Friends  NRC
149. Kerstsokken voor bingewatchers | 7Days  déweekkrantvoorjongeren
150. Mannen zijn gek opvrouwenseries!|Actueel| Telegraaf.nl
151. Netflix: alles over de populaire streamingdienstvoor series en films
152. Mediacolumn: Streetlab | metronieuws.nl
153. Twee Utrechters verbreken wereldrecord tvseries kijken | NU  Het laatste nieuws het 

eerst op NU.nl
154. Dit is de nieuwe Chromecast 2 met 5 Ghzondersteuning | PCM
155. Datum nieuw seizoen Orange is the new black bekend | metronieuws.nl
156. Videoland is niks, RTLZ valttegen  NRC
157. Totaal TV | Ziggo breidt MyPrime uit
158. Netflix voor Porno: het is er
159. Kijkcijfers zaterdag: RTL4 scoort stevig met Guus Meeuwis  Zappen
160. Vind de perfecte Netflixdate met conceptapp Binger
161. BBCseries verdwijnen mogelijk bij Netflix  Televizier.nl
162. Zullen we met elkaar afspreken dat we deze ongein in 2015 niet meer op de 

weg/markt/het internet brengen
163. Overzicht: ditzijn de elf beste series van dezewinter  HP/De Tijd
164. Netflix Nederland 2jaar: dit gebeurt er achter de schermen
165. Kerstvakantie bingewatch tip: Making a Murderer  Televizier.nl
166. 25 herkenbare gedachtes diejij hebt alsje (niet) wil uitgaan  Girlscene
167. Kunstwerk Twijfel Zaaien aan de Dijksgracht is leuk, maar uiterstvaag (***)  

Recensies  PAROOL
168. Programma’s van Discovery Channel en TLC zijn vanaf januari in de Benelux te 

zien op Dplay
169. EenVandaag :: TrendingVandaag: Spaghettimonster huwelijken
170. Foodie monique: drie snelle pastagerechten  Fashionchick.nl
171. Review: Jessica Jones  NWTV
172. Kijk Marvel's Daredevil seizoen 1 vanafvandaag op Netflix | Film Nieuws  XGN.nl
173. Tips voor hetweekend: week 50 | Mixed Grill
174. Popcorn Time Mac: zo gebruikje de browserversie
175. Victoria’s SecretAngels showen hun signature catwalkposes in GIFs | ELLE
176. Impressie: Zwarte Tulp  NWTV
177. Foodie monique: de ultieme netflix snacks  Fashionchick.nl
178. Daredevil Seizoen 1 Review  Schittert in de duisternis  XGN.nl
179. Videoondemand in Nederland: 6 streamingapps getest
180. Opinie: Apple TV4 kan tvabonnement nietvervangen
181. Column: Het boek ofde telefoon?
182. Column: tijd voor een videogametvserie  Artikel  InsideGamer
183. Cadeau vergeten? Lastminute cadeautips voor de kerst
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184. 6 redenen waarom je Jessica Jones moét kijken  Girlscene
185. Deze sokken pauzeren Netflix alsje in slaapvalt  Televizier.nl
186. House ofCardsrecap S03E05: Veel ontwikkelingen, weinig democratie | Media | 

deVolkskrant
187. Netflix: streaming videotheek | PlusOnline
188. OudAHsupermarktmanager' Harry Piekema doet research op Binnenhof Kunst & 

Media  PAROOL
189. De nieuwste series: bankhangen en bingekijken|Vrouw| Telegraaf.nl
190. Elementary seizoen 1  dvdrecensie  MovieScene
191. Waarom zijnjaren 90 series nog zoveel geld waard? | Media | deVolkskrant
192. Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt  recensie  MovieScene
193. Serie: Nederlands Filmfestival 2015 in Utrecht
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